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Abstract
This thesis reports the development of a commercially viable, static dissipative,
aerospace matt black polyurethane coating. A sheet resistance of 10 kΩ/sq was
achieved with a loading level of 1.0 wt. % MWNTs, with electrical percolation at
approximately 0.3 wt. %.
The characterisation of MWNTs available in commercially quantities above 1 kg
is presented with key differences in agglomerate structure identified by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) related to the synthesis method and the catalyst and
catalyst support used as identified energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). A
tightening of the MWNT agglomerates after post processing such as purification,
functionalisation and shortening is shown by SEM and confirmed using gas adsorp-
tion and pore size distributions (PSDs).
A scalable dispersion method based on probe sonication used to create 500 ml batch
dispersions of MWNTs in organic solvents currently used in the coatings industry
using commercial high molecular weight dispersants. The required loading level was
determined using a stability check and related back to the specific surface area (SSA)
obtained using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. Changes in rheology
of the dispersions during sonication are related to the dispersion process using SEM.
The compatibility of the MWNT dispersions when mixed with a commercial coating
resin are presented, and the onset of thixotropic behaviour, used to identify the
rheological percolation loading level.
Standard coating tests confirmed the dry film properties of the coating are not ad-
versely affected by the inclusion of the MWNT dispersions. It is shown that MWNT
flocculation formed during mixing is broken during spray application but that floccu-
lation also occurs during coating curing; un-pigmented systems being more severely
affected than pigmented systems and higher curing temperatures and shorter times
between application and curing limiting the increase in sheet resistance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
There is a need for anti-static and static dissipative coatings in the aerospace
industry to reduce static build up and prevent sparking, which is a safety concern
on aerospace surfaces such as propeller blades on aircraft engines and rotor blades
on helicopters, shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 respectively. More widely,
anti-static and static dissipative coatings are used in packaging, flooring and
electro static painting, to name a few.
Figure 1.1: The Airbus A400M with composite propeller blades [1]
Traditionally, static dissipative coatings use graphite or conductive carbon blacks
to achieve anti-static levels of conductivity, but this can require high loadings of
pigment - typically between 20 per cent and 40 per cent. This can make the
coatings difficult to apply through spray application, which is the most common
application method in the aerospace and automotive industries, requiring large
amounts of diluent to reach application viscosity. This poses a particular problem
in solvent based coatings where legislation limits the amount of solvents that can
1
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be used [2].
Figure 1.2: The AgustaWestland Merlin HC3 with composite rotor blades [3]
Carbon nanotubes have received a lot of interest from the research community in
the last two decades, largely due to their exceptional properties, which include high
aspect ratio and high conductivity [4]; the combination of these two properties make
them ideal candidates for conductive pigments in coatings. Carbon nanotubes have
already found use in many applications, ranging from coatings [5-7] and composites
[8-10] to batteries [11-13] and filters [14] have been incorporated into many resin
systems, including: polyesters , epoxies [9, 15, 16] and polyurethanes. They are also
used to produce coatings films and composites with very low resistances at lower
loading levels than traditional conductive fillers [17].
A large portion of research into carbon nanotubes focuses on growth [18],
purification [19, 20] and functionalisation [21] of research grade material that is
normally manufactured in gramme quantities. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) are now synthesised in Tonnes/year quantities by various manufacturers
[22-24]. This mass production and reduced price allows for their use in high
volume, cost sensitive products, such as paints and coatings.
The focus of research institutions using predominantly research grade MWNTs,
means that there is a need for state of the art characterisation of industrial quality
MWNTs to allow industry to understand the materials that are available for them
to use in their products. Characterisation of industrial grade MWNTs is available
in the literature [25], but this is often limited to one or two manufacturers and
when comparisons are made, they are not always comparable grades, with an
2
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industrial grade from one manufacturer being compared to a purified grade from
another [25].
There is a gap in the literature, not only in the state of the art characterisation
and comparison of industrial grades of MWNTs from different manufacturers, but
also comparisons between the industrial, purified and functionalised grades available
from the same manufacturers. This data is needed [26] to identify the effects of wet
post-processing on the supplied agglomerates; a gap that this thesis addresses.
For MWNTs to form conductive networks they must first be dispersed into a solvent
or resin system. This can be achieved in many ways, including using high shear
mixing [26], probe and bath sonication [27], calendaring [15] and extrusion [28].
Both un-functionalised and covalently functionalised grades of MWNTs have been
dispersed into solvents such as: THF [29], NMP [30] and DCM [30, 31], but the
loading levels are normally ca. 0.1 mg/ml. This limits the commercial use of the
dispersions, not only due to the high level of solvent addition that would be
required to incorporate sufficient MWNTs into a commercial coating or
composites, but also because many of the solvents used are under threat of
restriction under the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH) legislation.
While the dispersion of MWNTs into an organic solvent is not novel, there is a
need to disperse industrial grade MWNTs into organic solvents commonly used in
the coatings industry and not under threat of restriction from REACH legislation,
that can be used to produce commercial products, such as aerospace coatings.
Further, such dispersions should be produced using a scalable dispersion process
and dispersants available from bulk chemical suppliers if required. The dispersion
loading also needs to be high enough that the MWNTs can be incorporated into a
coating system and still be commercially viable.
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1.2 Scope of the Research
The scope of the project is defined by the following aims and objectives. Throughout
the project, emphasis was placed on using materials that could be used to produce
coatings that could be sold commercially. Advanced characterisation completed in
an academic environment was performed using standard operating procedures and
sample preparation methods in case it was revealed they could be used for routine
quality control on raw materials. Where possible, dispersions were evaluated using
methods that could be used in a standard coatings laboratory and dry film properties
were evaluated using coatings industry standard test procedures.
1.2.1 Project Aims
1. To evaluate MWNTs that are available commercially in quantities above 1 kg
to determine key differences and identify which are most suitable for producing
a coating with a sheet resistance within the specified range.
2. To produce a commercially viable, aerospace, matt black, polyurethane coating
with a sheet resistance between 1 kΩ/sq and 25 MΩ/sq, using MWNTs at a
loading significantly below 20 wt. %.
1.2.2 Project Objectives
The aims of the project were achieved by completing the following objectives:
1. Characterise the commercial MWNTs using state of the art characterisation
techniques but using standard operating procedures and preparation methods.
2. Produce dispersions of MWNTs in organic solvents already used in the
coatings industry that are not under threat from REACh legislation using a
scalable dispersion process and dispersants that are readily available in bulk
from common chemical suppliers.
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3. Evaluate the dispersions using simple tests that can be performed within a
typical coating laboratory
4. Incorporate the MWNT dispersions into an existing coating formulation to
produce a static-dissipative coating that can be sold commercially.
5. Test the electrical and dry film properties of the coating using coating industry
standard tests that could be used during routine quality control.
1.3 Overview of Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 provides a background to paint technology and MWNTs and summarises
their use in conductive films and composites, while reviewing pertinent literature
and theory.
Chapter 3 details the materials investigated, the characterisation techniques
employed and finally the test procedures used to evaluate the dry film properties of
the coating.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 detail the characterisation of the commercial MWNTs
and high molecular weight dispersants respectively, using standard characterisation
techniques.
Chapter 6 introduces the dispersion equipment, constructed in-house, and details the
formulation and production of dispersions of the MWNTs characterised in Chapter
4 into organic solvents, using the high molecular weight dispersants characterised in
Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 investigates the compatibility of the dispersions produced in Chapter 6
with the base resin of the final coating and details the rheological properties of the
mixtures, using the onset thixotropy to evaluate aspect ratio and dispersion level of
the MWNTs.
Chapter 8 characterises the final matt black, static dissipative, polyurethane
5
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coating produced by combining the dispersions produced in Chapter 6, with a
coating manufactured by Indestructible Paint Ltd. It also explores the effects of
application and curing of the coating on surface resistance.
Chapter 9 details the final conclusions and suggestions for future work.
6
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Chapter 2
Paint Technology and Carbon
Nanotubes as Conductive Fillers
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a background to paint technology is provided, including the
constituents that make up a paint formulation, typical manufacturing processes
and quality evaluation of the final film.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are then introduced and both single-walled carbon
nanotubes SWNTs and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) discussed.
Properties, synthesis methods and proposed growth mechanisms of both CNTs and
CNT agglomerates are then discussed along with common catalyst and catalyst
supports used in nanotube synthesis.
Common methods of purification and functionalisation of CNTs are then reviewed
with a focus on non-covalent functionalisation. Dispersion methods and the use of
CNTs in polymer systems are explored with a focus on conductive composites. The
use of percolation theory is with CNT containing polymers is also discussed.
Lastly, safe handling of CNTs and European legislation restricting the use of certain
chemicals is introduced.
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2.2 Paint Technology
Paint technology stretches back to prehistoric times. This section introduces the
main constituents of a typical paint formulation and summarises the
well-established and time honoured manufacturing techniques used in the
industrial production of paint. This section draws largely on “Introduction to
Paint Chemistry and Principles of Paint Technology” [32] by J. Bentley and G.P.A
Turner, “The Physics and Chemistry of Coatings” [33] by A.R. Marrion and “Paint
Technology Handbook” [34] by R. Talbert as well as knowledge and operating
procedures at Indestructible Paint Ltd.
2.2.1 Formulation
Paint formulations primarily consist of four major components:
1. Binder
2. Solvent
3. Pigments
4. Additives
2.2.1.1 Binder
The binder, also known as the vehicle, is most commonly a polymeric resin that is
the film forming part of the paint. This resin holds the pigment together and gives
the dry paint film some of its properties, such as toughness, flexibility, abrasion and
chemical resistance, gloss and adhesion.
The main binders used in domestic paints are water based acrylics and vinyl
emulsions. The most commonly used binders in industrial and defence applications
are epoxy, urethane, silicone, melamine and phenolic resins as well as silicate based
8
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inorganic binders. For this project, coatings based on epoxy and polyurethane
resins will be used. These resins are the base of the IP3 two pack epoxy and IP6
two pack polyurethane coating systems manufactured by Indestructible Paint Ltd.
The reactive groups for each resin type are shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The reactive groups for a polyurethane (a, b) and an Epoxy (c, d) two
pack coatings
2.2.1.2 Solvent
The solvent, also known as the diluent, is a volatile medium in which the binder and,
where applicable, pigments and additives, are dispersed or suspended. The solvent
does not form part of the final dry film. The choice of solvent is normally driven by
the choice of resin. The resin must be soluble in the chosen solvent and must not
chemically react with it. The solvent affects how the paint flows, so is an important
factor in film formation and substrate wetting.
Solvent is also used as a thinner to modify the viscosity of a coating for application;
be it brush, spray or dip. The solvent evaporation rate is an important property
and controls the initial drying stage. The solvent needs to evaporate evenly to not
leave any unwanted texture or blistering in the final finish; for this reason, blends
of different solvents are often used.
For water based paints the dispersion medium is simply water, although a small
amount of organic solvent, known as a co-solvent, is often used.
Common solvents in domestic paints include: water for interior acrylic-based paint
and mineral spirits for oil-based paints using alkyd resins. Industrial and aerospace
coatings use stronger solvents such as aromatic hydrocarbons, alcohols, ketones and
9
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esters.
A major restriction in this project is the solvents that can be used. Multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have been dispersed in polar solvents such as toluene,
chloroform, tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethylformamide (DMF) and
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) but these are not viable for industrial products or
industrial manufacture because of the health and safety issues associated with
them. Alcohols cannot be used in polyurethane coatings as they would react with
the isocyanate and remain in the coating degrading the coating properties and
some aliphatic polyurethane resins have limited solubility in aromatic solvents and
hydrocarbons. For these reasons, ketones and esters will be the solvents
investigated in this project.
2.2.1.3 Pigment
Pigments are solid particles that are dispersed throughout a paint to change its
appearance and properties. Pigments give a paint its colour and opacity but
specialist pigments can enhance corrosion, UV and erosion resistance. Pigments for
colour and opacity include titanium dioxide (white) and iron oxide (yellow and red
to brown) and carbon black (black). Specialist pigments for corrosion resistance
include chromates and zinc powder for anodic and cathodic inhibition respectively.
Extenders and fillers are also pigments and are normally used to reduce the cost of
a formulation by increasing the solids content. Extenders are normally inorganic;
products, such as: talc, mica, clay or silica and are relatively cheap. They can
give body for sanding of the final film or to add texture and enhance adhesion.
They can reduce gloss (matt) and also enhance the barrier properties and abrasion
resistance of a film. Fillers can thicken a paint, reduce pigment settling and increase
the viscosity or alter the flow characteristics when the coating is applied. MWNTs
are the main focus of this section of work and will be used to impart electrical
conductivity to the coating system into which they are dispersed.
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2.2.1.4 Additives
Additives are included in paint formulations in very small quantities but can have a
significant effect on processing, stability and other properties. The range of additives
available is vast but includes the following:
• Wetting/dispersing agents
• Anti-settling/stabilizers
• Curing/drying agents
• Anti-foaming/defoamers
• UV inhibitors
• Adhesion promoters
• Flow control agents
• Biocides/fungicides
In this project high molecular weight dispersing agents are used as additives to
disperse un-functionalised MWNTs into both organic solvents and resins. These
additives typically consist of molecular chains that are soluble in a particular solvent
and pigment affinic groups that will interact with the MWNT.
2.3 Manufacture
Paint manufacture has changed very little in the last century with only a few
exceptions. Most manufacturing techniques are tried and tested and this project
aims to use these existing techniques where possible to manufacture MWNT
containing coatings. The manufacture of paint can be separated into two main
stages; preparation of the mill-base and the let-down.
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2.3.1 Mill-base
Pigments are normally supplied in powder form with individual pigment particles
present as aggregates. The mill-base stage of production aims to break particle
agglomerates and wet (cover) the particle surfaces with resin to prevent
re-agglomeration; this process is called dispersion; pigments and any additives are
weighed out and added to a resin solution or emulsion under some form of
mechanical shear. The equipment used for dispersion is dependent on the nature of
the product i.e. viscosity and the nature of the particle i.e. ease of dispersion and
hardness. Additives are often used to aid in the dispersion process as wetting
agents or stabilisers.
High speed dispersers (HSDs), shown in Figure 2.2, are used widely at Indestructible
Paint Ltd. and use a rotating, often serrated, disk to stir and disperse material.
They run at speeds up to ca. 1000 rpm.
Figure 2.2: A lab scale high speed mixer (a) and a cowls blade typically used (b) [35,
36]
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A rotor-stator disperser, Figure 2.3, uses an impeller that sucks in material and
then forces it through a screen to create high shear to disperse or emulsify material.
Rotor-stator dispersers are available as both batch and in-line units and create much
higher shear forces than HSDs.
Figure 2.3: A lab scale high shear homogeniser (a) and typically screens used (b)
[37, 38]
Ball mills consist of a porcelain lined cylindrical container containing porcelain balls
of various sizes. These containers are rotated (rolled) and the crashing action of the
balls against each other and the container lining smash pigment agglomerates apart.
Bead mills consist of a cylindrical vessel, a screw and grinding media. The central
rotating screw agitates the media inducing both shear and impact between
particles. Material is pumped through a chamber and the dispersed material then
passes through a screen while the grinding media is retained. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.4. The grinding beads are normally made of very hard material such as
zirconium oxide and are much smaller than the balls used in ball mills. Bead mills
create much higher shear forces than ball mills. The process can be continuous and
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is normally used on larger batches. Bead mills and ball mills are the most
commonly used equipment for dispersion at Indestructible Paint Ltd.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of a horizontal bead mill [39]
2.3.2 Let-down
To enhance the effectiveness of particle grinding, a mill-base normally contains a
higher percentage loading of pigment than is required in the final product. The
mill-base is then blended with more resin and solvent in a process called the let-
down. Sometimes in the let-down other additives that were not included in the
mill-base are added. The let-down is normally done on an HSD; solvent can then
be added to achieve the desired paint viscosity. If a bead mill has been used, it is
common for a portion of the let-down solvent to be flushed through to maximise the
yield of the mill-base.
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2.4 Quality Control
Quality control takes place throughout the manufacturing process as well as on the
finished product. Below describes the most common quality control procedures. The
procedures used in the study are explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.4.1 Grind
The fineness of grind of a mill-base is checked before let-down to ensure that no
particles with a dimension above a specified value are present. A grind test is
also performed on the finished product. Paint is either spread onto glass which
can show up agglomerates or a Hegmann gauge is used for a more quantitative
measure of the finess of grind which often provides an indication of the efficacy of
the dispersion process. Grind is often checked at regular intervals as over grinding
is also undesirable and can reduce the effectiveness of pigments and extenders. A
Hegmann gauge is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A Hegmann gauge used to evaluate the level of pigment dispersion in a
paint [40]
2.4.2 Viscosity
The viscosity of the final paint is checked and must fall within a specified range. This
is to ensure stability of the product while in storage. The most common method of
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viscosity measurement is viscosity cups. A viscosity cup, shown in Figure 2.6, is a
vessel with a certain volume and an accurately calibrated hole in the bottom. The
paint is heated to a specified temperature, the cup is filled and the time taken for
it to empty is recorded.
Figure 2.6: A typical viscosity cup [41]
A Brookfield rotational viscometer can also be used to measure viscosity and has the
advantage of being able to measure both Newtonian and non-Newtonian products. A
Brookfield device uses a spindle that turns within the paint to measure the resistance
and infer a viscosity.
2.4.3 Drying
Final paint formulations are normally force cured (heated) and, where applicable
allowed to air dry to ensure that the product does fully dry, or cure, as expected.
After curing, tests on the dry film are performed to check final film performance
properties.
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2.4.4 Colour
The colour of a dried or cured coating is checked against colour standards under
different light sources, such as incandescent or fluorescent in a colour matching
booth. This can be done by eye or using a spectrophotometer.
2.4.5 Finish
The gloss of a finish is checked optically and any texture is identified as well as
common surface defects such as blisters, fish eyes or orange peel which can all be
signs of an issue with a formulation or a mistake in the manufacture of a coating./par
2.4.6 Dry Film Performance Tests
Dry film tests are the last tests that are performed on a coating before the release
of a batch and are also performed to qualify a coating to specific standards of
performance. Once such standard is BS 2X 34 which is a British Standard
specification for a two component polyurethane finish for aerospace purposes [42].
For many dry film tests, top coats such as polyurethane will be tested over an
epoxy primer. The reader’s attention is also directed to BS 3900 [43] which is
another British Standard contains an index of test methods for paints.
Cross hatch adhesion is a common test to measure the adhesion of a coating to a
substrate. Typically a cross hatch grid is cut into the coating down to the substrate
and tape, of a specific strength is applied and then pulled off. The coating is then
judged on how much of the coating was pulled away on the tape. A typical cross
hatch adhesion standard is BS EN ISO 2409 [44].
Bend tests are used to test the flexibility of a coating. Typically, a coated panel
is bent around a mandrel of a certain diameter and the inspected for cracks. The
smaller diameter the mandrel, the more severe the test. A typical bend test standard
is BS EN ISO 1519 [45].
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Impact resistance tests are used to measure the resistance of a coating to damage
such as chipping or cracking when impacted. A softer coating will be more impact
resistant than a hard coating but hardness is typically also desirable for scratch
resistance, gloss retention and weatherabity [34]. An impact test typically comprises
striking a panel with a metal ball of a specified diameter from a specified height. The
coating is then inspected for signs of cracking and chipping. The higher then height
the weight is dropped from the more severe the test and the deeper the indentation
on the substrate will be. Coatings are also tested by impacting the reverse of the
panel. A typical impact test specification is BS EN ISO 6272-1 [46].
Scratch tests are used to test the hardness of a coating and typically passing a stylus
with a specified weight on it over a coating and evaluating if the stylus scratches
through the coating to the substrate. A typical scratch test specification is BS EN
ISO 1518-1 [47].
Salt spray is used to test the resistance of a coating to corrosion while accelerating
the corrosion process. A coated panel is typically scribed down to the substrate and
placed in a salt spray cabinet where it is exposed to a salt fog with concentration of
5 % (w/v) for a specified time with the panels then inspected for signs of blistering
or peeling at the scribe. A typical salt spray exposure specification is ASTM B117
[48].
Chemical resistance and heat resistance tests are also performed for coatings used in
certain applications where resistance to high temperature, water, aircraft hydraulic
fluid or oils is required. Coatings are typically scribed down to the substrate with a
blade and then placed in an oven or immersed in the liquid as a specified temperature
for a certain period of time. The panel is then removed and the scribe checked for
signs of peeling. Additional tests such as scratch and adhesion tests are sometimes
performed after exposure.
QUV (Ultraviolet) accelerated weathering is a test designed to accelerate the effect
of sunlight and moisture. It is more representative than a salt spray test and is often
used to test gloss retention of a coating. A typical QUV accelerated weathering test
is BS 3900: Part D5 [49].
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This thesis aims to produce static dissipative coating containing MWNTs with a
low percolation threshold. Carbon nanotubes, with their small size and high aspect
ratio are ideal fillers for this application and are reviewed in the next section.
2.5 Carbon Nanotubes
The ability of carbon to form covalent bonds with four other atoms leads to pure
carbon existing in many different forms; these being the allotropes of carbon, which
all have a different crystallographic structure and chemical properties.
Diamond, graphite, fullerenes and amorphous carbon are the most well-known of the
carbon allotropes. The number and nature of the carbon bonds present gives the
different allotropes of carbon their structure and properties. The atomic structure
of diamond is shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Atomic structure of diamond. Adapted from [50]
In diamond each sp3 hybridised carbon atom is bonded to four others to form a
densely packed tetrahedral crystal lattice. It is this structure that gives diamond its
remarkable hardness and thermal conductivity. The sp3 bonds result in the electrical
insulating properties and optical transparency of diamond.
Graphite is formed of multiple sheets of planar, monolayer sp2 hybridised carbon
atoms, covalently bonded to three others and densely packed in a honeycomb crystal
lattice. Figure 2.8 shows these sheets, which are layered upon one another and
bonded by weak Van der Waals forces. This makes graphite soft and slippery, making
it ideal for use in lubricant. As each carbon atom is only bonded to three other
carbon atoms electrons can move freely, making graphite electrically conductive in
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Figure 2.8: Atomic structure of graphite. Adapted from [50]
the planar direction.
Graphene is the simplest form of carbon and can be thought of as a single sheet of
the sp2 bonded layers that form graphite. Graphene is transparent, strong, flexible,
and electrically conductive and out performs all known materials in terms of heat
conduction. As well as being the basic building block of graphite, graphene is
also the basis of the fullerene family of molecules, which consists of spheroidal and
cylindrical hollow ‘cages’ of graphene. The most well-known and well researched of
the Fullerene family are the Buckminsterfullerene and the carbon nanotube (CNT),
being spherical and cylindrical, respectively. The atomic structure of a C60 molecule
is illustrated in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Atomic structure of C60. Adapted from [50]
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2.5.1 History
After the discovery of the first Fullerene, C60 [51] in 1985, it was predicted that
a C60 molecule could be elongated to form a tubular Fullerene. This was later
expanded to the prediction of symmetrical CNTs capped at both ends by Fullerene
hemispheres.
There is some debate as to the true discovery of carbon nanotubes, with evidence
they were actual discovered as far back as the 1950s by Russian researchers [52],
but it is most commonly stated that multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were
first imaged by Ijima in 1991 [53], closely followed by the independent observation
of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in 1993 by both Ijima [54] and Bethune
[55].
2.5.2 Structure
It was first proposed by Bacon [56] that CNTs were simply rolled graphene sheets,
and it was Iijima that recognised that CNTs are actually concentrically rolled sheets
of graphene with many potential helices and chiralities [53]./par
The chiral vector is used to define the orientation of the rotational axis of a SWNT
in relation to the hexagonal lattice of the graphene sheet it was rolled from, and
is denoted by the chiral indices (n, m). A labelled graphene sheet is shown in
Figure 2.10.
Depending on the direction of the hexagons in the graphene crystal lattice, CNTs
can be characterised as either armchair, zigzag or chiral, as shown in Figure 2.11.
The chiral vector is used to define the orientation of the rotational axis of a SWNT
in relation to the hexagonal lattice of the graphene sheet it was rolled from, and is
denoted by the chiral indices (n,m). The conditions that define the nanotube type
are summarised in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.10: A graphene sheet labeled with the integers (n, m)[57]
Table 2.1: Summary of conditions for CNT types
Nanotube type Condition
Armchair n = m
Chiral n 6= m
Zigzag m = 0
SWNTs consist of a single rolled graphene sheet where MWNTs consist of multiple
graphene sheets rolled concentrically, one within the other; illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: Different CNT types based on their chiral vector [58]
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: SWNT (a) and MWNT (b) [58]
2.5.3 Properties
CNTs possess extraordinary mechanical, electrical and thermal properties and for
this reason they are receiving a great deal of attention from scientists and engineers
of many disciplines all over the world. A stable geometric structure and strong
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carbon-carbon bonds lead to the high strength and stiffness of CNTs. SWNTs have
a Young’s modulus of between 0.32 TPa and 1.47 TPa, a tensile strength of 10
GPa - 52 GPa and a toughness of 770 J/g [8]. MWNTs have a Young’s modulus
of between 0.27 TPa and 0.95 TPa, a tensile strength of 11 GPa and 63 GPa and
a toughness of 1240 J/g [8]. The large variation in mechanical properties is due to
the variation in defects on the surfaces of CNTs. For this reason the properties of
MWNTs synthesised via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) have been measured far
lower than for arc MWNTs described above, with a Young’s modulus of 0.45 TPa
and a tensile strength of 4 GPa [8].
Depending on its chirality, a carbon nanotube can have metallic or semi-conducting
properties. Theory suggests that all armchair type SWNTs and zigzag type SWNTs
with n, m values that are multiples of three, have a metallic band-structure. All
other types have a semiconductor band-structure with band gaps that scale inversely
with tube diameter. MWNTs are much more complex due to the many tube layers
having different diameters and chirality; however, early research shows that, at low
energies, the conductivity of a MWNT with a metallic outer shell is dominated by
the outer shell conduction [59]. Electrical conductivity measurements of SWNTs
range from 102 Scm-1 - 106 Scm-1, with measurements of MWNT ranging between
103 Scm-1 - 105 Scm-1 [59].
In addition to being electrically conductive, nanotubes are very conductive to
phonons and theory suggests room temperature thermal conductivity of over 6000
W/m K [60, 61]; making them more conductive than diamond, which has a
thermal conductivity of 2320 Wm-1K-1 [62]. Experimental measurements of
thermal conductivity however are much lower, ranging from 200 Wm-1K-1 to 250
Wm-1K-1 [62, 63]; this is due to the sensitivity of the thermal conductivity of
nanotubes to synthesis technique, diameter, chirality, degree of crystallinity and
number of surface defects [62].
The measured thermal conductivity of MWNTs ranges from 200 Wm-1K-1 to 3000
Wm-1K-1 [64].
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2.5.4 Synthesis Methods
Generally the prerequisites for CNT synthesis are:
1. A carbon source
2. A heat source
3. Metal catalyst particles
Many different methods of CNT production have been developed and the most well-
known are; arc discharge, laser ablation, CVD and flame synthesis.
2.5.4.1 Arc Discharge (1993)
The arc discharge method, very similar to the Kratschmer-Humman technique for
producing fullerenes [56], involves the arc-vaporisation of two graphite electrodes
placed end to end with a separation of roughly 1 mm. A low voltage ( 25 V),
high current (50 amps - 120 amps) power supply is used to create the arc between
the two electrodes, with the reaction normally taking place in an inert atmosphere
such as He or Ar, at low pressure (10 torr - 100 torr) [53]. There are no catalyst
particles used in this process. A schematic of an arc discharge chamber is shown in
Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Schematic of an arc discharge chamber [65]
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The first nanotubes were produced using this process by [56], who observed that
MWNTs were deposited on the cathode along with fullerenes and soot. Both Iijima
[53] and Bethune [55] found that SWNTs could also be produced by adding a metal
catalyst to the anode. The technique has now been optimised to produce high
quality, gramme quantities of both SWNTs and MWNTs. The ratio of Ar:He can
be used to control the diameter of SWNTs and use of metal catalysts, such as a
mixture of Y and Ni, have produced yields of up to 90 per cent SWNTs [66]. This
technique is the simplest way to produce gramme quantities of CNTs, but due to
the complex mixture of by-products produced they require extensive purification to
separate out the CNTs.
2.5.4.2 Laser Ablation (1996)
The laser ablation technique was developed by the Smalley Group at Rice University
[67] who were the first to produce gramme quantities of SWNTs using this synthesis
method.
The technique comprises the laser-vaporisation of graphite, or a graphite-based
target, in a furnace at 1200 °C at a pressure 500 torr and inert atmosphere of
argon or helium. SWNT yields ranging from 20 per cent - 70 per cent have been
achieved. A schematic of a laser ablation furnace is shown in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Schematic of a laser ablation furnace [57]
Laser ablation is similar to arc discharge in that if a graphite target/anode is used
MWNTs are produced and if a metal oxide doped graphite target/anode is used
SWNTs can be produced. Both techniques also rely on evaporation or a carbon
source, which is likely to limit the up-scaling of production to commercial levels.
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2.5.4.3 Chemical Vapour Deposition (1996)
In 1996, a carbon monoxide-based CVD process was modified by Smalley’s group
and Rice University to produce SWNT [68].
The term ‘CVD’ groups many synthesis techniques, but generally involves a
substrate being prepared with metal catalyst particles followed by a carbon
feedstock passing over the substrate at temperatures between 550 °C - 1200 °C.
The carbon feedstock then reacts with the metal particles to produce carbon
nanotubes. High yields of CNTs can be produced using CVD. A schematic of a
CVD furnace is shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Schematic of a CVD furnace [57]
2.5.4.3.1 High Pressure Carbon Monoxide Synthesis (1999)
High pressure carbon monoxide synthesis (HiPCO) varies from conventional CVD
as the metal catalyst is formed in situ, being injected into a carbon monoxide flow at
high temperature (900 °C - 110 °C) and high pressure (30 atm – 50 atm). Nanotubes
form by the disproportionation of carbon monoxide by metal catalyst nanoparticles.
HiPCo is now being used for the mass production of both SWNTs and MWNTs
around the world. A schematic of a HiPCo furnace is shown in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Schematic of a HiPCo furnace [65]
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2.5.4.4 Flame Synthesis
Flame synthesis uses a fuel-rich flame as a source of both carbon and heat. The
addition of catalyst metals to a fuel-rich flame provides all three requirements for
nanotube formation. Carbon tube-like structures have been observed in flames since
the 1950s [69], but it was Van der Waal et al. [70] that first observed a flame
producing SWNTs, followed by Saito et al. observing MWNTs [71].
Flame synthesis is a continuous flow technique, offering advantages over other
techniques that are predominantly batch processes. Although current yields are
low, the technique offers scalability and the potential of producing low cost
nanotubes using only a burner.
2.5.5 Chemical Vapour Deposition: Growth Mechanisms and
Catalysts
CVD can produce both SWNTs and MWNTs and has been scaled to produce
kilogramme quantities. CNTs produced via CVD normally contain more defects
and impurities, but because of the larger volumes they are much cheaper than
nanotubes produced by other methods [72].
2.5.5.1 Growth Mechanisms
A review article by Kumar and Ando [73] discusses the two most commonly accepted
growth models for nanotube nanotubes grown via CVD.
Catalytic decomposition of the hydrocarbon molecule takes place at the surface of
the metal catalyst, separating the hydrogen and carbon atoms. The carbon then
diffuses through the metal particle and once a saturation limit is reached, the
carbon precipitates from the metal particle forming the nanotube. If the adhesion
between the catalyst particle and the substrate is weak, when the hydrocarbon
decomposes and diffuses through the catalyst, the nanotube grows from the
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bottom of the catalyst particle, projecting the particle from the surface. As long as
the top surface remains open to the precursor hydrocarbon, growth continues and
when excess carbon finally covers the particle, growth ceases. This is known as the
“base growth model” and is shown in Figure 2.17 (a) [74]. If the adhesion between
the catalyst particle and the substrate is strong, when the carbon diffuses through
the catalyst particle and fails to lift the particle, the carbon precipitates on the top
surface forming the cap of the nanotube with subsequent carbon precipitation
projecting the nanotube up away from the catalyst particle which remains
anchored to the substrate. This is known as the “tip growth model” and is shown
in Figure 2.17 (b) [75].
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.17: A representation of the tip grow (a) and base growth (b) mechanisms
for CNTs. Adapted from [73]
Mass produced MWNTs are normally supplied in the form of agglomerates. Zhang
et al. [18] separate nanotube growth into two types; either aligned or
agglomerated. Agglomerated MWNTs are formed when a porous support is
covered in metal catalyst particles. When the hydrocarbon is introduced to the
support powder, carbon nanotubes grow and as they grow they crush and
eventually rupture the catalyst particles, dispersing them throughout the nanotube
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agglomerate. A representation of the formation of the agglomerates is shown in
Figure 2.18 (a) and the growth of the nanotubes within the pores is shown more
clearly in Figure 2.18 (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: The growth method for agglomerated CNTs. Adapted from [18]
Aligned MWNTs are formed when catalyst particles are distributed on flat
substrates. The CNTs grow upwards simultaneously and it has been shown that
after a certain length they entangle to form woven structures. A schematic of the
aligned tube growth process in shown in Figure 2.19.
2.5.5.2 Catalysts and Catalyst Supports
There is a very large number of papers available on the growth of CNTs using
different transition metal catalysts on various supports including review papers [76-
79].
As discussed in the growth method section of this chapter, during CVD, nanotubes
grow from transition metal particles. The diameter of the catalyst particle dictates
the diameter and type of CNT produced with diameters of a few nanometers
producing SWNT and tens of microns producing MWNTs [76]. The most
commonly used catalysts used for the production of CNTs are iron [80], cobalt [81]
and nickel [82] and molybdenum [68] and this is because carbon has a high
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Figure 2.19: The growth method for aligned CNTs. Adapted from [18]
diffusion rate, and, at high temperatures, carbon has a high solubility in these
metals [76]. Seidel et al. [83] observed that the choice of catalyst also affects the
growth temperature of CNTs and that the order of growth temperature for nickel,
cobalt and iron was in agreement with their bulk temperature. More commonly
combinations of different catalysts are used [84, 85] to give a higher CNT yield as
has the addition of sulphur [86, 87].
A general pre-condition for a catalyst support material is to be stable under
growth conditions and growth on silicon and metallic supports can be difficult.
Common catalyst supports include silicon [88], graphite [89], silica [90], alumina
[91], magnesium oxide [92], calcium carbonate [93], zeolite [94] and sodium chloride
[95]. As catalyst supports remain with the CNTs after growth it is desirable to use
a support that can be easily removed, which normally requires that it be soluble in
mild acid [94, 95].
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2.5.6 Purification of CNTs
The most common purification methods for CNTs is chemical oxidation which can
be performed in both gas and liquid phase.
Boiling of CNTs in nitric acid [96, 97] and hydrofluoric [97] acid has been shown as a
simple way to remove catalyst, catalyst support and amorphous carbon from CNTs.
Oxidation of CNTs has been shown to damage them and the surface of the CNTs
can be more reactive resulting from dangling bonds. These bonds can be used in the
covalent functionalisation of the CNTs or removed with high temperature annealing.
Non-destructive purification methods for CNTs uses size exclusion nanotubes
chromatography and porous filters as well as ultrasonically assisted microfiltration
which can purify CNTs; removing amorphous carbon and catalytic particles.
2.5.7 Covalent Functionalisation
CNTs can be made easier to disperse by covalently bonding functional groups to the
surface of the tubes. These functional groups improve the solubility of the nanotubes
and increase the repulsive forces between the separate tubes. One major advantage
of covalent functionalisation is that the functional groups can be tailored to bond
with a composite matrix resulting in larger improvements in mechanical properties
mechanical properties than un-functionalised nanotubes [98].
Functionalisation of the nanotube surface is most commonly achieved through
aggressive chemical treatments at high temperatures [99]. These treatments can
increase the number of defect sites on the surface of the tubes, decreasing the
electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. Covalent functionalisation also
locally changes the surface sp2 hybridisation state to sp3 which decreases the
electrical conductivity of the tubes [100].
Most functionalised CNTs contain hydroxyl and carboxyl groups created by reaction
with sulphuric acid, nitric acid or a mixture of the two [101, 102], creating and then
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functionalising defect sites on the walls of the CNTs.
2.5.8 Non-Covalent Functionalisation
Surfactant and polymeric dispersants are used to modify the interfacial energy,
wettability and surface charge at the interface of CNTs to the dispersion media
and can improve dispersability and stability.
Surfactants have been used to extensively to disperse both SWNTs and MWNTs in
water and a review of the role of surfactants is given by Vaismann et al. [103]. Due
to their amphiphilic structure, normally having hydrophobic tails and hydrophobic
head groups, surfactants are able to interact with the nanotube surface while still
being soluble in water. Figure 2.20 shows three examples of structures amphilic
molecules can form on CNTs.
Figure 2.20: Structures amphiphilic molecules can form on carbon nanotubes: (a)
Langmuir-type layer, (b) adsorbed spherical micelles and (c) encapsulation by a
cylindrical micelle. Hydrophobic tails are shown in magenta and hydrophilic heads
in green [104]
The most commonly used surfactants are SDS, SDBS, PVP and Triton X-100. A
comparison of SDS, SDBS and Triton X-100 was performed by Islam et al. [105]
who found that SDBS and Triton X-100 are more effective at dispersing SWNTs in
water. The authors suggested that the alkyl chains absorb along the length of the
nanotubes and that the increased effectiveness was a result of the benzene ring in
SDBS and Triton X100. They went further to suggest that surfactants with benzene
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rings will enhance the dispersibility of the SWNT due to pi-pi stacking interactions
which has been shown to significantly increase the binding and surface coverage of
surfactant molecules to graphite [106].
The role of surfactant adsorption during dispersion was investigated by by Stranto et
al. [107]. They dispersed SWNTs in water using SDS and proposed an “unzippering”
process of SWNT agglomerates into isolated tubes. The proposed process is shown
in Figure 2.21.
Figure 2.21: The proposed isolation mechanism of SWNTs proposed by Stranto et
al. [107]
The following dispersion steps were proposed i) the cavitation process creates gaps
between the SWNTs in the agglomerate, ii) which then become additional sites for
surfactant adsorption. This process continues and causes and “unzippering” of the
SWNT iii), with the process ending once the individual nanotube is isolated (iv).
The use of surfactant is focused on aqueous dispersions of CNTs, and for solvent
dispersions, polymers and high molecular weight dispersants are more commonly
used [108, 109].
Similar to the dispersion process of surfactants, high molecular weight polymeric
dispersants have a segment in their chain that interacts with the nanotube surface,
and another segment that is soluble in the solvent, be it water or an organic solvent.
Due to the higher molecular weight of polymeric dispersants than surfactants the
interaction between the dispersant and the nanotube surface is different to that of
surfactants. Two models have been proposed; the polymer wrapping model [110],
which suggests very strong interaction between the dispersant and nanotube surface,
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.22: Schematic representations of loose adsorbtion (a), stiff polymer
wrapping (b) and flexible polymer wrapping (c). Adapted from [113-115]
and the loose adsorption [111, 112] model assumes only interactions between the
adsorbing section of the dispersant chain and the CNT surface.
In the polymer wrapping model the polymer wraps around the nanotube and
molecular modelling suggests that polymers with a flexible backbone form a
random inter-chain sheet [113] and that those with a stiffer backbone wrap around
the nanotube, forming a helical structure [110, 114]. In the loose adsorption
model, sections of the polymer interact with sections of the nanotube. A
Schematic representation of polymer wrapping through a non-wrapping mechanism
with the CNT affinic block loosely absorbed to the nanotube surface and the
solvent soluble chain extending out into the solvent. Schematic representations of
the loose adsorption model in is shown in Figure 2.22 (a), and the stiff and flexible
polymer wrapping models are shown in Figure 2.22 (b & c).
As a result of the high aspect ratio and very large surface area associated with
CNTs they form, and are supplied as, tangled bundles. To achieve the full potential
of employing CNTs as fillers in composites or coatings, these agglomerates must be
untangled, uniformly dispersed and then stabilised in the polymer matrix. The high
Van der Waals interaction energy of 500 ev/µm tube-tube contact makes achieving
such stable dispersions, without significant damage to the CNTs, a challenging task
[103].
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2.5.9 Mechanical Dispersion of CNTs
Mechanical dispersion methods involve the agitation of CNTs, using high levels of
shear energy to disentangle them. A high speed mixer, shown in Figure 2.2, uses
either a rotating impeller or rotor to impose shear within a fluid. The speed of
the liquid at the tip of the blade is different to that nearer the centre of the blade,
creating shear. High speed mixers have been shown to disperse nanoparticles [116]
and create relatively fine CNT dispersions [117]. Using this technique, CNTs tend to
re-agglomerate and higher shear forces are needed to form more stable dispersions
[118].
A high shear homogeniser can be used to apply higher shear forces with rotation
speeds up to 10,000 rpm. This has been shown to offer better results than
conventional high shear mixing [119].
Calendaring, or three-roll milling, creates shear force by forcing a viscous material
between two rollers rotating at different speeds. The gap between the rollers can be
used to adjust the final particle size and level of particle dispersion. The schematic
of a triple-roll-mill is shown in Figure 2.23.
Figure 2.23: A schematic of the triple-roll-mill operation [120]
Good levels of CNT dispersion have been achieved using calendaring [118], and the
technique shows promise due to its high level of shear to disentangle CNTs and
its short residence time, which is likely to limit damage and breakage in individual
nanotubes.
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There are, however, concerns due to the high aspect ratio of CNTs. The gap between
the rollers is more comparable to the length of CNTs rather than the diameter of
individual CNTs, which suggests calendaring will better disperse large agglomerates
of CNTs rather than individual tubes.
Ultrasonication uses high intensity acoustic energy to agitate particles in a
solution. The energy is normally supplied by an ultrasonic bath or a high intensity
probe. The technique uses cavitation to generate strong hydrodynamic shear forces
within a liquid; a series of attenuating compression waves are created within the
liquid, causing the formation of tiny vacuum bubbles which grow and then
violently collapse. This energy promotes the “peeling off” of the outermost
particles from any bundles or agglomerations present [121]. A lab scale ultrasonic
probe is shown in Figure 2.24.
Figure 2.24: A lab scale ultrasonic probe [122]
Ultrasonication is the most widely used technique for dispersing nanotubes and
nanoparticles and there are many examples of its use within literature [123-125].
Laboratory scale ultrasonic baths normally operate at 20-40 khz with a power of
100-200 W, compared to ultrasonic probes operating at 20-24 khz with a power of
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100 W - 1000 W. Heavy duty industrial versions of both pieces of equipment are
available with much larger working volumes and higher power output.
The sonotrodes used in ultrasonic probes are normally made from metal, most
commonly titanium, allowing for use in both water and organic solvents.
Sonotrodes can be made in various shapes but normally have a smaller tip than
base, allowing for very high energy intensity at the tip; this leads to the rapid
generation of heat and so organic solvents need to be kept cool using an ice bath or
water jacket.
Raman spectroscopy has shown that aggressive sonication involving high amplitudes
or long sonication times can seriously damage CNTs. An increase in the D band of
the Raman spectrum, representing disordered sp3 carbon bonds, has been witnessed
in CNTs having undergone long durations of sonication, representing an increase in
defects on the CNTs surface [121]. Increased defects on a CNT surface seriously
deteriorates its electrical, thermal and mechanical properties [121].
2.5.10 Carbon Nanotubes in Conductive Polymer Systems
Both SWNTs and MWNTs have been incorporated into polymer systems using
various techniques. There are a large number of review articles focusing on many
aspects ranging from the dispersion process [126] to electrical percolation [17] to
the mechanical properties [8].
Polymers commonly used for the dispersion of CNTs include epoxy, polypropylene
and polystyrene, and, due to their small size, CNTs can have a very large impact on
the properties of a composite at very low loadings [118], with electrical conductivity
increases of several orders of magnitude being achieved; Martin et al. [127] achieved
a conductivity of 1x103 Sm-1 with a loading of 0.01 wt. % SWNTs in an epoxy
composite. Although conductivity can be achieved at 0.01 wt. %, the majority
of the literature reports percolation at between 0.1 wt. % and 0.5 wt. % [128]
with most achieving percolation below 1.0 wt % [17]. A review of the maximum
conductivies achieved in CNT composites and the typical percolation thresholds by
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Bauhofer and Kavacs is shown in Figure 2.25.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.25: Maximum conductivities achieved in CNT composites and the typical
percolation thresholds. Adapted from [17]
Conductive fillers such as carbon black (CB), graphite and CNTs follow statistical
percolation theory with the conductivity related to the filler loading by the power
law, shown in Equation 2.1:
σ = σ0(Φ− Φc)t , Φ > Φc (2.1)
where σ is the conductivity of the composite; σ0 is the conductivity of the filler; Φ is
the filler loading level; Φc is the critical loading where the composite changes from
insulating to conducting and t is the critical exponent which relates to the geometry
of the conductive lattice. The most common process to obtain the critical exponent
from experimental results is to plot log σ vs log (Φ − Φc) and change ΦC until the
best linear fit is obtained [17].
Theoretical values for the critical component for a 3D network are around 1.75 but
it can be seen from the literature in Figure 2.26 that there is a very large spread
of values and this is thought to be a result of the non-random orientation of the
nanotubes in the polymers [17].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.26: A review of the experimental values for the critical component.
Adapted from [17]
The critical exponent of the fitted percolation curves fall above the theoretical 1.75
for a 3D network but many researchers obtain critical exponents between 1.3 and
4.0 with the majority falling around 2.0 [17] but with values as high as 7 being
reported which is in agreement with the critical exponents for the coatings in this
Chapter. This has been attributed to the fact that contrary to conventional
percolating networks, the lack of particle contact leads to the conduction method
being through tunnelling as mentioned earlier [129]. The applicability of the
critical exponent to these types of networks has been questioned [17, 129].
Dispersions of CNTs in polymers and solvents also exhibit a rheological percolation
threshold. The threshold is lower than the electrical percolation threshold [130]
because, for electrical conductivity, tubes must be in contact with each other, or
close enough for electro tunnelling [129], whereas for rheological percolation,
polymer chains can interact with more than one tube that are not touching. A
schematic representation of the rheological and electrical percolation thresholds is
shown in Figure 2.27. The rheology percolation has been used by researchers to
assess the dispersion of CNTs, with thixotropic behaviour occurring after
rheological percolation.
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Figure 2.27: Schematic of the rheological and electrical percolation thresholds for
nanotubes in composites [130]
2.5.11 Production Methods
CNT/polymer composites can be produced in various ways. Below the three most
commonly used methods are reported. Although all three methods are
predominantly used for bulk composites, they could be used for the manufacture of
coatings either by direct spray application, or the manufacture of master batches
of resin that would then be used in the coatings manufacture.
2.5.11.1 Solution Mixing
Solution mixing is the most commonly used production method for the production
of CNT/polymer composites. The process generally involves three steps:
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1. Dispersion of the CNTs into a solvent that is compatible with the resin system
to be used. This can be typically achieved through sonication or mechanical
stirring.
2. Mixing of the polymer with the CNT dispersion. This is typically achieved
through mechanical stirring at room or elevated temperature.
3. Casting or precipitation where the solvent is removed to give the final
composite.
This method is commonly used to produce both bulk composites and thin films [17]
and is the process used in this thesis, with the formation of the coating achieved
through spray application rather than casting to achieve the final coating. One
drawback of this approach is that solvent is required which does not exist in the
final product.
2.5.11.2 Melt blending
Melt blending is commonly used in the production of composites and master
batches and has the advantage that it can be a solvent free approach although
solvent can be added to control viscosity of the blend. Melt blending has been
used to create composites of CNTs with many common polymer systems such as
epoxy [28] polypropylene [112] and polystyrene [110]. In melt blending, high shear
forces and elevated temperature typically achieved using an extruder or injection
moulder are used to disperse CNTs directly into resin. Loading can be limited by
viscosity but master batches with a loading level of 15 wt. per cent MWNTs have
been achieved [17].
2.5.11.3 In situ polymerisation
In situ polymerisation is a process for the production of thermosetting composites.
Functionalised CNTs are mixed with monomers and the appropriate hardener and
the monomer is polymerised via condensation or addition reactions at elevated
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temperature.
The process requires the dispersion of the CNTs into a solvent prior to mixing with
the monomer and functionalised CNTs. The main benefit of in situ polymerisation is
the interfacial covalent bonds formed between the CNT and polymer matrix leading
to a higher improvement in final composite mechanical properties [99].
2.5.12 Safe Handling
Studies into the effects of CNTs on animals in laboratory studies have determined
that exposure can cause inflammation, granulomas and fibrosis. A review by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) [131] determined
that such findings were applicable to human health because of similar effects on
the lungs being present in workers in dusty environments [132, 133] and existing
correlations between the effects of air contaminants on humans and animals [134-
137].
CNTs are regarded by many researchers as hazardous as asbestos or ultrafine carbon
black [137].
In 2008, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) outlined the
health risks of internal and dermal exposure to CNTs [139] with subsequent
guidance being issued by NIOSH and the HSE in 2013 and repeated in all SDS’
issued with CNTs.
Current guidance adapted from the NIOSH is as follows:
• Hand washing facilities should be provided and encouraged before eating,
smoking, or leaving the worksite.
• Showering facilities and the provisions of storage for non-work clothing to
prevent cross-contamination.
• Use of light-coloured gloves, lab coats, and workbench surfaces to make
contamination more visible.
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Respiratory protective equipment complete with a HEPA filter is also advised, but
to be used in conjunction with other control methods, such as fume cupboards. In
addition, the HSE specifies that gloves should be disposable and at least two layers
should be worn. In regards to protective clothing, polyethylene textiles, such as
Tyvek, are recommended as they do not retain dust or allow it to penetrate in the
way that other materials can.
For the experimentation conducted in this study, all those exposed to CNTs wore
HEPA filter masks and Tyvek protective clothing. When handling the CNTs, two
layers of nitrile gloves were worn and where possible handling of dry MWNT powders
was conducted within a fume cupboard. All materials exposed to MWNT powder
was disposed of as hazardous waste.
2.5.13 Legislation
One of the main drivers of this research project has been the need to produce
MWNT dispersions and coatings that are commercially viable. REACH legislation,
introduced in 1997 is a European piece of legislation designed to ensure a high level
of protection of human health and the environment.
Within REACH, there is a substance of very high concern (SVHC) list which
contains all of the chemicals which will are likely be subject to usafe restrictions.
Chemicals that are restricted are deemed to have a serious and often irreversible
effect on human life. The three main criteria for a chemical to be considered as an
SVHC are if the substance is:
1. carcinogenic;
2. mutagenic;
3. toxic for reproduction.
There is also a candidate list which contains any chemicals that have been proposed
for inclusion on the SVHC list.
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Throughout this thesis, chemicals either on the SVHC list or the candidate list were
not considered. Solvents what are carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic for reproduction
were also excluded.
This thesis aims to produce a static dissipative coating that is both commercially
viable is also not under threat of restriction by legislation. In the next Chapter,
materials used within the work are detailed along with the characterisation methods
used and the coatings tests performed.
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Chapter 3
Materials, Experimental Techniques
and Test Procedures
3.1 Introduction
This chapter details the materials, experimental techniques and test procedures used
in this study.
The first section covers the materials used. This includes: the MWNTs that were
characterised and the carbon black (CB) used for comparison; the solvents used to
disperse the MWNTs and CBs and the coatings and resin systems that the MWNTs
were incorporated into.
The second section describes the experimental techniques used to characterise the
MWNTs and CB powders, the resin system and dispersants; the MWNT and CB
dispersions in both solvent and resin; and the cured coatings that were produced.
The third section details the test procedures used to evaluate the final coating
properties.
3.2 Materials
To produce the antistatic/static dissipative coatings, MWNTs commercially
available in at least kilogramme quantities and dispersants already commercially
available were sourced. Solvents already widely used in existing coating
formulations at Indestructible Paint Ltd. were chosen to disperse MWNTs and the
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IP6 coating system, developed by Indestructible Paint Ltd. and its base resin
system, were used for the incorporation of MWNT dispersions into cured coatings.
3.2.1 Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes and Carbon Black
Commercially available, MWNTs were sourced from Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium),
Arkema (France), Bayer MaterialScience AG (Germany) and Thomas Swan
(United Kingdom). Details of the various grades are summarised in Table 3.2
along with properties as detailed in the suppliers’ technical data sheets [22, 24,
140-144]. The CB used for comparison was Vulcan XC72.
3.2.2 Dispersants
The dispersants used were all high molecular weight dispersants and with the
exception of Tego 670 and BYK 9076, are all suitable for the dispersion of CB. The
dispersants are listed in Table 3.1 along with their supplied weight solids [145-153].
Table 3.1: The dispersants investigated to disperse MWNTs into organic solvents
Supplier Dispersant Weight Solids (%)
Evonik
Tego 670 40
Tego 685 100
BASF
EFKA 4310 50
EFKA 4320 50
EFKA 7700 80
BYK
BYK 9076 96
BYK 9077 99
DISPERBYK 2155 99
Lubrizol
Solspurs 39000 100
Solspurs 76400 50
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3.2.3 Organic Solvents
The requisite characteristics for the solvents used in this work were:
• commercially available in large quantities;
• already used in coating systems in industry;
• not carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic for reproduction;
• not be a substance of very high concern (SVHC) under threat of restriction
from REACH legislation (in ANNEX XIV) or on the candidate list.
The organic solvents used for the dispersion of MWNTs and CB were methyl
isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and 1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate (PMA). Both solvents
were supplied by Indestructible Paint Ltd. and conform to the requisites listed
above. The molecular structures of the solvents are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: The chemical structure of the two organic solvents used
Solvent CAS # Structure
Methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK
108-10-1
1-Methoxy-2-propyl acetate
(PMA)
108-65-6
3.2.4 Resin and Coating Systems
The coating system used for the incorporation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
was IP6 two-pack polyurethane, which was developed and is manufactured by
Indestructible Paint Ltd. IP6-CLEAR was used as a clear coat and IP6-9003 as a
matt black coating. Both coatings were used in conjunction with IP6-CAT as the
second component. IP6-CLEAR and IP6-9003 are both mixed 2:1 with IP6-CAT
to give the correct curing stoichiometry.
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Some general technical data for the polyurethane systems used are given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Technical details for the IP6 coatings used
Product Description
Density
(kg/l)
Weight Solids
(%)
IP6-CLEAR Polyol component of IP6-CLEAR 1.016 51.04
IP6-9003 Polyol component of IP6-9003 1.200 60.85
IP6-CAT Isocyanate component of IP6 range 1.052 69.00
IP6 coatings are based on the same resin system; the polyurethane is produced
by the reaction of a branched, hydroxyl bearing polyester polyol, Desmophen 651
(Bayer MaterialScience) and an aliphatic polyisocyanate, Desmodur N75 (Bayer
MaterialScience). IP6-CLEAR contains no pigments or extenders and IP6-9003
contains pigments, extenders and a dispersing agent.
All IP6 coatings were manufactured using Desmophen 651 MPA/X and Desmodur
N75 MPA/X but for characterisation of the resin (FTIR, NMR and TGA),
Desmophen 651 MPA and Desmodur N75 BA were used as it was difficult to
remove the xylene entirely from the resins using evaporation prior to
characterisation. For compatibility checks both forms of Desmophen 651 supplied
were used. The polymers are the same, it is just the solvent they are supplied in
that is different. The technical details for the Desmophen 651 and Desmodur N75
resins are given in Table 3.5 and can be found in the relevant technical data sheets
(TDSs) [154-157].
For coatings testing, where a metal substrate was used, a chrome free two-pack
epoxy primer was applied beneath the polyurethane topcoat. This epoxy primer
was IP3-6700, cured in conjunction with IP3-CAT.
3.3 Characterisation Techniques
The experimental techniques used to characterise the MWNTs, CBs, resins,
dispersants and cured coatings are briefly introduced and the equipment, settings
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Table 3.5: Technical information for the resin systems with the IP6 coatings
Component
Weight
solids
(%)
Solvent
Viscosity at 23 °C
(mPa.s)
Desmophen
651 MPA/X
67 ± 1
1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate /
xylene 1:1
25000 ± 5000
Desmophen
651 MPA
65 ± 1 1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate 14,500 ± 3500
Desmodur
MPA/X
75 ± 1
1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate /
xylene 1:1
250 ± 75
Desmodur
N75 BA
75 ± 1 n-butyl acetate 160 ± 50
and sample preparation is detailed where appropriate.
3.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Analysis
SEM was used to characterise the morphology of commercial MWNTs and CB
agglomerates, to evaluate nanotube and CB dispersions and in the cured coatings.
EDX was used to identify contaminants and map the distribution of different
materials within the MWNT agglomerates and to show the boundaries of different
coating layers.
Scanning electron microscopes use electrons rather than light to image a sample. The
electron beam is rastered across the sample while secondary electrons are collected
to form an image. SEM has a high depth of field allowing large areas of uneven
samples to be in focus at once and has high resolution in the order of 1 nm - 10
nm depending on microscope and accelerating voltage used. Lower electron beam
energies lead to higher resolution, due to a reduced interaction volume with the
sample but higher electron beam energies lead to higher signals. The interaction
volume and corresponding escape areas for silicon are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The interaction volume and escape depths of electrons and X-rays for a
sample irradiated by an electron beam [157]
In this work, secondary electrons were used for imaging which produce a contrast
image of surface topography with peaks showing up brighter and valleys darker due
to changes in detected signal. Low beam energies lead to higher resolution images
with more surface detail but as secondary electrons come from within the sample, a
higher beam energy results in a higher yield of electrons and a brighter image. The
beam energy of 8 keV chosen for imaging was a compromise. Lower beam energies
gave higher resolution images but the signal strength was very low and at higher
beam energies, although the signal was stronger, the surface detail was lost and
nanotubes below the surface of the agglomerate could be seen through the surface
nanotubes.
EDX uses characteristic X-rays to identify the elemental composition of a sample.
When an electron from the incident beam collides with and ejects an inner shell
electron, an electron from a valence band falls to take its place. As a result, in
the difference in energy of the electron states, an X-ray is emitted and the energy
of this X-ray is characteristic of the atom it emanated from. A schematic of the
photoelectron emission process in EDX is shown in Figure 3.2.
X-rays have a higher escape depth than secondary electrons, in the order of a few
microns. As both secondary electrons and X-rays are both produced by the incident
electron beam (at high enough energies), SEM and EDX can be combined to produce
elemental maps.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the X-ray emission process in EDX [159]
EDX was used in this work for the detection catalyst and catalyst support such as
iron, cobalt, manganese, aluminium and magnesium. EDX is not a surface sensitive
technique and the higher accelerating voltages, typically 15 keV – 20 keV needed to
detect the elements of interest in this work, gives an interaction depth of ca. 3 µm.
For surface sensitive characterisation X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used.
SEM was performed on a JEOL JSM-7100F field emission scanning electron
microscope, equipped with a Thermo Scientific triple analysis system featuring an
Ultra Dry EDX detector. An accelerating voltage of 8 keV was employed for SEM
images and 15 keV for EDX spectra.
Powder samples were prepared for SEM by sprinkling the powders onto carbon
adhesive tabs. For dispersions, using a micro-pipette, a few drops of the dispersions
were dropped on fragments of silicon wafer. A 2 nm gold sputter coating was applied
to reduce charging effects of both the powders and dispersions.
For EDX analysis on the MWNT powders, samples of each powder were sprinkled
on a fragment of silicon wafer. For quantification, four locations from three separate
agglomerates were analysed for each MWNT sample at a magnification of 5,000x.
The mean result was then used to confirm the elements present. The substrate signal
(SiKα) was excluded from the quantification. For EDX on cured coatings, samples
were first freeze fractured at -273 °C in liquid nitrogen to reveal a cross section. The
samples were then mounted edge uppermost and a 2 nm gold sputter coating was
applied to reduce charging effects.
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3.3.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XPS was used to characterise the surface chemistry of the industrial MWNTs and
CB. XPS is a quantitative surface sensitive technique used to characterise the surface
chemistry of materials. The principle of XPS is the measurement of the kinetic
energy of core electrons emitted from a material after radiation with high energy
X-Rays. Monochromatic X-rays, usually Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) or Al Kα (1486.6
eV) are used to irradiate the sample. From the recorded kinetic energy of emitted
photoelectrons, the binding energy of the electron can be calculated using Equation
2.1 and using Koopman’s Theorem this gives
EB = hv − EK −W (3.1)
where EB is the binding energy of the atomic orbital from which the electron
originates, hv is the energy of the photon, EK is kinetic energy of the
photoelectron emitted from the sample and W is the work function of the
spectrometer which is obtained through calibration. Owing to the short inelastic
mean free path of the photoelectrons, XPS has an analysis depth of a few
nanometres [159]. A schematic of the emission process is given in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the XPS ionisation process [160]
XPS was performed using a Theta Probe spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) operating
in CAE mode using a monochromated Al-Kα anode. Survey spectra were obtained
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from 0 eV – 1350 eV using a pass energy of 300 eV and a step size of 0.4 eV. High
resolution spectra of the C1s, O1s, and where appropriate N1s, Ca2p and Cl2p
were obtained using a pass energy of 20 eV and a step size of 0.2 eV. Quantitative
surface analysis was calculated from the high resolution core level spectra by peak
fitting, after following the removal of a non-linear Shirley background, using the
manufacturer’s standard Avantage software.
Samples were prepared by compacting a small quantity of each powder into a hole
drilled into an aluminium SEM stub. An electron flood gun was used to compensate
for charging effects where required using the C1s peak as a datum.
3.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy uses monochromatic light, usually from a laser source, to
interrogate a sample and give information on chemical bonds present. Photons are
absorbed and re-emitted by the sample and the shift in the wavelength of the light
is characteristic of rotational, vibrational and other low frequency transitions
within specific molecules. A schematic of the inelastic scattering is given in
Figure 3.4. For MWNT characteristic G band and D band peaks give an indication
of the quality of powder sample [161, 162].
Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectrometer
with laser wavelengths of 514 nm and 633 nm with powers of 1.67 mW and 1.82 mW
respectively measured at the sample. A 50x objective was used and the scan time
of 10 s. Ten spectra were collected from different agglomerates for each MWNT
sample. Peak fitting was performed using Origin Pro software.
Samples were prepared by sprinkling each powder onto glass microscope slides. The
equipment was calibrated using a silicon standard peak at 521 cm-1 between each
sample test.
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Figure 3.4: The inelastic Raman scattering process where is the laser excitation
frequency and is the new vibrational energy of the molecule [163]
3.3.4 Nitrogen Adsorption
Nitrogen adsorption is a common method for measuring the surface area and porosity
of a material by subjecting a sample to an increasing pressure of an inert gas. At a
certain pressure a monolayer is formed on the surface, and past this pressure pores
begin to fill with adsorbate revealing pore size and volume distributions. The most
common method for determining the surface area of a material is the Brunauer
Emmett Teller (BET) method [164], named after its originators, is an extension of
Langmuir theory with additional assumptions allowing the modelling of multilayer
adsorption rather than just monolayer. The BET method involves the adsorption
of nitrogen on the surface of a material at 77 K.
The BET equation is shown below in Equation 3.2:
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1
W ((P0/P )− 1) =
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WmC
)
+
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WmC
)(
P
P0
)
(3.2)
where P is pressure, P0 is the saturation pressure, W is the weight of gas absorbed
at a relative pressure P
P0
, Wm is the weight of adsorbate constituting a monolayer
on the surface and C is the BET constant.
The BET isotherm is plotted as 1
W ((P0/P )−1) against
P
P0
and has a linear relationship
over the range . This gradient and the y-intercept from this plot is then used to
calculate Wm and C using Equations 3.3 and 3.4.
Wm =
1
Gradient+ Intercept
(3.3)
C = 1 +
Gradient
Intercept
(3.4)
This then allows for the calculation of the total surface area (equation 3.5) and
specific surface area (SSA) or SBET (equation 3.6).
where N is Avogadro’s number, s is the cross section and M is the molar mass of the
adsorbate and w is the weight of the sample.
Many models can be used to determine the pore size and volume distributions using
the absorption isotherm with different models better suited for particular pore sizes
and shapes. Classical models such as Barret, Joyner, Halenda (BJH) model [165]
based on the Kelvin equation [166] are widely used for the estimation of PSDs in the
mesoporous and lower macroporous range. These models are based on macroscopic
thermodynamic assumptions and assume that the liquid in the pores behaves as it
would as a bulk at the same temperature [167]. Density functional theory (DFT)
and methods based on molecular modelling such as Monte Carlo simulations and
molecular dynamics methods [167] give both a microscopic model of the fluid in the
pores and better simulate the thermodynamic properties of the fluid which leads to
a much more realistic description of micropore filling [167].
It has been found that the DFT method is more suitable for materials with a wide
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STotal =
WmNs
V
(3.5)
SBET = 1 +
STotal
w
(3.6)
range of pore sizes [168] and that the non-local has been extensity used for to model
the pores between graphene sheets by treating them as infinite slits [169, 170].
There is now a library of non-local density functional theory (NLDFT) models
designed to model various pore geometries using multiple adsorbates. NLDFT has
now become the most widely used method for adsorption characterisation of
micro-and mesoporous materials [171] and is recommend for the determination of
pores by the International Standards Organisation (ISO) [172].
Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were measured using a Gemini V surface area analyser
(Micromeritics) at 77 K. It was not possible to record the desorption isotherm. It
is thought that the relatively high SSA of the powders caused the experimental run
to be long enough that the nitrogen in the dewer ran out during the test runs. SSA
was calculated using the BET method [164] and the PSDs were calculated using
the infinite slit NLDFT model [169, 173] on the adsorption isotherm. The analysis
software used was DataMaster from Micromeritics. Before analysis, samples were
out-gassed under nitrogen for 24 hrs at 150 °C using FlowPrep 060 (Micromeritics).
The test sample size was ca. 5 mg.
3.3.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique that monitors
the mass of a sample as a function of either time or temperature in a controlled
atmosphere. It is widely used to characterise thermal stability of materials by
identifying the decomposition, oxidation and dehydration of materials.
TGA was performed on a TA Q500 (TA Instruments) from room temperature to
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800 °C with a heating rate of 5 K/min. The sample size was ca. 5 mg and the
analysis was performed in air, and a balance gas of nitrogen, with flow rates of 60
ml/min and 40 ml/min respectively. Samples were prepared by first heating in a
convection oven at 80 °C for 24 hrs to evaporate all volatiles. After evaporation of
solvent ca. 5 mg of sample was used for TGA.
3.3.6 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was used to identify the functional
groups in both parts of the resin system and the dispersants under investigation.
FT-IR works by measuring the absorption of a sample at different wavelengths.
Infrared radiation is adsorbed when its wavelength matches the frequency of dipole
vibrations in the atom or molecule. This adsorption profile is characteristic of the
molecular structure of the sample. Traditionally absorption or transmission infrared
spectroscopy normally requires samples be diluted with an infrared transparent salt
such as KBr and then pressed into a pellet or thin film to prevent total adoption of
the IR spectra. Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) uses a crystal, typically ZnSe or
diamond, to reflect and infrared beam in such a way that the beam reflects at least
once on the internal surface of the crystal in contact with the sample. This reflection
forms an evanescent wave, which extends into the sample. The main benefit of the
ATR technique is that the geometry and properties of the crystal leads to a short
pathlength into the sample meaning most liquid and solid samples can be analysed
without sample preparation.
FT-IR was performed on a Varian 660 using a MIRacle ATR (Pike Technologies)
attachment equipped with a ZnSe crystal. Thirty two scans were taken across the
range 0 cm-1 – 4000 cm-1 for each sample.
Samples were prepared by first heating the resins and dispersants in a convection
oven to 80 °C for 24 hrs to evaporate the all volatiles.
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3.3.7 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a technique used to identify the chemical
environments present in a sample. Atoms with an odd atomic number, such as
hydrogen, have a property called spin, which gives them a dipole. When placed
in an external magnetic field, these nuclei align either with or against the external
magnetic field. Electromagnetic radiation in the form of radio waves is used to move
nuclei from the low energy level to the high energy level. As these nuclei relax back
to the lower energy level they give out energy and this energy indicates the chemical
environment the nuclei is in which is used to determine the structure of inorganic
molecules.
1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker AVIII-500 NMR
spectrometer (Bruker Corporation) equipped with a 5mm PABBO-1H/D Z-GRD
probe with TMS as an internal standard at 25 °C. 1H NMR was performed at 500
MHz with 500 scans and 13C NMR was performed at 125 MHz with 16 scans.
Samples were prepared by first heating the resins and dispersants in a convection
oven to 80 °C for 24 hrs to evaporate the all volatiles. A small amount of each
sample was then dissolved in in deuterated chloroform CDCl3.
3.3.8 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a thermo-analytical technique, which
monitors, compares the heat flow rate of a sample compared to an inert sample.
DSC is used to identify the temperate at which phase transitions such as glass
transition temperature, crystalisation, and melting, and chemical reactions such as
curing or oxidation.
DSC was performed on a TA Q1000 temperature modulated differential scanning
calorimeter (TA Instruments) equipped with a refrigerated cooling system. A
heat/cool/heat cycle was used on each sample. The standard temperature profile
was heating from room temperature to 200 °C, followed by cooling to 25 °C, then
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heating to 15 °C. The heating and cooling rate was 10 °C/min. Where TGA
revealed decomposition of the dispersant below 200 °C, a lower temperature was
used. Nitrogen at 50 ml/min was used as a purge gas. Samples were prepared by
first heating the dispersants in a convection oven to 80 °C for 24 hrs to evaporate
all volatiles. After evaporation of solvent ca. 10 mg of sample was used for DSC.
3.3.9 Rheometry
Rheology was measured using a DV-III controlled-rate rotational rheometer
(Brookfield). Spindle and rotational rate combinations were used to give the
maximum range of rotational speeds for each sample, while not exceeding 5 per
cent – 95 per cent of the measurable range for each spindle. Measurements were
performed using a 600 ml beaker containing 500 ml of material. A more detailed
discussion on rheometry measurements using a Brookfield rotational rheometer is
given in Chapter 7.
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3.4 Dry Film Test Procedures
Below the test procedures used to evaluate the final nanotubes containing coatings
are specified.
The IP6 range of polyurethane topcoats manufactured by Indestructible Paint Ltd.
were originally developed to comply with BS 2X 34 [42]. This specification comprises
various dry film tests to which the dried topcoats must comply, most of which are
from the BS 3900 [43] set of test procedures for paints. Many of these requirements
and test procedures have been updated but the chosen tests gave a spread of failure
mechanisms and tested the topcoat when coupled with an epoxy primer, which is
the most likely combination that would be used in practise.
With the exception of electrical resistance testing, all topcoats were tested on mild
steel (150 mm x 100 mm x 0.8 mm) that had been grit blasted, degreased and
primed with IP6 6700 chrome free epoxy primer. For electrical resistance tests, the
nanotubes containing polyurethane coatings were applied directly onto acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) panels (6.00” x 4.00” x 0.24”).
Below are the specific tests that were performed to give an indication as to whether
coating containing MWNTs would pass full qualification with a typical aerospace
customer. Details coating manufacture and application are given in Chapter 8.
3.4.1 Sheet Resistance
Sheet resistance was measured to determine if the addition of the MWNTs had
resulted in coating sheet resistances sufficient for static dissipative coatings.
Measurements were performed in-line with a customer specification of
Indestructible Paint Ltd.
Damp balls of cotton wool, approximately 3 mm in diameter were placed 1” apart
on the surface of the coating to be measured. Probes were then placed on the
cotton wool balls and the resistance was measured using an MIT230 insulation
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tester (Megger) using 500 V. The cotton wool balls were damp enough to insure
good electrical contact with the coating surface, but not so wet that water could
bridge the gap between the balls. Six measurements were taken from each panel.
3.4.2 Specular Gloss
Gloss measurements were taken 24 hrs after application, or after conditioning (where
applicable) to evaluate if the addition of MWNTs, and the associated dispersants
had an effect on the gloss level of the coating when compared to the standard
product. Gloss was measured using an Elcometer 407 statistical gloss meter using a
measurement angle of 60 ° in line with BS3900: Part D5 [49]. Three measurements
were taken from each panel.
3.4.3 Cross Hatch Adhesion
The cross hatch adhesion test is used to evaluate adhesion of a coating to a substrate
and/or any other coatings in the system. The test involves cutting a right angle
lattice pattern into the coating down to the substrate, followed by covering the
area with a specified adhesive tape and removing it. Examples of the test result
classifications are summarised in Table 3.6. Cross hatch adhesion was checked in
line with BS EN ISO 2409 [44] using six scribes in each direction with 1 mm spacing.
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Table 3.6: Classification of test results from a cross hatch adhesion test [44]
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3.4.4 Scratch Resistance
A scratch test was used to evaluate the hardness of the coating. The test comprises
loading a specified weight onto a stylus and running the styles over the coating. If
the stylus penetrates through the coating to the substrate, an electrical connection
is made and the fail light illuminates. A schematic of a typical scratch tester is
shown in Figure 3.5. Scratch resistance was checked using a hand operated 706
scratch tester (Sheen Instruments) equipped with scratch stylus A, hemispherical
hard metal tip, 0.50 ± 0.01 mm, in line with BS EN ISO 1518-1 [47], using the
weights specified in each specific test.
Figure 3.5: A schematic of a typical scratch tester [47]
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3.4.5 Bend Test
A bend test was used to evaluate the coatings resistance to cracking and
delamination when bent. The test involves bending a coated panel through 180°
around a mandrel of a specified diameter. A schematic of a typical cylindrical
mandrel bend tester is shown in Figure 3.6. Bend tests were performed using a
cylindrical mandrel bending tester; model 266 S (Erichsen) with a 6 mm mandrill
in line with BS EN ISO 1519 [45].
Figure 3.6: A schematic of a typical cylindrical mandrel bend tester [45]
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3.4.6 Impact Resistance
The test involves dropping a spherical ended weight from a specified height to give
an impact of a specified depth. A schematic of a typical falling weight impact
tester is shown in Figure 3.7. Impact resistance was tested in line with BS EN ISO
6272-1 [46] using a free falling weight impact tester (Simex) equipped with a 20
mm diameter spherical segment impactor, weighing 1 kg. The coated panels were
impacted on both the coated and non-coated sides and the impact was inspected
under 10 x magnification, for cracks. The weight was dropped from 1 m and gave
an impact depth of ca. 2.6 µm on the mild steel panels.
Figure 3.7: A schematic of a typical falling weight impact tester [46]
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3.4.7 Water Resistance
As the topcoat would be exposed to weather, including rain, a water resistance test
was performed. Two lines were scribed into coated mild steel panels at 90 ° to each
other prior soaking. The soaking test was performed in line with BS 3900: Part G5
[174] using procedure A; the panel was soaked in deionised water at 40 °C for 336
hrs. The scribe was then inspected for signs of defects such as blistering and peeling.
A schematic of the location of the scribe on the panel is shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: The location of the scribe on panels used for water, salt spray and dry
heat resistance tests
3.4.8 Salt Spray Resistance
Corrosion resistance is commonly checked using a salt spray test. Panels are placed
in a sealed chamber and hot air is passed through a salt solution producing a ‘salt
fog’. This fog is used to accelerate corrosion. The salt spray test was performed on
coated mild steel panels, scribed in the same way as for the water resistance test
(Figure 3.8), in line with ASTM B117 [48] for 500 hrs in a model SF450 salt spray
cabinet (C&W Specialist Equipment). The panels were then removed and inspected
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for signs of defects such as blistering and peeling at the scribe.
3.4.9 Dry heat Resistance
As the coating could be in direct sunlight or exposed to engine exhausts while an
aircraft is on the ground, Indestructible Paint Ltd perform a dry heat resistance
test to evaluate the coatings performance at high temperatures. Coated mild steel
panels were scribed in the same way as for the water immersion and salt spray tests
(Figure 3.8) and placed in a convection oven at 180 °C for 100 hrs. The panels were
then removed and inspected for signs of defects such as peeling at the scribe.
3.4.10 Tri-n-Butylphosphate resistance
As the topcoat would be used on aircraft, a tri-n-butylphosphate, a component
in aircraft hydraulic fluid, resistance test was performed. Coated mild steel panels
were scribed with a scribe in the bottom quarter of the panel leaving the upper three
quarters of the panel free for a scratch test. The location of the scribe and scratch
test are shown in Figure 3.9. The soaking test was performed in line with BS 3900:
Part G5 [174] using procedure A; the panel was soaked in Tri-n-butylphosphate at 70
°C for 336 hrs. The scribe was then inspected for signs of defects such as blistering
and peeling. A scratch test was then performed in line with EN ISO 1518-1 [47]
using 1 kg of weight.
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Figure 3.9: The location of the scribe and scratch test on panels used for
Tri-n-butylphosphate resistance tests
3.4.11 QUV Accelerated Weathering
QUV Accelerated weathering is a test designed to evaluate the effects of outdoor
exposure on a coating. Panels are placed in a sealed chamber and exposed to
alternating cycles of moisture and light. The test is commonly used to evaluate
resistance to chalking, fading, oxidation, blistering and many other surface
changes. Accelerated weathering was performed in a QUV cabinet (The Q-panel
company) equipped with UV-B lamps The test was performed in line with BS3900
Part F16 [175]. Samples were aged for 500 hrs before the gloss level was checked in
accordance with BS 3900: Part D5 [49].
3.5 Discussion
All materials used in this research were available in commercial quantities and were
not restricted by any environmental or safety legislation. The resins are currently
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used at Indestructible Paint Ltd. and the dispersants were all supplied by established
suppliers to the coating industry. All MWNTs investigated were available in at least
kilogram quantities, which could be used to produce batches of coating of a size
exceeding that produced currently at Indestructible Paint Ltd.
All of the characterisation techniques used in this thesis were intentionally performed
using standard operating procedures. This was not only to allow for comparison of
the results in the thesis to other research, but also because, if MWNTs were used
commercially, characterisation would need to be routinely performed for quality
control of the raw materials.
The dry film tests procedures used were selected from a range of tests included in
standards to which the IP6 and IP3 range of coatings are currently qualified. This
was to give an indication of real world performance of the coatings and to identify
if the addition of the MWNTs and/or dispersants appeared to have any effect on
coating performance that may prevent the newly developed coatings from being
qualified to the same standards.
A combination of the above selection rational ensured that any coating produced
within this thesis could be produced in significant quantities, could be legally sold for
commercial use, and would pass customer qualification requirements for applicable
aerospace applications; all of these requirements were set out in the objectives of
this thesis.
In the next Chapter, commercially available MWNTs from multiple suppliers are
characterised using a variety of techniques.
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Chapter 4
Characterisation of Commercial
Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
4.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the characterisation of commercially available multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) from various suppliers. There are many commercial
grades of MWNTs available; some of which appear very similar in terms of
diameter, length and carbon purity according to their technical data sheets. The
first phase of the research project was to acquire MWNTs available in larger than
kilogram quantities. Each sample was analysed by a variety of techniques to
establish: differences in those grades; how those differences may affect processing
of the powders into solvents and resin systems; and the impact these differences
would have on any finished product.
Whilst literature addressing the characterisation of commercial MWNTs exists, in
this study care is taken to evaluate all samples using the same experimental
equipment allowing for direct comparison. Raw, purified, functionalised and
shortened grades are also compared to explore the effect of post processing, which
is of great importance as MWNTs are more commonly used in a purified state,
especially in academia and research institutions.
The Chapter begins with some relevant preliminary X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterisation,
which eliminated two suppliers, before 11 grades from four different suppliers are
more comprehensively characterised.
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The agglomerate structure of the powders is investigated by SEM and energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is used to identify any residual catalyst,
catalyst support or contamination. XPS is then used to characterise the surface
chemistry of the powders and to confirm the presence of functional groups on
functionalised grades. Raman spectroscopy is used to evaluate the crystallinity of
each sample and evaluate the level of defects within the tubes.
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) gives a measure of the surface area of the
MWNT agglomerates and density functional theory (DFT) is used to determine
the pore size distributions within the agglomerate structures. Finally,
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) provides the thermal degradation of each
sample and confirms the quantity of residual catalyst.
Results of SEM, XPS, BET and TGA for Vulcan XC72, a commonly used conductive
carbon black are also presented so that comparisons can be made between carbon
black and MWNTs in later chapters.
4.2 Preliminary Trials
In addition to the MWNTs detailed in Chapter 3 which form the focus of this
Chapter, samples from Quantum Materials (India) and Times Nano (China) were
also initially investigated. The properties of each grade according to the supplier’s
technical datasheets are given in Table 4.1.
The XPS survey spectra for the Quantum Materials grades are shown below in
Figure 4.1 and the quantative surface analysis is summarised in Table 4.2.
For Q Tubes, Q Tubes – OH and Q Tubes – COOH, large amounts of magnesium is
present which given the high oxygen concentrations indicates the presence of large
quantities of Magnesium oxide which is commonly used as a catalyst support in the
synthesis of MWNTs [78, 176-178]. Molybdenum is commonly used as a catalyst
[78, 179, 180] and sulphur can be used to increase MWNT yields [86, 87], both of
which are present in the three samples. The MgO content ranges from 29.6 at. % –
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9.1 at. % which leads to carbon purities of 30.5 at. % and 76.1 at. % respectively
which implies carbon purity in the bulk powders is far lower than the < 95 wt. %
specified on the TDSs. Q Tubes – NH2 also showed a low level of carbon of 30.5 at.
% on the surface, but high levels of both oxygen and nitrogen.
Table 4.1: MWNTs from Quantum Materials and Times Nano used in preliminary
trials
Supplier Grade Description
Diameter
(nm)
C Purity
(%)
Q
ua
nt
um
M
at
er
ia
ls
Q Tubes Purified >95
Q Tubes - OH
Purified and
OH functionalised
>95
Q Tubes - COOH
Purified and
COOH functionalised
>95
Q Tubes - NH2
Purified and
NH2 functionalised
>95
T
im
es
N
an
o
TNM2 Purified 8 – 15 >95
TNMH2
Purified and
OH functionalised
8 – 15 >95
TNMC2
Purified and
COOH functionalised
8 – 15 >95
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Figure 4.1: XPS survey spectra for Q Tube samples showing large amounts of
contamination on the surface
Table 4.2: Quantative XPS surface chemistry of Q Tube samples showing large
amounts of contamination on the surface
Nanotube Sample
Surface Composition (atomic %)
C O Mg Mo S N Cl
Q Tubes 30.5 38.4 29.6 0.7 0.7 — —
Q Tubes – OH 51.5 27.4 19.5 0.8 0.8 — —
Q Tubes – COOH 76.1 14.0 9.1 0.3 0.5 — —
Q Tubes – NH2 30.5 15.7 — — 1.5 17.5 2.2
Due to the very high levels of contamination present in Q Tubes, Q Tubes – OH
and Q Tubes – COOH and the significantly higher than expected levels of nitrogen
and oxygen on the surface of Q Tubes – NH2, all samples were eliminated from the
characterisation work and returned to Quantum Materials.
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The XPS survey spectra for the Times Nano samples is shown below in Figure 4.2
and the quantative surface analysis is summarised in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.2: XPS Survey spectra for Times Nano samples showing a dominant C1s
peak and a small Oxygen peak on the raw grade increasing in intensity on the
functional grades
The survey spectra are dominated by the C1s peak at 284.8 eV with an O1s peak
at 532 eV and the corresponding Auger peaks. There is no indication of the large
amount of contamination present in the Q tube samples. Oxygen quantities of 0.8
at. % on the raw sample and 6.6 at. % and 7.3 at. % on the functionalised MWNTs
is comparable to other raw/purified and functionalised MWNTs available from other
commercial suppliers [140, 142].
Table 4.3: Quantative XPS surface chemistry of Times Nano samples showing a
predominantly carbon surface with low levels of oxygen
Sample
Surface Composition
(atomic %)
C O
TNM1 99.3 0.8
TNMH1 93.4 6.6
TNMC1 92.7 7.3
Although XPS analysis showed promising results for samples from Times Nano, SEM
revealed, as shown in Figure 4.3, the supplied powder comprised agglomerates of
very short and tightly entangled tubes. Shorter tubes would have a higher electrical
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percolation threshold and for this reason, Times Nano samples were also eliminated
from the characterisation work.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: SEM micrographs of the tight bundles of seemingly short MWNTs for
TNM1 (a) and TNMC1 (b)
4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Low magnification SEM micrographs reveal differences in the MWNT agglomerates
that make up the supplied powder. NC7000 consist of ropes or yarns, ca. 2 µm – 3
µm in diameter of highly entangled tubes showing some degree of alignment. These
ropes then tangle to form larger, more loosely entangled agglomerates ranging in size
from ca. 10 µm to 1 mm, individual ropes up to 40 µm in length from support to tip
were observed. Both C150P and C100 resemble more ‘birds-nest’ type agglomerates
showing no sign of ropes or alignment. These tubes are also highly entangled,
with agglomerate dimensions in the same range as NC7000, but with the majority
towards the higher end of the scale, with C100 being most consistent in size. SEM
micrographs showing typical agglomerates from NC7000, C100 and C150P are shown
in Figure 4.4.
Elicarb MWNT (Figure 4.5a) consists of much smaller agglomerates circa 100 µm
in diameter. On closer inspection the agglomerate structure shows no alignment
in disagreement with the manufactures TDS. The agglomerates appear to show a
random structure more similar to C100 and C150P than NC7000 and has particles
distributed on the surface. C70P agglomerates (Figure 4.5b) have a similar structure
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.4: SEM micrographs showing the agglomerate size and structure of the
industrial grade MWNTs from Nanocyl (a, b), Arkema (c, d) and Bayer Materials
Science (e, f)
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to C100 and C150P although the agglomerates seem much more tightly entangled
in disagreement with the supplier’s technical data sheet which describes C70P as
a less densely grown version of C150P [143]. C70P agglomerates show some areas
of loosely agglomerated tubes close to the surface but the majority of the of the
agglomerates show very tightly entangled tubes appearing more tightly entangled
then unprocessed grades and more similar to purified and purified and shortened
grades.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: SEM micrographs showing the agglomerate size and structure of Elicarb
MWNT (a, b) and C70P (c, d)
For samples that have undergone further processing, such as purification, shortening
or functionalisation, the agglomerate structure changes as shown in Figure 4.6. The
most common purification and functionalisation methods for MWNTs involve further
wet processing in acids [19, 20] and length reduction of MWNTS has been achieved
in various ways including oxidation with acids [97] and ball milling [19, 181]. All
of these techniques involve wet processing followed by washing and then drying of
the nanotubes, which would allow a restructuring of the MWNT agglomerates and
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would, potentially lead to the type of structures observed in the current work.
Nanocyl NC3100, a purified grade based of NC7000 appears to have similar sized
agglomerates and still has signs of a rope structure, although these are much less
clear than in NC7000 agglomerates, and the individual tubes seem more tightly
entangled. NC3101, a carboxylic acid functionalised grade based on NC3100,
appears to have a similar structure to NC3100, although the tightening of the
agglomerates seems even more severe. NC3151, a shortened and then acid
functionalised grade based on NC3100, consists of much smaller primary
agglomerates and again, the individual tubes are even more tightly tangled
together. Bayer C150HP, a purified grade of C150P, follows a similar change as
that from NC7000 to NC3100 in that the agglomerates seem similar in size, but
the entanglement has tightened.
Based on these observations, there is an indication that wet processing steps lead to
a tightening of nanotube agglomerates and that the process Nanocyl use to shorten
their MWNTs leads to a reduction in agglomerate size.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 4.6: SEM micrographs for the NC3100 (a, b), NC3101 (c, d), NC3150 (e, f)
and C150 HP (g, h) showing changes in agglomerate structure after wet processing
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Figure 4.7 shows the structure of Vulcan XC72 which appears to be made up of small
spheres approximately 30 nm – 50 nm in diameter. These spheres are agglomerated
and small numbers of spheres appear fused together indicating that the primary
particle size may not be achievable even after dispersion.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: SEM micrographs of Vulcan XC72 showing small primary spheres
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4.4 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis
It is well known that most CNTs carry a small concentration of catalyst residues
within their structure. EDX was used to determine the composition of the metal
catalysts used in the synthesis of the MWNTs and to identify any contaminants
present. The spectra obtained for NC7000 is shown in Figure 4.8, catalysts residues
are readily observed with an intense AlKα and weak signals of FeKα and CoKα.
Figure 4.8: EDX spectra for NC7000 showing aluminium from the catalyst support,
Iron and cobalt catalyst and sodium contamination
Table 4.4 summarises the elements detected for each CNT powder. All quantities
are based on the mean analyses of four separate area scans on four different
agglomerates. Only elements detected in all four analysis areas are shown as main
impurities, with mean values higher than 0.1 wt. %. It should be noted that some
elements are present very close to the sensitivity limit of EDX and that the
samples were not flat or dense, making them less than ideal samples for EDX
analysis. NC7000 shows a large amount of aluminium and smaller quantities of
both iron and cobalt. C150P and C70P contain mainly cobalt, manganese,
magnesium and aluminium and C100 and Elicarb mainly iron and aluminium.
MWNTs are routinely grown from iron, cobalt and manganese catalysts and
aluminium oxide and magnesium oxide are used as catalyst supports [77, 78, 182,
183], which explains the presence of these elements. These elements are also
mentioned in various patents from Nanocyl [184, 185], Bayer MaterialsScience
[186, 187], and Arkema [188].
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When purified to NC3100 the large quantity of aluminium oxide present in NC7000
reduces to just trace amounts, as does the cobalt concentration. Traces of sulphur
are also present, indicating that the purification step used by Nanocyl probably
involves the use of sulphuric acid. Purification of both Nanocyl and Bayer
industrial grades results in a large reduction in catalyst and catalyst support, but
appears more effective at removing the support than the metal catalyst particles;
thereby indicating some catalyst may be located inside the nanotubes, as reported
by Pumera [96]. Nanotubes that have undergone further processing contain
additional contaminants including chlorine, sulphur, calcium and magnesium.
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NC7000 C100 C150P
Oxygen Oxygen Oxygen
Carbon Carbon Carbon
Iron Iron Cobalt
Figure 4.9: EDX elemental maps for the three industrial grades of MWNTs
EDX elemental mapping reveals the distributions of the metal catalysts and catalyst
support within the agglomerates with the results for the three industrial grades
shown in Figure 4.9.
A good review of nanotube growth is given by Zhang et al. [18] who divided nanotube
growth -into two types; either aligned or agglomerated. Typical powder catalysts
used in nanotube synthesis consist of metal nanoparticles on a support. When a
source of carbon is introduced (for example methane), carbon nanotubes grow and
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as they grow they crush and eventually rupture the catalyst particles, distributing
them throughout the nanotube agglomerate that is formed. This is the method
of growth used to produce Baytubes [189] and explains the ‘birds nest structure’
observed by SEM and the well distributed catalyst seen in the EDX maps for Bayer
C150P. As the SEM micrographs and EDX maps for C100 are very similar to C150P,
it is likely they also grow in this way. Nanocyl NC7000 contains distinctive support
particles of aluminium oxide which have not been crushed and evenly distributed
throughout the agglomerates and the EDX maps show ropes growing from both sides
of these well-defined support particles, making them very different from both C100
and C150P. The SEM micrograph and EDX maps shown in Figure 4.10 clearly show
the primary structure of NC7000 as highly entangled ropes grown from an aluminium
oxide support. The highly entangled nature of the ropes may be explained by the
surface of the aluminium oxide support; Atthipalli et al. [190] showed that the
surface roughness of the support used to grow carbon nanotubes reduces alignment
and a patent from Nanocyl [184] describing catalyst production refers to milling and
sieving of support powder that would not lead to a polished surface.
NC7000 Oxygen Aluminium
Figure 4.10: EDX Maps showing the ropes of NC7000 clearly growing from both
sides of aluminium oxide platelets
It can be seen in Figure 4.11 that in Elicarb, the relatively large particles over the
surface of the agglomerates are particles or iron catalyst and not aluminium support
as in NC7000.
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Elicarb Oxygen Aluminium
Figure 4.11: EDX Maps showing the ropes of NC7000 clearly growing from both
sides of aluminium oxide platelets
4.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XPS reveals the surface chemistry of the MWNTs. The XPS survey spectra for
NC7000, NC3150 and NC3151 are shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: XPS survey spectra for three Nanocyl grades of MWNTs
The spectra are dominated by the C1s peak at 284.8 eV with a small O1s peak at
532 eV that increases and broadens in the acid functionalised grades. The results of
the quantitative surface analyses are summarised in Table 4.5.
All MWNT grades have oxygen on the surface, likely as a result of the catalytic
growth process; the quantity of oxygen is relatively low in the raw industrial grades,
although for NC7000 is slightly higher than C100 and C150P. While this could be a
result of the high level of aluminium oxide in NC7000, this cannot be determined by
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Table 4.5: Quantative surface chemical analysis of the MWNT powders
Nanotube
Surface composition (atomic %)
C O Fe Al N Cl Ca
Elicarb 87.7 8.5 2.0 1.3 — 0.5 —
NC7000 98.5 1.5 — — — — —
NC3100 98.8 1.6 — — — — —
NC3150 97.7 2.3 — — — — —
NC3101 87.9 11.6 — — — — 0.6
NC3151 86.8 12.9 — — — 0.3 —
NC3152 98.0 1.4 — — 0.6 — —
C100 99.5 0.5 — — — — —
C150P 99.2 0.8 — — — — —
C150HP 97.7 2.3 — — — — —
C70P 99.9 0.1 — — — — —
XPS because the technique has a poor sensitivity to aluminium. Further processing
may increase the oxygen content on the surface of the MWNT grades, but this cannot
be shown definitively as any small increase or decrease could be from batch-to-batch
variability. For the acid functionalised grades from Nanocyl, there is a clear increase
in oxygen surface concentration to 11.6 wt. % and 12.9 wt. % for purified and
purified-shortened grades respectively, confirming the addition of oxygen containing
groups on the nanotube surface. Results for Elicarb MWNTs show both aluminium
and iron present. EDX showed that NC7000 in particular contains relatively high
quantities of catalyst support but none was detected by XPS. TGA gives a better
indication of residual catalyst and support as demonstrated earlier in this Chapter.
C70P shows very little evidence of oxidation with 99.9 at. % carbon at the surface.
Figure 4.13 shows the XPS survey spectra for Vulcan XC72. The surface of XC72
is almost entirely carbon (99.3 at. %) with 0.4 at. % oxygen on the surface and 0.3
at. % sulphur contamination.
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Figure 4.13: XPS Survey spectra for Vulcan XC72 showing a small amount of
oxygen on the surface and a small amount of sulphur contamination
4.6 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is widely used to provide information relating to the quality of
nanotubes, although most work relates to singled walled nanotubes, with MWNTs
being less well understood. The main features of a Raman spectra for a graphitic
material are described in detail by Dresselhaus et al. [161] and Farrari et al. [191]
but for MWNTs the spectra consist mainly of the D band (≈ 1350 cm-1), G Band (≈
1580 cm-1), and 2D (≈ 2700 cm-1) band, sometimes called the G’ band. The disorder
induced D band relates to vibrations from defects present in a carbon structure. The
G band relates to the in-plane vibration of an ideal sp2 bonded carbon structure and
the 2D band is the second order vibration of the D band and is always present in a
graphitic sample and is used to infer long range order in a carbon based structure.
The ratio of ID/IG has long been used as an indication of the quality of nanotubes
with an increase in the ratio, meaning more defective nanotubes or the presence
of more amorphous carbon in the sample. Behler et al. [192] observed a change
in the position and intensity of the D band with changing excitation wavelength
making it difficult to standardise and compare ID/IG ratios obtained using different
wavelengths. DiLeo et al. [162] proposed that defects would reduce the double
resonance process that results in the 2D band making the I2D/IG ratio a better
indicator of crystalinity in MWNTs. Other researchers have used the ratio of the
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areas of the peaks rather than the intensities to infer quality [193].
Raman spectroscopy is widely used to provide information relating to the quality of
nanotubes. Figure 4.14 shows a typical Raman spectra for NC7000 with a relatively
intense D band and a G band of lower intensity, typical of a highly defective structure
[194].
Figure 4.14: Typical Raman spectra for NC7000 using each excitation wavelength
Below, Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 summarise the ratios of the intensities and areas of
the D band to G band and the 2D band to the G band using excitations wavelenghs
of 514 nm and 633 nm respectively.
For both excitation wavelengths, all of the peak height and peak intensity ratios
are similar to each other, although Elicarb, C100, and C70P do show slightly lower
D/G band ratios and slightly higher 2D/G band ratios for both peak height inferring
lower numbers of defects and higher crystilinity. These differences in ratio are also
present for the area ratios but as the differences for both peak height and area ratios
are close to the standard deviations for each result, it is unlikely that these small
differences are meaningful. As discussed earlier in this Chapter, it can be difficult
to directly compare Raman spectra and thus band ratios obtained using different
equipment but these similarities are in agreement with Tessonnier et al. [25] who
showed NC3100 and C150P had similar ID/IG ratios of 2.1 and 1.8 respectively.
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Table 4.6: Intensity and area ratios for Raman peaks for 514 nm excitation
wavelength
Nanotube ID/IG I2D/IG AD/AG A2D/AG
Elicarb 0.96 ± 0.07 0.53 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.05
C100 0.93 ± 0.05 0.61 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.04 1.02 ± 0.07
C70P 0.89 ± 0.08 0.57 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.06 0.95 ± 0.06
C150HP 1.12 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.04 1.21 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.05
C150P 1.09 ± 0.03 0.51 ± 0.03 1.17 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.04
NC3100 1.11 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.04 1.27 ± 0.06 0.77 ± 0.05
NC3101 1.14 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.03 1.23 ± 0.07 0.7 ± 0.03
NC3150 1.08 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.04 1.21 ± 0.07 0.79 ± 0.05
NC3151 1.17 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.03 1.27 ± 0.06 0.67 ± 0.04
NC3152 1.09 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.02 1.25 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.03
NC7000 1.12 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.04 1.24 ± 0.07 0.79 ± 0.05
I = peak height; A = peak area
Table 4.7: Intensity and area ratios for Raman peaks for 633 nm excitation
wavelength
Nanotube ID/IG I2D/IG AD/AG A2D/AG
Elicarb 1.35 ± 0.12 0.55 ± 0.1 1.32 ± 0.13 0.81 ± 0.11
C100 1.42 ± 0.05 0.55 ± 0.05 1.33 ± 0.06 0.83 ± 0.06
C70P 1.36 ± 0.03 0.66 ± 0.04 1.22 ± 0.04 0.91 ± 0.06
C150HP 1.62 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.03 1.56 ± 0.07 0.68 ± 0.05
C150P 1.6 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.02 1.54 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.03
NC3100 1.5 ± 0.03 0.39 ± 0.04 1.52 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.06
NC3101 1.62 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.06 1.65 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.05
NC3150 1.52 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.08 1.67 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.15
NC3151 1.52 ± 0.06 0.26 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.05
NC3152 1.53 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.03
NC7000 1.5 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.01 1.59 ± 0.03 0.66 ± 0.02
I = peak height; A = peak area
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4.7 Nitrogen Sorption
Specific surface area (SSA) is an important parameter for a pigment as it provides
an indication to the amount of binder, or dispersant, that is required to fully wet the
particle surface. The pore size distribution was investigated to detect the differences
in agglomerate structure observed via SEM.
SSA was determined using BET analysis and the pore size distributions were
calculated using the DFT method on the adsorption branch of the BET isotherm.
Figure 4.15: BET Isotherms for the Nanocyl range of MWNTs
All nanotubes exhibit Type IV BET isotherms with Type II characteristics,
according to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
classification [195, 196]. This indicates a mesoporous material with possible small
macropores. Isotherms for various Nanocyl grades are shown in Figure 4.15. Only
the adsorption isotherms are shown as it was not possible to obtain accurate
desorption isotherms. It is believed that this was due to the nature of the sample,
the long runtime led to the nitrogen in the dewar running out during analysis.
Although the desorption isotherm cannot be shown, hysteresis can be inferred from
the presence of mesopores in the pore size distributions discussed later in this
section.
The SSA and total pore volume for each nanotube powder are summarised in
Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8: SSA and total pore volume for the nanotube agglomerates showing
nanotubes from Nanocyl have a higher surface area and pore volume than those
produced by Arkema and Bayer
Nanotube SSA (m2 g-1) Pore Volume (cm3 g-1)
NC7000 443 3.56
NC3100 323 2.85
NC3150 396 1.89
NC3101 317 1.17
NC3151 377 1.29
NC3152 318 1.45
Elicarb 271 1.55
C100 249 2.51
C150P 210 2.07
C150HP 221 1.67
C70P 134 0.61
Industrial grade nanotubes from Nanocyl have the highest SSA at 475 m2g-1 followed
by Arkema with 249 m2g-1 and lastly Bayer with 210 m2g-1. Peigney et al. [197]
showed that nanotube surface area was related to nanotube diameter and number
of walls and this is likely the source of the difference between these samples. This is
in agreement with the manufacturers data, showing C100 and C150P having similar
diameters and numbers of walls. The similarity in diameter was confirmed by Rosca
et al. [9]. Nanocyl report a narrower diameter for NC7000, but do not specify this
as the external diameter [24]. Tessonnier et al. [25] measured the SSA of NC3100,
which are based on NC7000, and found it to be significantly higher than C150P and
also observed that C150P had more wall terminations and more regular closing of
the internal channels, drastically reducing the accessible internal surface area, thus
explaining the higher SSA measured for NC7000. The SSA of Elicarb is similar to
both C100 and C70P has the lowest surface area of all the samples of 134 m2g-1.
When comparing Nanocyl purified MWNTs to their industrial grade equivalent,
there is a reduction in SSA from 476 m2g-1 to 323 m2g-1 for NC7000 and NC3100
respectively. This decrease is likely due to either the removal of the catalyst
support, which will have had a high surface area, or batch variation. Purified and
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shortened MWNTs from Nanocyl (NC3150) have a higher surface area than
purified MWNTs, which is due to the shortening of the tubes making the internal
channels within the tubes more accessible. The small increase in SSA when
comparing C150P to C150HP, which has undergone a purification process, could
be for the same reason. The functionalised grades from Nanocyl have lower SSAs
than their un-functionalised equivalents, but they still show the same rise in SSA
when the tubes are shortened.
Figure 4.16: PSD for industrial grade MWNTs showing similar bi-modal
distributions
The pore size distribution (PSD) for the industrial grade MWNTs are shown in
Figure 4.16 and show a bi-modal distribution. The first distribution (3 nm – 20 nm)
falls within the diameter dimensions for the MWNTs when considering inner tube
diameter, inner channel diameter and outer tube diameter and likely corresponds to
pores attributed to individual tubes. The second distribution corresponds to spaces
between tubes and is a result of the bundled nature of the nanotube agglomerates.
If the pore volume contributions are separated in relation to these distributions, an
insight into the pore volume from within the tubes and from the agglomerates can
be achieved.
Taking the Nanocyl range as an example, Figure 4.17 shows a clear shift in the
second distribution towards smaller pores after the nanotubes have been purified,
shortened and functionalised, indicating a restructuring in the agglomerates in
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Figure 4.17: PSDs for the various grades of MWNTs from Nanocyl showing a
reduction in pore size with increased processing
agreement with the observation in the SEM micrographs. The most common
purification methods involve acid solutions [19, 20], indicating the tubes are
wet-processed and subsequently dried, which would explain this change in the
agglomerate structure. For shortened tubes this change is even more pronounced
and the shift leads to a combining of the two distributions, which is due to shorter
tubes being able to pack more densely.
Functionalisation, which involves further processing, follows this trend and the
distributions not only combine but also shift even further towards smaller pores.
Figure 4.18: Pore volumes for each distribution showing a decrease in volume with
further processing
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Figure 4.18 shows the cumulative pore volume for the two pore size ranges. The
volume in the pores for the MWNTs with diameters < 20 nm remains relatively
consistent across nanotube samples, although there is an increase from NC7000 to
NC3150, which again can be attributed to tube opening. The same rise is present
for NC3151 and NC3101, but not in NC3100, implying that the functionalisation
process opens the tube ends regardless of whether the tubes have been shortened or
not. This same increase is observed when comparing C150P and C150HP, indicating
tube opening during Bayer’s purification process. When considering the cumulative
volume from larger pores in the agglomerate structure, it is clear that with increased
processing steps, volume drops considerably. This is true for both Nanocyl and Bayer
grades and shows the tightening of the agglomerates, reducing the volume between
the tubes, in agreement with SEM micrographs. Using this method to evaluate how
tightly entangled agglomerates are, the PSD data indicate that NC7000 is more
loosely agglomerated than C100, which is more loosely agglomerated than C150P,
in agreement with Krause et al. [123] who found C150P required five times more
energy to disperse than NC7000. In contrast, Tessonnier et al. [25] predicted that
C150P was more loosely agglomerated than NC3100, which is based on NC7000,
as less volume from larger pores was present. It is worth noting that NC7000 has
two agglomerate structures; primary tightly agglomerated ropes and more loosely
agglomerated bundles of ropes. The pore size distribution is an amalgamation of
these two structures.
Vulcan XC72 has a SSA of 208 m2g-1 which is lower than all MWNT samples with
the exception of C70P which was lower than expected. The PSD is similar to the
MWNT samples with addition of pores below 2 nm which likely corresponds to
pores between fused spheres seen in SEM. Also from Figure 4.19, it can be seen that
a larger portion of the pore area comes from the distribution at 3 nm – 20 nm is
much higher than for MWNTs when compared to the distribution ≥ 20 nm. This
can be explained by the closer packing density seen for the XC72 when compared to
the MWNTs in SEM while the existence of the distribution ≥ 20 nm confirms the
existence of larger agglomerate structures.
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Figure 4.19: PSD for Vulcan XC72
4.8 Thermogravimetric Analyses
TGA is often used to characterise the oxidation behaviour of MWNTs, as well as
in the determination of the residual catalyst content [19, 20, 181, 198]. Table 4.9
summarises the minimum residual catalyst for each sample after 800 °C; the
temperature to 50 per cent mass (T50) and the temperature of maximum
combustion rate (TMAX) taken from the derivative of the TGA curve. These values
give an indication as to the rate of oxidation and the purity and uniformity of the
samples.
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Table 4.9: The residual catalyst and catalyst support (as a % of initial mass), T50
and TMAX for each of the nanotube powders
Nanotube
Residual
(%)
T50
(°C)
TMAX
(°C)
NC7000 11.9 569 579
NC3100 2.5 585 598
NC3150 2.5 575 588
NC3101 4.7 472 498
NC3151 4.3 485 508
NC3152 2.8 558 571
Elicarb 6.3 545 556
C100 9.2 565 573
C150P 2.9 532 543
C150HP 1.8 566 581
C70P 5.0 540 547
It is well documented that oxidation temperature relates to residual catalyst and
defects present in the nanotubes structure [199]. From the Raman analysis it was
shown that all powders are similar in terms of defects with all having relatively
high levels. MWNTs from Bayer combust at a lower temperature than those from
Nanocyl, with NC7000 and C150P having TMAX of 579 °C and 543 °C respectively.
This can be seen more clearly Figure 4.20. For both manufacturers, purification
increases oxidation temperature but the increase in TMAX is larger for Bayer than
for Nanocyl nanotubes; NC7000 to NC3100 has an increase in TMAX of 19 °C where
C150P to C150HP has an increase of 38 °C. Although the residual catalyst for
NC7000 is higher than all other samples, EDX has shown that the majority of that
is aluminium oxide catalyst support rather than metal catalyst particles. For C150P,
more of the residual is metal catalyst (manganese and cobalt), which would explain
the lower oxidation temperature. C100 oxidises at a temperature much closer to
that of NC7000 than that of C150P even though C100 does have a large amount of
residual iron catalyst. C70P oxidises at a temperature between that of C150P and
C150HP while is likely due to it having a higher level of contamination that C150P
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but a lower surface area.
Figure 4.20: Thermal decomposition of MWNTs showing in general, Nanocyl grades
are more thermally stable than Baytubes
The EDX indicated no discernible cobalt catalyst, although both NC7000 and C150P
use cobalt as a co-catalyst, which implies that the oxidation temperature is more
affected by the amount of residual cobalt in the samples than residual support
material or iron. For the further processed Nanocyl grades, there is a reduction in
TMAX of 10 °C from NC3100 to NC3150, which is likely caused by the increase in
tube ends and increase in accessible surface area shown by nitrogen sorption data.
Functionalised grades show a drop in mass below 300 °C which is the oxidation of
the functional groups [200], which then leaves exposed defects and hotspots reducing
the TMAX by 80 °C and 100 °C for NC3101 and NC3151 from their un-functionalised
equivalents.
The TGA and DTG for Vulcan XC72 are showun in Figure 4.21 and reveal a residual
char of 1.0 %, a T50 of 621 °C and a TMAX of 637 °C.
4.9 Discussion
It is shown by SEM that the agglomerate structure of industrial MWNTs from
Nanocyl (NC7000) take the form of highly entangled ropes or yarns of individual
tubes, which then tangle to form large agglomerates. Industrial grade tubes from
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Figure 4.21: The thermal decomposition of Vulcan XC72
Arkema (C100) and Bayer (C150P) are similar to each other, taking the form of
tightly entangled bundles, but there is no sign of the alignment present in the
NC7000. The more aligned and likely longer tubes of NC7000 should lead to lower
percolation thresholds than the other commercial grades studied when properly
dispersed in coatings or composites. Bayer C70P agglomerates are similar in
structure to C100 and C150P but appear more tightly agglomerated in
disagreement with the supplier TDS. Elicarb MWNT agglomerates are much
smaller than the industrial grades from other suppliers and show no evidence of
alignment.
EDX suggests that differences in structure of the agglomerates come from differences
in growth conditions, with NC7000 being grown from platelets of aluminium oxide
while those of C100 and C150P are grown from a support that disintegrates as the
tubes grow. EDX confirms the catalysts and support used during growth and shows
that although NC7000 has the highest level of impurities, the majority is aluminium
oxide support rather than transition metal catalyst. The high level of catalyst, as
well as being shown to affect the thermal properties of the MWNTs, will also have
to be considered when formulation using MWNTs in resin systems. The relatively
large support platelets of aluminium oxide observed in NC7000 will be present in
any cured resin system and must be stabilised. The small sizes of the disintegrated
catalyst support of C100 and C150P will likely have little effect on the coating or
composite they are dispersed into. If the aluminium oxide particles of NC7000 do
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give undesired properties to cured resin systems, the purified grade (NC3100) would
be a good alternative.
Raman spectroscopy gives similar D/G and 2D/G ratios implying all grades are
similar to each other in terms of quality.
TGA shows a higher thermal stability for Nanocyl grades when compared to Arkema
or Bayer and this is thought to be due to the higher level of residual transition metal
catalyst in the latter samples. TGA and EDX also confirmed that the purified grades
from Nanocyl (NC3100) and Bayer (C150HP) contain lower levels of residual catalyst
and that the purification process appears more effective on the catalyst support than
the transition metal catalyst itself. These differences in thermal stability could cause
different changes in the thermal stability of any coating they are dispersed into.
These results also highlight that thermal stability is not always directly related to
purity and that an understanding of the nature of any impurities is important.
A tightening of the agglomerate structures during processing seen by SEM is
confirmed using BET and DFT and shows massive decreases in the volume of
larger pores, attributed to the agglomerate structure as the nanotubes undergo wet
chemical treatment. This allows for an indication of agglomerate structure to be
obtained on a larger sample size using BET than with SEM.
XPS shows that all grades have a low concentration of oxygen on the surface from the
CVD growth process and that COOH functionalised grades from Nanocyl (NC3101
and NC3151) have increases of circa 10 wt. % oxygen on their surfaces. This
functional surface should lead to better compatibility and stability in specific resin
systems.
4.10 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this Chapter:
1. NC7000 are grown from aluminium oxide support platelets using iron and
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cobalt catalysts resulting in agglomerates of partially aligned ropes of
nanotubes.
2. Purification of NC7000 improves the thermal stability, increasing the TMAX
from 579 °C to 598 °C.
3. Functionalisation and shortening of NC7000 reduces thermal stability, with a
decrease in TMAX of up to 100 °C.
4. NC7000 have the highest SSA of m2g-1, compared to 249 m2g-1 and 210 m2g-1
for C100 and C150P respectively.
5. NC7000 contain longer tubes than both C150P and C100.
6. C150P are grown from porous aluminium oxide and manganese oxide supports
using manganese and cobalt as catalyst resulting in a birds nest agglomerate
of nanotubes.
7. Purification of C150P improves thermal stability, increasing the TMAX from
543 °C to 581 °C.
8. C100 are grown from porous aluminium oxide supports using iron as a catalyst
resulting in a birds nest agglomerate of nanotubes.
9. Wet processing, such as purification and functionalisation of MWNTs leads to
a tightening of agglomerates and this change is structure can be seen by SEM
and quantified using PSDs calculated from BET isotherms.
10. Thermal stability of MWNTs or more sensitive to residual transition metal
catalyst than to catalyst support material.
11. Ratios of both intensity and area of D/G and 2D/G bands from Raman
spectroscopy does not show any significant differences in quality of industrial
MWNTs.
The surface area of the MWNTs is of particular importance in coating formulation,
as the surface area can relate to loading of dispersant needed to disperse and stabilise
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a pigment. From the characterisation in this Chapter it is likely that NC7000 will
require a higher level of dispersant than C150P and C100. The apparent longer
length of NC7000 will result in a percolating network at a lower loading than C150P
and C100 if dispersed to the same level. The tightening of the MWNTs from post
growth wet processing has been shown to tighten the agglomerates which could lead
to more energy being required to disperse them.
In the next Chapter, commercially available high molecular weight dispersants are
characterised to identify structural differences and the bonding mechanisms they
use to disperse pigments.
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Chapter 5
Characterisation of Coating Resin
System and High Molecular Weight
Dispersants
5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the characterisation of the two components of the
polyurethane (PU) resin system used to form the static dissipative coating and the
high molecular weight dispersants used to disperse the multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWNTs) in organic solvents to give an indication of the bonding
methods each dispersant can form to better understand dispersant interaction with
the MWNTs within the dispersions discussed in Chapter 6.
The nature of the isocyanate and polyol of the polyurethane are investigated using
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 13C
NMR spectroscopies. The functional groups of the dispersants are identified using
FT-IR and the structures are investigated using both 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy.
The thermal properties of the polymers are investigated using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
Dispersants can bond with MWNTs using hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole
interactions and van der Waals (dispersive) forces [201]. The purpose of this
chapter is to propose bonding mechanisms that each dispersant may utilise to
disperse MWNTs, by identifying the functional groups within the dispersants. An
indication of the structure of the dispersants, given by NMR data, not only helps
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to confirm the functional groups present in the polymers, but also gives an insight
into chain length and level of branching, which affects the ability of a dispersant to
effectively stabilise a pigment over time by steric hindrance. Furthermore, the
thermal properties of the high molecular weight dispersants are investigated to
give an indication of crystallinity present in the polymer.
5.2 Coating Resin System
The IP6 coating system at Indestructible Paint is a PU (of nominal molecular weight
2000 g/mole) based on Desmophen 651, a branched hydroxyl bearing polyester [153],
and Desmodur N75, an aliphatic polyisocyanate based on a biuret of hexamethylene
diisocyanate (HDI biuret) [154]. The reaction between a polyol and isocyanate is
shown below in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The reaction between an isocyanate and polyol to form a urethane linkage
5.2.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
For general identification of characteristic bands, the following references were used
[202, 203].
The FT-IR spectrum for Desmodur N75 is shown in Figure 5.2 and shows a broad
band at 3150 cm-1 – 3500 cm-1 corresponding to an N-H stretch. Although a double
peak is visible, it is more likely that this represents both free and hydrogen-bonded
N-H, rather than a primary amine. Furthermore, the split peak at 1630 cm-1 – 1685
cm-1 indicates the presence of a C=O stretch from amide groups, with the split
indicating that both secondary and tertiary amides are present (N.B. if a primary
amide were present then the C=O stretch would lie between 1650 cm-1 – 1670 cm-1).
The N-H band at 3150 cm-1 – 3500 cm-1 is very broad and this is due to the hydrogen
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bonding between the amine and carboxyl groups. The sharp peak that appears at
2260 cm-1 is attributed to the N=C=O stretch from an isocyanate group. The
bands at 2929 cm-1, 2856 cm-1 and 1464 cm-1 are due to C-H stretching and bending
vibrations arising from CH2 groups from the polymer backbone; there is no evidence
of any CH3 groups.
Figure 5.2: FT-IR spectrum for Desmodur N75
The FT-IR spectrum for Desmophen 651 is shown in Figure 5.3 and shows a broad
band at 3200 cm-1 – 3600 cm-1 corresponding to an O-H stretch from an alcohol
group (the strong tailing is consistent with hydrogen bonding) and a sharp peak at
1725 cm-1 attributed to a C=O stretch in an ester group. 1725 cm-1 is slightly lower
than expected for a saturated ester, which would indicate an unsaturated ester, but
there is no alkene band present - which would show at 1620 cm-1 – 1680 cm-1.
Figure 5.3: FT-IR spectrum for Desmophen 651
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However, it is well known that the position of the carbonyl group is very sensitive
to its environment and the degree of inter-chain association present. The band at
1240 cm-1 is likely from a C-O-C group in an ester, but could also be from an ether
bond and the band at 1135 cm-1 is from a C-O-H link to an alcohol. The bands at
2958 cm-1, 2870 cm-1, 1375 cm-1 and 2933 cm-1, 2860 cm-1, 1457 cm-1 correspond to
CH3 and CH2 groups respectively that make up the backbone chain of the polyol.
5.2.2 Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
For general peak identification the following reference was used [203]. Owing to the
polymeric nature of the compounds, many of the precise multiplicities are difficult
to discern in the 1H NMR spectra, due to broadening.
The 1H NMR spectrum for Desmodur N75, shown in Figure 5.4, contains two
multiplets with chemical shifts at 1.3 ppm – 1.5 ppm and 1.5 ppm – 1.7 ppm,
corresponding to protons from CH2 groups on polymer chains; the higher field
peaks are from the mid sections of these chains where they receive minimal
de-shielding and the lower field peak from the sections of chain approaching the
amine and isocyanate groups where they are more de-shielded. The precise
multiplicity is difficult to discern, but the signals around 3.3 ppm – 3.2 ppm
appear to represent two overlapping signals and correspond to amide groups; it is
likely that the more downfield peak is attributed to the secondary amides and the
more upfield peak the tertiary amides. This larger shift is due to the protons
adjacent to the tertiary amine being more de-shielded by both carbonyls in the
secondary amide groups. The peak at 3.7 ppm corresponds to the protons adjacent
to the isocyanate groups. There is a singlet at 7.3 ppm from the CDCl3 (i.e. traces
of non-deuterated material) and a small triplet at 7.2 ppm attributed to the amine
groups in the amides.
The 1H spectrum for Desmophen 651, shown in Figure 5.5, contains a triplet peak at
0.9 ppm confirming the presence of CH3 groups identified in FT-IR analysis. There
are many peaks ranging from 1.0 ppm – 1.9 ppm indicating CH2 and CH3 protons
in many different environments. The large number of peaks would indicate long
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Figure 5.4: 1H NMR spectrum for Desmodur N75
saturated chains and branching. The peaks around 2.0 ppm are likely to arise from
protons adjacent to the C=O side of the ester and it is probable that a number
of the peaks ranging from 3.0 ppm – 4.7 ppm can be attributed to alcohol groups.
However, within this, a number of the peaks from 3.9 ppm – 4.5 ppm are protons
near the C-O side of the ester. Two sets of shifts at 7.7 ppm and 7.6 ppm indicate
the presence of aromatics that may be left over from the synthesis of the resin or
added intentionally as an additive.
Figure 5.5: 1H NMR spectrum of Desmophen 651
5.2.3 Carbon 13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
For general peak identification, the following reference was used [203].
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The 13C NMR spectrum for Desmodur N75, shown in Figure 5.6, contains a cluster
of peaks with chemical shifts around 20 ppm – 32 ppm attributed to the backbone
CH2 carbons and shifts at 40 ppm and 42 ppm corresponding to the ends of the
chains where more electronegative atoms are present - consistent with carbon atoms
in close proximity to amine and isocyanate groups. The lack of peaks with shifts
below 15 ppm confirms the absence of CH3 carbons, in agreement with the FT-
IR analysis. The shift at 122 ppm corresponds to the unsaturated carbon in the
isocyanate group and the peaks around 156 ppm to the unsaturated carbon in an
amide groups. The triplet at 72 ppm arises from the CDCl3 solvent used for the
analysis.
Figure 5.6: 13C NMR spectrum for Desmodur N75
The 13C NMR spectrum for Desmophen 651 shown in Figure 5.7 contains both peaks
below 15 ppm and peaks between 15 ppm – 25 ppm confirming the presence of both
CH3 and CH2 carbons from the polymer backbone. The peaks between 25 ppm –
50 ppm are also attributed to CH3 and CH2 carbons but experiencing de-shielding
due to close proximity to electronegative groups. The peak at 175 ppm confirms
the carbonyl group in an ester and the slightly lower peak could also be from a
carbonyl bond in an ester but in closer proximity to an electronegative group such
as an alcohol, although this could also be from residual PMA solvent, which the
resin is supplied in. The peaks at between 60 ppm – 80 ppm represent saturated
carbon atoms in the polymer chain with the lower peaks corresponding to carbon
atoms near alcohols or an ester and the higher peaks corresponding to ether groups
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in the chain, also possibly shown in FT-IR, or areas near branches where more than
one atom can de-shield the carbon atom.
Figure 5.7: 13C NMR spectrum for Desmophen 651
5.3 High Molecular Weight Polymeric
Dispersants
Dispersants and surfactants that have been shown to successfully disperse carbon
black (CB) have also been shown to disperse MWNTs by other researchers in
organic solvents [109], water [108, 204] and polymer [205]. The high molecular
weight dispersants investigated in this thesis are all, with the exception of Tego
670 and BYK 9076, designed to disperse CB in solvent based resin systems. Tego
670 and BYK 9076 are recommended for inorganic pigments [145, 150], although
Tego 670 can be used with organics and were investigated as an alternative to
dispersants designed for CBs.
The FT-IR, 1H NMR, 13C NMR spectra, and DSC and TGA curves for all 10
dispersants are shown in Appendix A, with selected examples presented within this
chapter.
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5.3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
The EFKA dispersants appear to have similar functional groups, with a broad band
visible at 3200 cm-1 – 3600 cm-1 for the O-H stretch from an alcohol group, a sharp
peak at 1730 cm-1 for a C=O group in an ester and three peaks between 1250 cm-1
and 1100 cm-1, which are attributable to C-O-H bonds to the alcohol and C-O-C
bonds from both the ester and possible ether groups. The asymmetry of the alcohol
peak would suggest alcohol groups in multiple environments, arising from hydrogen
bonding. It would appear the EFKA 4310 may have fewer hydroxyl groups than
EFKA 4310 and has a splitting of the C-O peak, which may indicate more ester or
possibly ether groups than alcohol groups. All three dispersants have CH2 and CH3
groups as evidenced by the four peaks 2970 cm-1 and 2860 cm-1. The IR spectrum
for EFKA 4310 is shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: FT-IR spectrum for EFKA 4310
Both Tego dispersants also contain OH functional groups which give rise to broad
peaks at 3200 cm-1 – 3600 cm-1. The sharp peak at 1730 cm-1 and 1724 cm-1 for
TEGO 685 and 670 respectively is attributed to a C=O group in an ester. The much
smaller peak at 1635 cm-1 and 1648 cm-1 for Tego 685 and 670 respectively could
indicate an alkene group, meaning an unsaturated polyester. The pair of peaks and
1175 cm-1 and 1160 cm-1 for Tego 670 and 1259 cm-1 and 1133 cm-1 for Tego 685
can be attributed to the C-O-H bond in the alcohol group and C-O-C bond from
the ester or an ether group respectively. Again, both dispersants have CH2 and CH3
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groups as evidenced by the four peaks between 2970 cm-1and 2860 cm-1.
Solsperse 39000, like the EFKA and Tego dispersants, also contains OH functional
groups with a broad alcohol peak at 3700 cm-1 – 3200 cm-1. Again, a sharp C=O
peak at 1730 cm-1 from an ester is present and there are prominent peaks at 1160
cm-1 and 1130 cm-1, indicative of the C-O-H bond from the alcohol and C-O-C bonds
in the ester or an ether respectively. The small peak at 1635 cm-1 is also present,
which could suggest an alkene group.
BYK 9077 and DISPERBYK 2155 have almost identical IR spectra. Both have a
peak at 3300 cm-1 from an N-H bond, which appears to be overlaid on a broad OH
peak between 3600 cm-1 – 3200 cm-1. Both have a split peak a 1720 cm-1 and 1690
cm-1 relating to amide I and amide II groups. The large peak at approximately 1100
cm-1 is from the C-O-H bond to the alcohol group. There is a shoulder on the C-O
peak at 1147 cm-1 in BYK 9077 and an asymmetry in the C-O peak of DISPERBYK
2155, which could be from an NH wag or C-O-C bond from an ether. The FT-IR
spectrum for BYK 9077 is shown in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: FT-IR spectrum for BYK 9077
Solsperse 76400 has a broad peak from 3600 cm-1 – 3100 cm-1 from an alcohol group
and a second peak at 3200 cm-1, indicating secondary amines. There is a weak C=O
peak at 1740 cm-1 and the spectrum is more dominated by a C-O peak at 1095 cm-1,
attributed to C-O-H and C-O-C bonds in alcohols and esters respectively due to the
possible split. There is a peak at 1230 also attributable to C-N and N-H groups.
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The IR spectrum for Solsperse 76400 is shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: FT-IR spectrum for Solsperse 76400
BYK 9076 has a broad peak due to OH groups at 3700 cm-1 – 3300 cm-1. It also has
the weakest C=O peak of all the dispersants. This peak would normally be strong,
which suggests that no, or very few, C=O bonds are present. The sharp peak at
1090 cm-1 is due to the C-O-H peak of the alcohol and possible ethers and the bands
at 2966 cm-1, 2891 cm-1, 1372 cm-1 and 2927 cm-1, 2864 cm-1, 1455 cm-1 correspond
to CH3 and CH2 groups in the polymer chain respectively. This implies that BYK
9076 consists of a relatively simple hydroxyl functionalised polymer chain.
A summary of the bonds identified using FT-IR for the dispersants is shown in
Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Chemical groups identified using FT-IR for each dispersant
Dispersant
Chemical Group
OH NH CH3 CH2 C=O CO
3600-
3100
3400-
3200
3000-
2800
3000-
2800
1750-
1700
1300-
1000
Tego 670 3 7 3 3 3 3
Tego 685 3 7 3 3 3 3
EFKA 4310 3 7 3 3 3 3
EFKA 4320 3 7 3 3 3 3
EFKA 7700 3 7 3 3 3 3
BYK 9076 3 3 3 3 3 3
BYK 9077 3 3 3 3 3 3
DISPERBYK 2155 3 3 3 3 3 3
Solspurs 39000 3 7 3 3 3 3
Solspurs 76400 3 3 3 3 3 3
5.3.2 Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
The 1H NMR spectrum for BYK 9077, shown in Figure 5.11, is more complex. The
two peaks at 7.2 ppm and 6.9 ppm are consistent with amide groups and the large
cluster between 5 ppm and 3 ppm suggest many protons in multiple electronegative
environments. The number of peaks indicates a very complex structure. As the
IR spectrum suggested amide I, amide II and hydroxyl groups, a large number of
carbons near electronegative groups is expected, but the amount in this spectrum
can only arise from many different electronegative environments or the presence of
multiple compounds. The higher peaks are attributed to protons near one or more
electronegative atoms in the amides and alcohols and the very broad peak at 2.3
ppm is attributed to those close to hydroxyl groups. The triplet at 2.1 ppm is
attributed to a very de-shielded CH2 group and the large cluster of peaks below 2
ppm to CH2 and CH3 peaks in different proximities to electronegative atoms. The
peak at 0.9 ppm is attributed to CH3 groups as the end of chains and the triplet at
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1.1 ppm to CH2 groups in chains not in close proximity to electronegative atoms.
The peaks between 1.8 ppm and 1.1 ppm are from CH2 and CH3 groups in many
environments and the large number of them again suggests a very complex structure
with branching and electronegative groups on both the backbone and sidechains of
the polymer. The sharp peak at 1.1 ppm attributed to non-polar chain sections
suggests that some non-polar sections of the chain are also included in the polymer.
Figure 5.11: 1H NMR spectrum for BYK 9077
DISPERBYK 2155, which has the same chemical groups as BYK 9077, has a very
different 1H NMR spectrum, shown in Figure 5.12, indicating a different structure.
Again the peaks at 7.1 ppm and 6.9 ppm confirm the imide group, although the
downfield shift may indicate they are closer to each other or to another
electronegative atom. The cluster of peaks attributed to carbons near the imide
groups is closer together and contains less peaks, implying a lower number of
environments. The very large sharp peak at 1.1 ppm suggests a large number of
CH2 groups that are not in close proximity to electronegative atoms, and the small
number of peaks between 2.0 ppm and 1.1 ppm suggests very few shielded CH2
and CH3 environments. This implies that unlike BYK 9077, the structure of
DISPERBYK 2155 contains polar chains and separate non-polar chains. The
broad peak at 2.1 ppm is attributed to alcohol groups.
The 1H NMR spectra of Tego 685 and Solsperse 39000 are very similar. The peak at
4.0 ppm is attributed to the carbons close to an ester group as identified in the IR
spectra and the lower number of peaks in this area indicates fewer electronegative
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Figure 5.12: 1H NMR spectrum for DISPERBYK 2155
environments than in BYK 9077, which is expected due to the lack of NH groups.
The broad peak at 3.9 ppm is attributed to a labile proton in the hydroxyl group.
The large number of peaks below 2.0 ppm suggests complex polymers with many
CH2 groups in different environments, indicating branching. The 1H NMR spectrum
of Tego 685 is shown in Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13: 1H NMR spectrum for Tego 685
The 1H NMR spectrum for Solsperse 76400, shown in Figure 5.14, consists of three
peaks between 4.0 ppm and 3.5 ppm, attributed to carbons close to ether and
alcohol groups and a strong peak at 1.1 attributed to long non-polar CH2 chains.
This suggests a linear, unbranched structure consisting of polar sections of ether
and alcohol groups and non-polar sections of CH2 groups. The broad peak at 2.1
ppm is attributed to the alcohol group. The very small peak at 0.9 ppm suggests
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that the chains are terminated with functional groups, in agreement with the FT-IR
analysis, that showed no CH3 groups.
Figure 5.14: 1H NMR spectrum for Solsperse 76400
The 1H NMR spectrum for BYK 9076 is similar to Solsperse 76400, with a cluster
of peaks at 4.0 ppm to 3.5 ppm from the ether and alcohol groups and an intense
peak at 1.1 ppm from the non-polar sections of the chain. The small number of
peaks above 1.1 ppm are from carbon approaching the electronegative groups and
the peak at 0.9 ppm from shielded CH3 groups are from chain ends.
The 1H NMR spectrum for the EFKA dispersants contains a small number of peaks
between 4.1 ppm and 3.5 ppm, attributed to carbons approaching the ester and
alcohol groups. The two broad peaks at 2.1 ppm and 1.9 ppm are attributed to
carbons adjacent to alcohol groups and confirms the multiple alcohol group locations
suggested by FT-IR. The two peaks between 1.9 ppm and 1.1 ppm imply CH2
groups in few environments, but the broad nature of the peaks implies they are
close to alcohol groups. The large group at 0.9 ppm is attributed to CH3 groups
and indicates a large number of chain ends. This spectrum suggests a very small
dispersant molecule with polar sections separated by very small non-polar chains
and the large number of CH3 groups suggests possible short non-polar sidechains.
There is also evidence of aromatic groups from the broad peaks at 8.1 ppm and
6.3 ppm, which could be left over from the synthesis of the polymer or intentionally
added as an additive. The 1H NMR spectrum of EFKA 4320 is shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: 1H NMR spectrum for EFKA 4320
5.3.3 Carbon 13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
The 13C spectrum for BYK 9077 is shown in Figure 5.16 and confirms the high
number of carbon environments both adjacent to electronegative atoms between,
100 ppm and 50 ppm, and approaching electronegative atoms, between 50 ppm and
15 ppm. The large number in both regions confirms the very complex structure of
the dispersant, also suggesting a highly branched structure. The peak at 175 ppm
confirms the presence of the C=O groups in the amides and the three peaks between
150 ppm and 100 ppm, although potentially indicating aromatics, are more likely
caused from carbons in close proximity to multiple amide or alcohol groups. This
would indicate some very polar sections within the dispersant.
Figure 5.16: 13C NMR spectrum for BYK 9077
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As with 1H NMR, the 13C NMR spectrum for DISPERBYK 2155, shown in
Figure 5.17, confirms the different structure of DISPERBYK 2155 from BYK 9077.
The lack of peaks at 175 ppm would imply no C=O group from an isolated imide,
but the presence of peaks between 150 ppm and 100 ppm and the FT-IR analysis
confirming the presence of a C=O bond, would indicate that the imide groups in
DISPERBYK 2155 are all close to each other or close to other electronegative
groups. Therefore this would suggest that all of the imide groups are concentrated
in very polar sections of the molecule supporting the proposed structure of
separate polar and non-polar chains. This structure is again supported by the low
number of relatively shielded CH2 environments from peaks below 25 ppm.
Figure 5.17: 13C NMR spectrum for DISPERBYK 2155
The 13C NMR spectra for Tego 685 and Solsperse 39000 are again very similar,
confirming the similarities in structure. The peak at 175 ppm confirms the C=O
bond in the polyester and the low number of peaks between 150 ppm and 100 ppm
confirms the limited different electronegative groups, with C=O bonds also showing
in this area. The high number of peaks below 50 ppm again suggests a highly
complex, branched, saturated structure with many carbons close to electronegative
atoms. The 13C NMR spectrum of Tego 685 is show in Figure 5.18.
The 13C NMR spectrum for Solsperse 76400 is shown in Figure 5.19 and confirms
the lack of C=O groups with no peaks above 150 ppm. The cluster of peaks
around 80 ppm to 70 ppm confirms the polar section of the chain, with many CH2
groups close to electronegative atoms, and the sharp peak at 15 ppm confirms the
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Figure 5.18: 13C NMR spectrum for Tego 685
long non-polar sections. The low number of peaks below 50 ppm suggests a linear
unbranched dispersant and confirms the long non-polar sections between polar
sections of polymer chain.
Figure 5.19: 13C NMR spectrum for Solsperse 76400
The 13C NMR spectrum for BYK 9076, as with the 1H NMR spectrum, is similar
to Solsperse 76400 again confirming the lack of C=O bonds and suggesting polar
sections of linear chain separated by non-polar sections. The slight increase in the
number of peaks will be due to the chain ends not containing functional groups and
may also imply slightly more CH2 groups within the polar sections of the chains.
The 13C NMR spectra for the EFKA dispersants confirm the C=O bonds ester
groups, with peaks at 175 ppm and 150 ppm indicating multiple environments, and
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Figure 5.20: 13C NMR spectrum for EFKA 4320
also suggest polar sections of chain with a cluster of peaks around 80 ppm to 60
ppm. The large number of peaks suggests ester and alcohol groups in close proximity
to each other forming multiple environments. The low number of peaks below 50
ppm confirms the simple structure of the EFKA dispersants and would also support
a small molecule with relatively few shielded CH2 environments. The 13C NMR
spectrum of EFKA 4320 is shown in Figure 5.20.
A summary of the bonds and functional groups, identified using 13Carbon NMR
spectroscopy, is summarised in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Chemical groups identified using 13C NMR spectroscopy for each
dispersant
Dispersant
Chemical Group
C-C C-O C=C C=O
0 - 50 50- 100 100 – 150 150 - 200
Tego 670 3 3 7 3
Tego 685 3 3 7 3
EFKA 4310 3 3 3 3
EFKA 4320 3 3 3 3
EFKA 7700 3 3 3 7
BYK 9076 3 3 3 7
BYK 9077 3 3 3 3
DISPERBYK 2155 3 3 3 7
Solsperse 39000 3 3 7 3
Solsperse 76400 3 3 7 7
5.3.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on the dispersants to evaluate
the thermal stability of each before differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was
performed. In the absence of hyphenated analysis techniques, pure thermal analysis
cannot yield chemical information, although some structural information may be
inferred from the data. Thus, the char yield and number of oxidation events may
give an indication of how homogenous is the structure of each polymer, i.e. giving
an indication of the level of branching if the branches are different in nature to
the backbone. The mass loss over the experimental temperature range is shown in
Table 5.3.
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The TGA and DTA curves for all EFKA dispersants look very similar, with single
decomposition event and a TMAX around 370°C – 390°C in line with a typical
polyester [206], This single, and relatively sharp, DTG peak would indicate a
relatively homogenous polymer. The TGA and DTA curves for EFKA 4320 are
shown in Figure 5.21.
Figure 5.21: TGA and DTG curves for EFKA 4320
In contrast, all of the other dispersants have multiple discrete events present in
their DTA curves, implying decomposition of the polymers occurring in multiple
stages. The TGA and DTA curves for Tego 685, shown in Figure 5.22 show two
major peaks; one around 390°C, similar to the bulk of the EFKA dispersants
attributable to polyester chains, and another event at a lower temperature, which
could indicate more functional branches. Solsperse 39000 has a similar DTA curve,
shown in Figure 5.23, but in this case the major decomposition event forms the
lower peak, which could imply an even greater portion of the polymer is functional
sidechains.
5.3.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to evaluate the degree of
crystallisation of the dispersants.
The DSC heat/cool/heat curve for Tego 670 is shown in Figure 5.24 and shows
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Figure 5.22: TGA and DTG curves for Tego 685
Figure 5.23: TGA and DTG curves for Solsperse 39000
a melting of the dispersant between 40 °C – 45 °C. There is then a very broad
transition between 70 °C – 120 °C and a possible crystallisation at ca. 190 °C on
the cooling cycle, although this is very small and could be an artifact. The melting
is then not apparent on the second run, indicating that the crystallisation is time
dependant.
The heat/cool/heat DSC curve for Tego 685 is shown in Figure 5.25 and, like Tego
670, shows a melting of the polymer between 30 °C – 40 °C, albeit displaying a lower
degree of crystallinity. There is also a very broad transition between 50°C – 150°C.
There is no evidence of crystallisation on the cooling run and no repeat melting
on the second heat cycle. This would again indicate that the crystallisation of the
dispersant is time dependant and could happen in storage.
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Figure 5.24: Heat/cool/heat DSC curve for Tego 670
Figure 5.25: Heat/cool/heat DSC curve for Tego 685
All other dispersants show no evidence of melting or crystallisation, but have a single
very broad transition as seen in both Tego 670 and Tego 685. It should be noted
that the DSC of analysis of both EFKA 4310 and 4320 show evidence of movement
in the sample pan between 120 °C – 130 °C, which could be due foaming or a similar
process, and Solsperse 76400 shows mass loss above 180°C, confirmed by the TGA.
5.4 Discussion
The FT-IR analysis of the coating constituents gave an indication of the functional
groups present in each sample.
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The FT-IR analysis of Desmodur N75 indicates an imide group formed from the
HDI biuret, as indicated in the supplier’s data sheets [155], with secondary and
tertiary amide groups leading to carbon chains. The lack of CH3 bands suggest that
all chains are terminated with a functional group, which is likely N=C=O for all
chains. The 13C NMR and 1H NMR also support this conclusion.
The FT-IR analysis of Desmophen 651 indicates polymer chains with polyester
groups and hydroxyl functional groups. The chains are probably branched and not
all chains are terminated with alcohol groups. This is in good agreement with the
supplier’s description [154]. Again, the 13C NMR and 1H NMR data also support
this conclusion.
FT-IR spectra of the dispersants gave an indication of the functional groups present;
NMR gave an indication of dispersant structure, TGA reveals thermal stability and
DSC suggested the level of crystallinity of the dispersants.
The FT-IR analysis indicates that BYK 9077 and DISPERBYK 2155 contain the
same chemical groups, having almost identical IR spectra. Both are based on
polyamide chemistry, having both amine I and amine II groups. Both also contain
hydroxyl groups. From NMR spectral analysis, BYK 9077 appears the most
complex of all the dispersants with both polar and non-polar sections present and
a high degree of branching. With many of the CH2 and CH3 groups near
electronegative atoms, it would appear all branches are similarly complex, leading
to a large dispersant molecule. The structure of DISPERBYK 2155 is different to
that of BYK 9077 in that DISPERBYK 2155 also has polar and non-polar
sections, but these are probably on different branches due to the large number of
shielded CH2 groups. DISPERBYK 2155 does not have a peak at ca. 175 ppm for
a C=O bond in an amide, even though the bond is shown in FT-IR, but does have
multiple peaks between 150 ppm – 100 ppm could be from C=O bonds but in very
electronegative environments which would also suggest very polar sections. The
low number of shielded CH3 groups indicates long chains and again a large
dispersant molecule.
FT-IR analysis of Solsperse 39000, Tego 685 and Tego 670 confirm that all contain
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similar chemical groups, having almost identical IR spectra. All are based on
polyester chemistry and have hydroxyl functional groups. The NMR analysis also
reveals very similar structures with all dispersants being complex in nature.
Although the NMR spectra show few environments adjacent to polar groups,
supporting only ester and alcohol groups being present, the large clusters of peaks
up field confirm CH2 and CH3 groups in many different environments, many in
close proximity to electronegative atoms such as oxygen or nitrogen. This could
indicate a high degree of branching and the relatively low level of unshielded CH3
groups suggests long chains and so a relatively large dispersant molecule. The two
distinct thermal events shown in the TGA analysis indicate more than one
structure is present; although this is less distinct for Tego 670, appearing as a
shoulder rather than a separate peak. This would indicate that the branches may
not have the same chemical groups and that the backbone and sidechains are very
different, with one chain containing the majority of the polyester groups and the
other the majority of the hydroxyl groups. DSC analysis suggests that Tego 670
and Tego 685 show some degree of crystallinity that is time dependant.
FT-IR analysis of Solsperse 76400 shows it is not based on polyester or polyamide
chemistry and instead appears to be a much more simple chain dominated by ether
groups. The chain has both amine and hydroxyl functional groups. The structure
of Solsperse 76400 appears to consist of polar sections separated by long non-polar
sections. The presence of CH2 in only one environment suggests no branching and
very long chains. The ends of the chains contain functional groups as evidenced by
the very small peak in the shield CH3 group range.
The FT-IR spectrum of BYK 9076 shows that, like Solsperse 76400, it is a very
simple polymer chain with no ester or imide groups. Unlike Solsperse 76400, it
contains no amine groups and is just a hydroxyl functionalized polymer chain. The
technical data sheet states that BYK 9076 also contains alkylammonium salts [150],
which are used in the dispersion of inorganic pigments [207]. The NMR analysis
again suggests polar sections with long non-polar sections, but that the chain ends
do not all contain functional groups.
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FT-IR analysis shows that all EFKA dispersants have the same chemical groups,
having very similar IR spectra. All are based on polyester chemistry and have
hydroxyl functional groups. NMR suggests that the EFKA dispersants have the
simplest structure, with polar sections separated by only small non-polar chains.
There also appears to be hydroxyl groups in two different environments, which
would support the hydroxyl groups being close to the ester groups. The relatively
large number of shielded CH3 groups, relating to the ends of the chains, and low
number of CH2 groups and environments coupled with the multiple hydroxyl
environments suggests short chains and possible very short sidechains, but an
overall small dispersant molecule. EFKA 7700 has fewer environments close to
electronegative atoms and more CH3 chain ends, suggesting it is less polar and
possibly contains even shorter, un-functional chains. The TGA analysis of the
EFKA dispersants shows one major thermal event supporting a small molecule
with a simple, homogenous structure. There is evidence of aromatics which could
be left over from the dispersant synthesis or intentionally added as an additive and
the slightly higher char yield of ca. 5 per cent – 6 per cent confirms this.
5.5 Conclusions
The main focus of this chapter was to identify the nature and functional groups
within the resin constituents and dispersants; predict any differences in structure of
the dispersants and identify the level of crystallinity.
Regarding the functional groups and possible interactions with MWNTs:
1. Both components in the coating resin system contain functional groups that
are capable of forming hydrogen bonds; for Desmophen 651 the OH group and
for Desmodur N75 the N-H group.
2. Both components in the coating resin system also have polar functional groups
with dipoles so can form dipole-dipole interactions; for Desmophen 651 the C-
O-C, C-O-H and C=O groups and for Desmodur the N=C=O and the C=O
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groups.
3. All the dispersants studied contain either OH or NH groups or both, making
them all capable of forming hydrogen bonds.
4. All the dispersants studied contain chemical groups with dipoles, so can form
dipole-dipole interactions; these include C=O, C-O-C and C-O-H groups.
Regarding structural differences in the dispersants, as a result of the high
molecular weight and the bulk synthesis nature of the manufacture of the
dispersants, the NMR spectra contain many peaks, with some being broad with
some overlapping. This makes it difficult to conclude definitive structural
differences between the dispersants. Although many structures are possible, it is
concluded that:
1. BYK 9077 is an amorphous, large, complex, highly branched polyamide
dispersant with hydroxyl functional groups and chains with both polar and
non-polar sections.
2. DISPERBYK 2155 is an amorphous, large, complex, highly branched
polyamide dispersant with hydroxyl functional groups with separate polar
and non-polar chains.
3. Solsperse 39000, Tego 670 and Tego 685 are large, complex, branched, hydroxyl
containing polyesters.
4. Solsperse 76400 is an amorphous, ether-containing, long chain dispersant with
alcohol and amine functional groups consisting of polar and non-polar sections.
5. BYK 9076 is an ether-containing, possibly branched, polymer chain with polar
and non-polar sections with both hydroxyl groups and alkylammonium salts.
6. The EFKA dispersants are small, polar, polyester dispersants with hydroxyl
groups with short non-polar branches.
Regarding crystallinity of the dispersants:
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1. Tego 670 and Tego 685 show some degree of crystallinity that is time
dependant.
2. All other dispersants are amorphous.
Although it appears that many of the dispersants have similar functional groups
present and thus will anchor to MWNTs in similar ways, these interactions, as well
as possible differences in dispersants structure, are used to discuss the effectiveness
of the dispersants at dispersing MWNTs in organic solvents in Chapter 6.
The possible interactions of the constituents of the coating system with MWNTs,
once dispersed using the dispersants, are used to investigate the stability of the
MWNT dispersions once mixed with Desmophen 651 MPA/X in Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 goes on to explore the stability of the MWNTs in the final
static-dissipative coatings.
In the next chapter, the dispersants described are used to disperse the MWNTs and
CB, characterised in Chapter 4, into organic solvents.
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Chapter 6
Dispersion of Multi-Walled Carbon
Nanotubes in Organic Solvents
6.1 Introduction
This Chapter focuses on the dispersion of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) into organic solvents using polymeric dispersants, as effective dispersion
of MWNTs is essential to form conductive networks at low percolation thresholds.
The results of preliminary dispersion trials are presented, followed by the design of
the ultrasonic dispersion apparatus used for all MWNT dispersions. The ability of
multiple polymeric dispersants to disperse MWNTs in organic solvents is
investigated and the stability of the dispersions over time is reported. Differences
in the behaviour of the dispersions produced are explored by relating these to the
characterisation of the polymeric dispersants reported in Chapter 5.
Dispersant loading requirements for MWNTs from different suppliers are evaluated,
compared to carbon black (CB), and differences in requirements are related back to
the characterisation of the raw powders discussed in Chapter 4.
The dispersion process used for MWNTs from different suppliers is explored and
related back to structural differences in the nanotube powders. These differences
are used to explain changes in dispersion rheology during processing and process
considerations relating to these changes in rheology are also discussed.
The evaluation methods to establish dispersant stability and dispersant loading were
intentionally chosen to allow for inexpensive screening of large sets of samples in an
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industrial environment without the need to access specialised and and/or expensive
research equipment.
6.2 Preliminary Trials
For the preliminary trials, butyl acetate was used as a solvent and NC7000 was used
as the MWNT. Butyl acetate is one of the main solvents present in the IP6 range of
coatings and NC7000 was the first type of MWNTs received onsite, was purchased
in the largest quantity and was the cheapest of the MWNTs acquired. Dispersants
investigated were Triton X-100 and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) which have been
used extensively to disperse MWNTs into both water [208] and organic solvents [209,
210], and Solsperse 39000 which was recommended by both Lubrizol and Nanocyl
as a dispersant for NC7000 in an ester solvent. Lubrizol have stated that Solspers
39000 would be suitable to disperse NC7000 into a polyester polyol.
Dispersion tests of the dispersants revealed that PVP was not miscible with butyl
acetate so was not investigated any further. Triton X-100 and Solsperse 39000 were
dissolved in butyl acetate at concentrations ranging from 0.2 wt. % – 5.0 wt. %.
High shear mixers and a rotor stator disperser were used to disperse NC7000 into
butyl acetate and dilutions of Desmophen 651 MPA/X in butyl acetate. Nanotube
loadings ranging from 0 wt. % – 2 wt. % using dispersant loadings of 0 wt. % – 500
wt. % to the nanotubes were investigated. In all cases the mixture would turn to
a gel indicating partial dispersion or swelling of the nanotubes, but even after three
hours of mixing the nanotubes had not dispersed. The rotor stator also produced
large amounts of heat, requiring the mixture to be processed in an ice bath.
A horizontal bead mill at Indestructible Paint Ltd.. and a nano bead mill at the
Welsh Centre of Printing and Coating (WCPC) were used to disperse NC7000 into
butyl acetate and a 50:50 dilution of Desmophen 651 MPA/X in butyl acetate; in
both cases, at a loading of 1 wt. % MWNTs and 200 wt. % Solsperse 39000 to the
nanotubes, after only one pass through the bead mills, the mixture turned to a gel
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and would no longer circulate.
Bath sonication was partially effective in dispersing 0.5 wt. % NC7000 in butyl
acetate using 200 wt. %, to the nanotubes, of Solsperse 39000. A dark solvent was
produced with large agglomerates still visible. These agglomerates did not disperse
after five hours of sonication for a 100 g batch.
A triple roll mill at the WCPC was used to disperse MNWTs in Desmophen 651
MPA/X diluted with butyl acetate. During processing, as solvent evaporated and
as the mixture thickened, additional butyl acetate was added. Dark black mixtures
with a tar like viscosity were produced and the MWNTs appeared to have been
dispersed. When solvent was added to the viscous dispersions, depending on the
solvent added, the dispersion either stayed as a continuous separate phase that would
not mix or mixed as discreet black particles in a clear solvent. When the dispersions
were mixed with additional Desmophen 651 MPA/X, a similar mixture of discrete
black particles in a clear liquid was produced.
It was later found that butyl acetate only has a limited compatibility with
Desmophen 651 MPA/X and is not suitable as a sole solvent. The incompatibility
of the triple roll mill dispersions with either additional solvent or more resin was
likely caused by the as supplied solvents being evaporated during processing and
being replaced solely with butyl acetate. This would cause the resin dilution to
become unstable and flocculate.
An ultrasonic probe on loan from Hasher to Indestructible Paint Ltd. and a small
ultrasonic recirculation system at the University of Birmingham were used to
disperse NC7000 into butyl acetate. Nanotubes loading levels of 0.5 wt. % and 1.0
wt. % were investigated and a dispersion loading of 200 wt. % Solsperse 39000 was
found to be sufficient.
During ultrasonic processing the dispersions became hot and required cooling and
a thickening followed by a thinning of the dispersions over time was observed. For
nanotubes loadings of 1.0 wt. % MWNTs, the mixtures had to be occasionally stirred
with a palette knife to prevent the gelling of the dispersions making the mixtures un-
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processable. Dispersions produced using the ultrasonic probe were used to produce
coatings of IP6 Clear with sheet resistance as low as 0.2 MΩ/sq.
6.2.1 Outcome of Preliminary Trials
Ultrasonic dispersion and triple roll milling were the only methods that
successfully dispersed MWNTs in these trials. The results of the dispersion of
MWNTs into Desmophen 651 MPA/X using the triple roll mill were inconclusive
due to the compatibility issues between the resin and butyl acetate and the
excessive loss of solvent was not desirable. There was preference from
Indestructible Paint Ltd. to avoid the use of a triple roll mill, due to the perceived
additional risk to operators when compared to conventional paint processing
equipment.
The ultrasonic probe successfully dispersed MWNTs into butyl acetate and did not
cause excessive solvent loss providing the sample was cooled. An ultrasonic probe
can also be used in a batch or a continuous flow configuration using a flow cell. In a
recirculating flow cell configuration, an ultrasonic dispersion apparatus is similar in
operation to a horizontal bead mill, with a hopper, cooled dispersion chamber and a
recirculating pump. This means that although Indestructible Paint Ltd. did not use
the ultrasonic dispersion method onsite, it would easily integrate into their current
manufacturing processes. For these reasons, in collaboration with Indestructible
Paint Ltd., it was decided that ultrasonic dispersion would be investigated further
and a pilot plant was commissioned.
Owing to the limited compatibility of butyl acetate with Desmophen 651 MPA/X,
1-methoxy-2-proanol acetate (PMA) and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) were used
for the remainder of the dispersion investigations. Compatibility with Desmophen
651 MPA/X was verified up to dilutions of up to 80 wt. % solvent to solid resin.
Although Solsperse 39000 did disperse NC7000 in butyl acetate, the limited
stability of the dispersion when mixed with Desmophen 651 MPA/X indicated a
limit to the suitability of the dispersant in the IP6 resin system. To limit the risk
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of incompatibility of the dispersant to the resin system additional dispersants were
sourced and investigated.
6.3 Recirculation Ultrasonic Dispersion Pilot Plant
Following the preliminary trials, an ultrasonic recirculating dispersion pilot scale
was designed and commissioned.
Temperature and rheology changes of the MWNT dispersions during processing
observed during the preliminary trials made it clear that integrated cooling was
required. To give added flexibility to batch sizes and to keep the solvents or resins
moving during nanotube dispersion, a recirculation system was specified. The
operation of a recirculation ultrasonic system also has similarities to a horizontal
bead mill so could easily be integrated into manufacturing schemes at
Indestructible Paint Ltd.
Owing to the observed change in viscosity during processing, a pressure transducer
was specified to monitor the pressure in the system. Pressure monitoring of
dispersions has been used by other researchers [211] and was included in the
ultrasonic apparatus at Birmingham University used in some of the preliminary
trials.
The equipment requirements were that the dispersion apparatus must:
1. have the ability to process batches of at least 1 L;
2. be able to recirculate the dispersion;
3. include integrated water cooling;
4. include integrated temperature and pressure monitoring.
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6.3.1 Design and Layout
The recirculation ultrasonic dispersion setup briefly comprises:
• Hielscher UIP 500 transducer
• Hielscher stainless steel flow cell
• Hielscher ST-2 stainless steel stand
• Watson Marlow 520 R2 Peristaltic pump
• Custom reservoir
• Digital pressure transducer
• 2 x thermocouples
• Neoprene tubing
• High shear disperser with paddle style blade
This dispersion setup allows for any liquid media to be used, restricted only by
viscosity; nanotubes and nanoparticles can be dispersed into solvents or directly
into resins. The temperature can be monitored to ensure adequate cooling and
viscosity can be inferred from the pressure of the fluid being pumped at constant
rpm. A schematic of the recirculation ultrasonic dispersion pilot plant is shown in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: A schematic of the recirculation ultrasonic dispersion set-up
6.3.2 Programming
To allow the recirculation pilot plant to be remotely controlled and to monitor the
temperatures and pressure of the dispersions, where possible computer control was
introduced. A schematic of how this computer control was achieved is shown in
Figure 6.2.
Programmes were then written in Python programming language to control the
pump and the ultrasonic transducer, through the control of the variable power
supplies and relays, and to output the temperature of the two thermocouples and
the pressure from the pressure transducer.
on the more complex b
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the interfaces between the computer and various sensors
and equipment
6.4 Batch Ultrasonic Dispersion Pilot Plant
As mentioned in Section 1.2, during dispersion of NC7000 in solvent, the dispersions
thicken and form a gel which then thinned as the nanotubes dispersed further. Using
the recirculation configuration, it was found that once the dispersion gel had been
produced, the dispersion would not flow in certain areas of the flow cell and around
the sensor heads. This meant that after even after the majority of the MWNTs had
been dispersed, there was a nanotube gel left in the system when it was dismantled.
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To form more homogenous dispersions, the recirculating parts of the recirculating
pilot plant and the sensors were removed to form a batch processing pilot plant. It
was intended that once the gelling properties of the MWNTs were understood the
recirculating pilot plant would be used again.
6.4.1 Design and Layout
The water cooled reservoir was taken from the recirculating system and both the
stirrer and sonotrode were placed within it. A schematic of the batch ultrasonic
dispersion pilot plant is shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Schematic of the batch ultrasonic dispersion pilot plant
6.5 Dispersant Compatibility
To better establish the effectiveness of the polymeric dispersants under investigation
to disperse MWNTs, dispersions of NC7000 using each of the ten dispersants were
manufactured in two different solvents: PMA, an ester, and MIBK, a ketone. Both
are widely used in the paint industry and within Indestructible Paint Ltd. It is also
worth noting that Desmophen 651 MPA/X, the polyol with which the dispersions
need to be compatible, is supplied in PMA:xylene 1:1 and is also available in PMA
alone.
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All dispersions were manufactured by first mixing the solvent and dispersant under
a high shear mixer until fully dissolved, and then adding the MWNTs under both
stirring and sonication. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Schematic of nanotube dispersion process
During sonication, for all but one dispersion, the mixture began to increase in
viscosity and form a gel. If the stirrer speed remained constant, as the dispersion
continued the mixture would gel further and eventually stop circulating around the
stirring vessel. This lead to the dispersion energy from the sonotrode being focused
on a fixed area of the dispersion, creating an area of very high heat at the
sonotrode tip, where the solvent evaporated which further increased the viscosity
of the mixture.
To account for this change in viscosity, stirrer speed was increased to maintain a
stable stirring vortex to one side of the sonotrode. As the stirring speed was
increased, it became apparent that the dispersions would steadily thicken, and
after approximately 30 minutes would begin to reduce in viscosity and require less
vigorous stirring. Consequently the stirring speed was increased as the dispersion
thickened, reduced as the dispersion began to thin and kept constant when the
viscosity stabilised.
The dispersions were manufactured with the components and levels of addition
shown in Table 6.1. Samples were sonicated for three hours and then filtered through
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a 125 µm mesh.
Table 6.1: Dispersion constituents
Component Weight (g) Weight (%)
Solvent 485 97
Active dispersant 10 2
MWNT (NC7000) 5 1
Total 500 100
All of the dispersants formed black dispersions of NC7000 in both solvents with the
exception of BYK 9076 which formed swollen nanotube agglomerates in clear solvent.
Some of the dispersions settled into gels over time and returned to dispersions when
shaken. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show microscope slides that were dipped into each
dispersion after they were allowed to settle and after being hand shaken; Figure 6.5
shows the microscope slides dipped into the MIBK dispersions and Figure 6.6 the
microscope slides dipped into the PMA dispersions.
Figure 6.5: Glass slides dipped into dispersions of NC7000 in MIBK using various
polymeric dispersants after being left to stand (a - j) and after being shaken (k – t)
Figure 6.5 f shows the agglomerates of MWNTs that were not dispersed by BYK
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9076 flocculate when left to stand and form a dark uneven coating on the microscope
slide. After the mixture is shaken, the flocculated agglomerates separate from each
other, reducing the viscosity of the mixture, which leaves a more broken covering of
nanotube agglomerates on the microscope slide (p).
Tego 670, Tego 685, BYK 9077 DISPERBYK 2155, Solsperse 39000 and Solsperse
76400 (Figure 6.5 a - b and f - h) all produce nanotube dispersions in MIBK which
flocculate and appear to undergo phase separation when left to stand. The
dispersions have a high viscosity and are thixotropic, forming a gel structure on
standing. These flocculations are broken by shaking the dispersions and the
nanotubes re-disperse into the solvent, forming much more even coatings
(Figure 6.5 k - i and p - u). Even after the dispersions are shaken, only the
nanotubes dispersed using Tego 685 leave a thin layer of dispersed nanotubes
(Figure 6.5 l), as evidenced by its lighter colour. This implies that the nanotubes
re-flocculate while the coatings dry and that the nanotubes dispersed using Tego
685 are stable for longer than those dispersed by Tego 670, BYK 9077,
DISPERBYK 2155, Solsperse 39000 and Solsperse 76400. The nanotubes
dispersed using BYK 9077 and Solsperse 39000 also produce smoother coatings
than those dispersed with Tego 670 and DISPERBYK 2155 although the
nanotubes are still very clearly flocculated.
Dispersions containing EFKA 4310, 4320 and 7700 and Solsperse 76400 do not to
flocculate when left to stand and leave even coatings on microscope slides (Figure 6.5
c – e and Figure 6.5 j respectively). After the dispersions were shaken, the coatings
left on the microscope slides (Figure 6.5 m – o) appear similar to the coatings
created by the dispersions when left standing. These dispersions show no evidence
of thixotropy and have a very low viscosity.
The dispersions that produced coatings of dispersed nanotubes on slides also
contained lumps roughly 500 µm across, which began to appear as the slides dried.
These lumps could be agglomerates that were not completely broken down during
the dispersion process or formed as a result of re-flocculation of the nanotubes
during drying, facilitated by the low viscosity of the dispersions.
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The coatings formed on the slides by the dispersions of MWNTs dispersed in PMA
are very similar to those formed by the nanotube dispersions in MIBK but with
some notable differences; dispersions that contained nanotubes that flocculated on
settling (Figure 6.6 a - b and g - j) still produce coatings of flocculated nanotubes,
but do not flow as evenly on the slides. This could be caused by a difference in
surface energy between the glass and the solvent or a difference in the interaction of
the flocculated nanotubes and the PMA. The dispersions of flocculated nanotubes
had a lower viscosity in the PMA than in the MIBK as PMA has a much slower
evaporation rate which allowed the mixtures to flow from the slides before they
had dried sufficiently to form a coating. The dispersions are thixotropic and once
the dispersions are shaken, their viscosity reduced, producing more even coatings
of flocculated nanotubes (slides k - l and q - s in Figure 6.6). Nanotubes dispersed
with Tego 670 and BYK 9077 produce smoother coatings of flocculated nanotubes
than DISPERBYK 2155.
Figure 6.6: Glass slides dipped into dispersions of NC7000 in PMA using various
polymeric dispersants after being left to stand (a - j) and after being shaken (k – t)
The nanotubes dispersed in PMA using EFKA 4310, 4320, 7700 and Solsperse 76400
do not flocculate on standing and produce similar coatings, regardless of whether
the dispersions are shaken before the slides are dip coated. The dispersions are
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not thixotropic, have very low viscosities and produce thinner, lighter coatings on
the slides than the nanotubes dispersions in MIBK. However, it is possible that the
dispersions become more stable, as they dry than their MIBK equivalents, taking
longer to re-flocculate which would also produce visibly lighter coatings.
The nanotubes dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 and Solsperse 39000 do flocculate
on standing, but display a lower viscosity and were less thixotropic than the
dispersions in MIBK, so produced more even coatings on slide l and s respectively
in Figure 6.6. When the dispersions were shaken, the induced shear broke up the
flocculation and re-dispersed the nanotubes leaving an even coating dispersed of
nanotubes. The coatings are darker in colour than the coatings produced by the
nanotube dispersions using the EFKA dispersants and Solsperse 76400, due to
having higher viscosities causing a thicker coating to be deposited. Both
dispersions are still thixotropic, but the nanotubes are either better re-dispersed
after shaking, or are stable for longer than their MIBK equivalents allowing them
to form coatings of dispersed MWNTs that do not re-flocculate as quickly.
Owing to the relatively high concentrations of MWNTs in the dispersions, it was
difficult to observe the flocculation of the nanotubes and make clear judgements
on the stability of the dispersions over time. To better understand the stability of
the dispersions, more dilute dispersions were produced by mixing the masterbatch
dispersions with extra solvent.
The two sets of dispersions were then diluted by dropping the dispersion (0.15 ml)
into PMA (20 g) of PMA or MIBK. The dilutions were then hand shaken and left
to stand. This gave four sets of samples in total consisting of 40 dilutions:
1. MIBK dispersions diluted in MIBK (10),
2. PMA dispersions diluted in MIBK (10),
3. MIBK dispersions diluted in PMA (10),
4. PMA dispersions diluted in PMA (10).
A limited number of photos of the bottles of dispersions taken over time are shown
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in this section of work.
The resulting diluted samples for the MIBK dispersions diluted with MIBK are
shown in Figure 6.7. These dilutions are also representative of the MIBK dispersions
in PMA and for the PMA dispersions diluted in both MIBK and PMA.
All dispersions appear to contain dispersed MWNT with the exception of BYK 9076
(Figure 6.7 f). All dispersions containing MWNTs are similar in colour and the BYK
9076 dispersion appears as clear solvent with small agglomerates of MWNTs within
it.
Figure 6.7: MIBK dispersions for all ten dispersants, diluted in MIBK
The nanotube dispersions in MIBK, diluted with MIBK, after 14 days are shown in
Figure 6.8 and show that dispersions containing EFKA 4310, EFKA 4320, EFKA
7700 and Solsperse 76400 still appear stable. All other dispersions had flocculated
and fallen to the bottom of the bottles as sediment. The flocculants are very loose
and move when the bottles are moved.; there is also flocculent floating in some
samples.
Figure 6.8 (k – t) show the same nanotube dispersions in MIBK, but diluted with
PMA after 14 days. It can be seen that again EFKA 4310, EFKA 4320, EFKA
7700 and Solsperse 76400 are still stable, but additionally, dispersions containing
Tego 685, BYK 9077 and Solsperse 39000 are also still dispersed. The dispersions
containing Tego 670 and DISPERBYK 2155 appear earlier in their settling process
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with the dispersion having not only sediment, but also having floating flocculent
and nanotubes still in dispersion.
The nanotube dispersions in PMA, diluted in MIBK (Figure 6.9 a – j) appear very
similar to the MIBK dispersions diluted with MIBK. Only EFKA 4310, EFKA 4320,
EFKA 7700 and Solsperse 76400 dispersions are still stable and there appears to be
less flocculent floating overall.
Figure 6.8: MIBK dispersion after 14 days; diluted in MIBK (a - j) and diluted in
PMA (k - t)
The PMA dispersions diluted with PMA (Figure 6.9 k - u) show the most stable
dispersions, with only the MWNTs dispersed using DISPERBYKBYK 2155 having
flocculated (Figure 6.9 h). As with all other nanotubes dispersions using BYK 9076,
the MWNTs settled to the bottom of the bottle but this is to be expected as there
was no evidence BYK 9076 created a stable dispersion of MWNTs, shown in the
slide tests.
Clear examples for the nanotube dispersions in the different stability states can be
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Figure 6.9: PMA dispersion after 14 days; diluted in MIBK (a - j) and diluted in
PMA (k - t)
seen by inspection of the BYK MIBK dispersions diluted with MIBK (Figure 6.10
a – i) and the BYK PMA dispersions in PMA (Figure 6.10 j – r) over time. At zero
hours the BYK 9076 (MIBK) diluted in MIBK appears to have not dispersed the
NC7000 and consists of floating agglomerates (Figure 6.9 g). After one hour these
agglomerates have begun to settle and by 336 hours the majority have settled. Both
BYK 9077 (MIBK) and DISPERBYK 2155 (MIBK) in MIBK form dispersions but
after one hour of being diluted with MIBK the NC7000 show signs of flocculation
and by 336 hours have settled.
BYK 9076 (PMA) diluted with PMA also appears to show non-dispersed NC7000
and also settles by 336 hours. After one hour, it is noticeable that settling is not as
severe and seems to be occurring more slowly than for its MIBK equivalent. Both
BYK 9077 (PMA) and DISPERBYK 2155 (PMA) do not show signs of flocculation
after one hour. After 336 hours, BYK 9077 (PMA) still shows no signs of flocculation
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Figure 6.10: MIBK dispersion using BYK dispersants, diluted with MIBK (a - i)
and PMA (j - r) at zero hours (a - c and j - l), one hour (d - f and m - o) and 336
hours (g-i and p - r)
and DISPERBYK 2155 (PMA) appears in the earlier stages of flocculation than its
MIBK equivalent by this time.
From the dilution tests, it can be concluded that all of the polymeric dispersants
except BYK 9076 can be used to disperse NC7000 in both MIBK and PMA. This
is evident as 36 dilutions appeared to show dispersed MWNTs at zero hours with
just the four using BYK 9076 that showed only suspended agglomerates. Not all
dispersants can form stable dispersions, with some suffering flocculation followed
by settlement. This flocculation appears not only to be effected by the dispersant
used but also by the solvent used to dilute the dispersion. PMA appears to induce
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flocculation in less samples and slows flocculation in others. This could be
attributed to its higher polarity or density to MIBK. As flocculation appears to
occur in the undiluted samples (to be confirmed) it is likely that either the
flocculent can be re-dispersed by simple shaking or that the flocculation is not as
servere in the masterbatch dispersions.
6.6 Dispersant Loading
To investigate how different manufacturer’s MWNTs behave, dispersions using
EFKA 4310 (Figure 6.11) and Tego 685 (Figure 6.12), both in MIBK were
manufactured and then diluted in MIBK (a-l) and PMA (m-x). Dispersant loading
was adjusted to confirm the high loading of 200 wt. % dispersant by weight of
NC7000 was required and to see if dispersant loading was related to MWNT
surface area.
The MWNTs used were Bayer C150P, Arkema C100 and Nanocyl NC7000. The
dispersant loadings were 50wt. %, 100 wt. %, 150 wt. % and 200 wt. % active
dispersant by weight of MWNT. Dispersions of NC7000 using 50 wt. % EFKA 4310
could not be processed due to the increased viscosity meaning they would not stir
under the sonicator. For this reason, dispersions using 50 wt. % loadings of both
EFKA 4310 and Tego 685 are not shown and are represented by empty bottles in
both Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12.
It is apparent from Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 that regardless of dilution solvent,
there are differences in the samples containing each of the nanotubes from different
suppliers.
EFKA 4310 dispersions (Figure 6.11) containing C150P only partially disperse when
50 wt. % dispersant is used, as evidenced by a large amount of sediment. When 100
wt. % dispersant is used, there appears to be no sediment, and a further increase
to 150 wt. % MWNT shows no colour change in the diluted dispersion. For C100,
sediment is present at both 50 wt. % and 100 wt. % dispersant loadings and at 150
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Figure 6.11: Dispersions of C150P (a - d), C100 (e - h) and NC7000 (i - l) in MIBK
using EFKA 4310, diluted with MIBK, and C150P (m - p), C100 (q - t) and NC7000
(u - x) dispersions in MIBK using EFKA 4310, diluted in PMA, after 14 days
wt. % loading there appears to be no sediment and a further increase to 200 wt.
% shows no colour change in the diluted dispersion. For NC7000 there is sediment
present at both 100 wt. % and 150 wt. % dispersant loadings and 200 wt. % active
dispersant is required to fully disperse and stabilise the MWNTs.
Tego 685 dispersions of NC7000 in MIBK diluted with MIBK flocculated in the
dispersant comparison tests and did not flocculate when diluted in PMA; this was
also true for all commercial nanotubes at all loadings. Figure 6.12 (a – l) confirms
that after 14 days all nanotubes have flocculated and settled. An interesting
observation is that the sediment volume is different for each MWNT brand with
C150P < C100 < NC7000 (where < represents lower sediment volume than). This
is consistent with the surface area determined using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) and it is hypothesised that this volume indicates differences in the lengths
of nanotubes.
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Figure 6.12: Dispersions of C150P (a - d), C100 (e - h) and NC7000 (i - l) in PMA
using Tego 685, diluted with MIBK, and C150P (m - p), C100 (q - t) and NC7000
(u - x) dispersions in MIBK using Tego 685, diluted in PMA, after 14 days
Figure 6.12 (m – x) show the same Tego 685 dispersions but diluted in PMA. In
common with the dispersant comparison, the nanotubes show no flocculation when
loaded at 200 wt. % active dispersant when diluted with PMA. If the same sediment
rule is used to determine dispersant loading it can be seen that dispersion is achieved
by 50 wt. % active dispersant loading for C150P as with EFKA 4310 but the loading
for C100 is reduced from 100 wt. % to 50 wt. % active dispersant for C100 and
from 200 wt. % to 150 wt. % active dispersant for NC7000. These findings again
follow BET surface area, with NC7000 requiring more dispersant than both C100
and C150P. Both C150 P and C100 require between 50 wt. % and 100 wt. %
active dispersant loading and it is likely that C150P still requires less dispersant
than C100, but that the required loading for both lies within that range. As the
required loading of Tego 685 appears reduced when compared with EFKA 4310 it
would seem Tego 685 is more effective at dispersing MWNTs in PMA. Again the
stable dispersions of C150P appear lighter than both C 100 and NC7000.
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For a comparison to the MWNTs, XC72 was dispersed into MIBK using both Tego
685 and EFKA 4310 in the same way as the MWNTs. The dispersions were then
diluted with MIBK as this combination of solvent and dilution appeared the least
stable in the dispersant trials.
Figure 6.13: Dispersions of XC72 in MIBK using Tego 685 (a - d) and EFKA 4310
(e - h) diluted in MIBK and after two months (i - l) and (o - p)
As shown in Figure 6.13, XC72 was stable at all loading levels with both dispersants
after two months with no evident sedimentation.
6.7 Sonication Time
To investigate the changes in rheology of the NC7000 dispersions during sonication
and to explore the differences in dispersion in the dispersion process of nanotubes
from each manufacturer, dispersions of NC7000, C100 and C150P were processed
at a loading level of 1.0 wt. % in PMA with a dispersant loading of 200 wt. %
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active Tego 685 to the nanotubes. A dispersion of XC72 was also manufactured for
comparison.
Samples of the dispersions were taken after the following times: 5 minutes, 15
minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, 120 minutes and 180 minutes and put into glass
vials. Samples for SEM analysis were then produced by shaking the dispersion in
the glass vials and, using a pipette, applying three drops of the dispersion onto a
silicon wafer. The silicon wafer was then dried in a convection oven at 80 °C for 30
minutes to evaporate the solvent. A 2 nm thick gold coating was then applied using
a sputter coater, to reduce any charging effects, and the silicon wafer was mounted
on an SEM stub.
6.7.1 Nanocyl NC7000
From the SEM micrographs of NC7000 powder in Chapter 4, it was shown that
NC7000 agglomerates are made up of long ropes of primary agglomerates grown from
both sides of a support platelet, which then entangle to form much larger bundles
of secondary agglomerates. As discussed in the previous sections, dispersions of
NC7000 increase in viscosity over the first few minutes of sonication before reducing
in viscosity again after approximately 25 – 30 minutes of sonication.
After 5 minutes of sonication the bundles of ropes begin to disentangle as shown in
Figure 6.14 (a) and ropes from separate agglomerates begin to interact with each
other (Figure 6.14 b). It is this interaction between separate agglomerates that
causes the increase in viscosity during dispersion. Figure 6.14 (c) shows that ropes
that are not still tangled in the larger agglomerates show evidence of co-alignment
as they flow and dry on the silicon wafer.
There appears to be an excess of dispersant with areas that are very resin rich
indicating that the dispersant has not yet penetrated the primary rope structures.
After 15 minutes sonication, the tangled secondary agglomerates have reduced in
size (Figure 6.15 a & c) the ropes that formed them, rather than being entangled,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.14: NC7000 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 5 minutes of sonication
shown at different magnifications
are now pulled straighter. These straighter ropes interact with each other across
much larger distances which would explain the further increase in the dispersion
viscosity. Figure 6.15 (b & d) clearly show straighter ropes of nanotubes aligning
with each other across distances in excess of 100 µm.
By 30 minutes of sonication, the primary entangled rope agglomerates have further
reduced in size but the ropes of tubes also seem to have shortened or to have begun
to untangle (Figure 6.16). There are no longer long ropes visible and instead there
are many agglomerates with sizes in the single micron range covered in tangled
individual tubes. These agglomerates (Figure 6.17) resemble the platelets of
aluminium oxide that were observed in the raw NC7000 powder in Chapter 4.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.15: NC7000 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 15 minutes of
sonication shown at different magnifications
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: NC7000 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 30 minutes of
sonication shown at different magnifications
As the dispersion process continues through 60 minutes (Figure 6.18 a), 120 minutes
(Figure 6.18 b), and 180 minutes (Figure 6.18 c), it can be seen that although there
may be a slight reduction in the agglomerate sizes, the solid 1 micron aluminium
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Figure 6.17: NC7000 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 30 minutes of
sonication showing solid aluminium oxide platelets
oxide platelets do not reduce in number or change in size.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.18: NC7000 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 60 minutes (a), 120
minutes (b) and 180 minutes (c)
6.7.2 Bayer C150P
From the SEM micrographs of C150P powder in Chapter 4, it was shown that C150P
agglomerates are made up of ‘bird’s nest’ type structures of entangled tubes showing
no evidence of alignment formed from porous supports that disintegrate during the
growth of the tubes.
Dispersions of C150P did not noticeably change in viscosity during sonication. After
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5 minutes of sonication there is a mix of large agglomerates that are beginning to
rupture (Figure 6.19 a), areas of much smaller agglomerates (Figure 6.19 b), which
are likely from agglomerates that ruptured more easily.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.19: C150P dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 5 minutes sonication
Figure 6.20 very clearly shows a large agglomerate of C150P which has ruptured into
smaller agglomerates. It appears that the large agglomerates consist of many smaller
agglomerates which were likely formed from the same porous support particle.
Figure 6.20: An agglomerate of C150P rupturing after 5 minutes of sonication
This process continues with both large and small agglomerates within the dispersions
after 30 minutes as shown in Figure 6.21.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.21: Large (a) and small (b) agglomerates of C150P dispersed in PMA using
Tego 685 after 30 minutes of sonication
Figure 6.22 then shows the dispersions of C150P after 60 minutes (a), 120 minutes
(b) and 180 minutes (c). There is a possible increase in dispersion between 60
minutes and 120 minutes but does not appear to be a change between 120 minutes
and 180 minutes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.22: C150P dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 60 minutes (a), 120
minutes (b) and 180 minutes (c)
6.7.3 Arkema C100
From the SEM micrographs of C100 powder in Chapter 4, it was shown that C100
agglomerates are very similar to C150P and are also made up of ‘bird’s nest’ type
structures of non-aligned, entangled tubes formed from porous supports that
disintegrate during the growth of the tubes. Dispersions of C100 did not
noticeably change in viscosity during sonication.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.23: C100 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 5 minutes sonication
shown at different magnifications
After five minutes of sonication the large secondary agglomerates of C100, rather
than rupturing like the agglomerates of C150P seem to stretch out more like NC7000
agglomerates (Figure 6.23 a). The primary agglomerates are clearly smaller and
more spherical (Figure 6.23 b) but these primary agglomerates seem to be more
tangled with each other, needing to be pulled apart (Figure 6.23 c) so do not rupture
as cleanly as C150P agglomerates. The tangling between these primary agglomerates
also causes some agglomerates to stretch into longer thinner agglomerates before the
primary agglomerates are finally pulled apart (Figure 6.23 c).
After 15 minutes sonication the secondary agglomerates of C100 have become
smaller (Figure 6.24 a) and are continuing to be pulled apart (Figure 6.24 b). The
primary agglomerates still appear to need to be forced apart and are not falling
apart as easily as some of the C150P secondary agglomerates. There are also many
smaller agglomerates visible around the larger agglomerates that have been
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partially dispersed.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.24: C100 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 15 minutes sonication
shown at different magnifications
After 30 minutes sonication both large (Figure 6.25 a) and small (Figure 6.25 b)
agglomerates are present but there is still evidence of primary particle interactions
with agglomerates still being pulled apart. This interaction between primary
particles was not seen in C150P where the tubes appeared shorter, but longer
tubes were clearly seen in NC7000. Tubes longer than 5 µm can also be seen and
this was not the case with C150P tubes after 30 minutes of sonication. This would
indicate that C100 nanotubes are longer than those of C150P.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.25: C100 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 30 minutes sonication
shown at different magnifications
Figure 6.26 then shows the dispersions of C100 after 60 minutes (a), 120 minutes
(b) and 180 minutes (c). There is a no obvious improvement in dispersion between
60 minutes and 120 or between 120 minutes and 180 minutes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.26: C100 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 60 minutes (a), 120
minutes (b) and 180 minutes (c)
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6.7.4 Cabot Vulcan XC72
From the SEM micrographs of XC72 powder in Chapter 4, it was shown that XC72
consists of loose agglomerates of nanoscale primary particles; the particles appear
loosely agglomerated.
There was no apparent thickening of the dispersions during sonication and the
solvent appeared jet black and agglomerate free within minutes.
After only 5 minutes sonication the XC72 appears to have been dispersed to close to
its primary particle size (Figure 6.27 a & b) and after three hours of sonication, the
dispersion is slightly improved but it appears that the XC72 cannot be dispersed
down to its primary particle size but instead can only be dispersed to clusters of
primary particles.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.27: XC72 dispersed in PMA using Tego 685 after 5 minutes of sonication (a
& b) and after three hours of sonication (c & d)
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6.8 Comparison of the Final nanotube Dispersions
The dispersions were all sonicated for three hours, as there was visible improvement
in the NC7000 dispersion between two hours and three hours as fewer particles
were visible on a palette knife when it was dipped into the dispersion. For C100
and C150P, even on the palette knife there was no visible difference between the
dispersions after two hours.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.28: Dispersions of C150P (a), C100 (b) and NC7000 (c) in PMA using
Tego 685 sonicated for three hours (200x magnification)
When comparing the dispersions of C150P, C100 and NC7000 dispersions in
Figure 6.28, it appears that NC7000 (Figure 6.28 c) has fewer large agglomerates
than both C150P (Figure 6.28 a) and C100 (Figure 6.28 b). C150P and C100
appear very similar in terms of large agglomerate size although C100 appears to
have fewer smaller agglomerates.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.29: Dispersions of C150P (a), C100 (b) and NC7000 (c) in PMA using
Tego 685 sonicated for three hours (5000x magnification)
When looking more closely at the three dispersions (Figure 6.29), there that are
very few nanotube agglomerates in the NC7000 dispersion (Figure 6.29 c) and the
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large lumps present are actually the aluminium oxide support platelets. The C100
dispersion (Figure 6.29 b) appears to have smaller agglomerates that C150P
(Figure 6.29 a), although both have small agglomerates of very tightly bound short
nanotubes as well as individual tubes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.30: Dispersions of C150P (a), C100 (b) and NC7000 (c) in PMA using
Tego 685 sonicated for 30 minutes
Figure 6.30 shows C150P, C100 and NC7000 dispersions after 30 minutes of
sonication. It is difficult to judge the length of the NC7000 tubes but the increase
in viscosity of the dispersions and the length of the ropes in the agglomerates
indicate that the tubes are tens of microns in length. Figure 6.27 (b) shows that
the visible tubes in C100 are longer than the tubes in C150P (Figure 6.30 a).
Furthermore, the interaction between the primary agglomerates of C100 during the
dispersion time that is not observed in C150P also supports C100 having longer
tubes than C150P.
6.9 Discussion
Dispersions of NC7000 were produced from nine of the ten dispersants that were
tested. The one dispersant that did not disperse the NC7000 uses an alkaline salt
as an anchoring group in order to disperse inorganic pigments, rather than organic
species such as nanotubes. The other nine dispersants are designed to disperse
carbon black using alcohol or amine functional groups or a mix of the two and all
successfully disperse NC7000 in both MIBK and PMA.
BYK 9077, DISPERBYK 2155, Tego 670, Tego 685 and Solsperse 39000 produced
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dispersions of NC7000 that flocculated over time when diluted with at least one of
the solvents. This flocculation was temporary and shaking of the dispersions re-
dispersed the MWNTs. EFKA 4310, 4320 and 7700 and Solsperse 76400 all disperse
NC7000 and show no signs of flocculation when diluted with either MIBK or PMA.
In Chapter 5, it was shown that the EFKA dispersants are small, polar, polyester
dispersants with hydroxyl functional groups and short non-polar branches, and
that Solsperse 76400 is an ether-containing, long chain dispersant with alcohol and
amine functional groups consisting of polar and non-polar sections. These
dispersants had the simplest structures when compared to BYK 9077,
DISPERBYK 2155, Tego 670, Tego 685 and Solsperse 39000 which are all large
molecules and have highly complex branched structures with functional groups.
The clear difference in dispersion stability from the two different complexities of
dispersant would imply that smaller, less branched dispersants are more effective
at stabilising MWNTs in organic solvents than larger more complex molecules.
It is suggested that the low level of functional groups on the NC7000, confirmed by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in Chapter 4, leaves functional un-bonded
functional groups on the more complex branched structures that then interact with
the functional groups from other dispersant molecules, causing flocculation over
time. It could also be that the larger, branched dispersants simply interact over
larger distances, resulting in a higher chance of entangling with each other, which
would also cause flocculation. As all of the 9 dispersants formed dispersions of
NC7000, it is not thought that the anchoring mechanism, be it polymer wrapping
[110], loose adsorption [111, 112] or another method, is not stable on the nanotube
surface, as the flocculation was easily broken by shaking and the nanotubes re-
dispersed.
The dispersants were more stable in PMA than in MIBK and this is likely a result
of PMA being slightly more polar and more structurally similar to the the majority
of the dispersants, many of which contain ester groups, which would lead to better
solubility.
If lack of substantial sediment is used as a criterion to measure the appropriate
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active dispersant loading, it can be seen from Figure 6.11 that, a loading of 100
wt. % EFKA 4310 is needed to disperse C150P, 150 wt. % to disperse C100 and
200 wt. % to disperse NC7000. This is in line with the nanotube measured specific
surface areas (SSA) of 210 m2g-1, 249 m2g-1 and 476 m2g-1 respectively. This shows
that the required dispersant loading to disperse MWNTs cannot be based solely
on the weight of MWNTs being dispersed, which is a measure sometimes given by
dispersant manufacturers to disperse carbon black, but relates more closely to the
surface area of the nanotube.
XC72 was dispersed by both Tego 685 and EFKA 4310 at dispersant loading as
low as 50 wt. % and has a surface area of 208 m2g-1 which is very close to that of
C150P. The dispersions of XC72 were also stable and showed no signs of flocculation
even when diluted with MIBK. This shows that not only do MWNTs require more
dispersant that carbon black with a similar surface area, but also that MWNTs are
more prone to flocculation even when they are dispersed.
The diluting solvent does not appear to affect the level of dispersant required,
although Figure 6 (f) shows that at 100 wt. % dispersant loading, flocculation of
NC7000 occurs in PMA but not in MIBK. This implies that at EFKA 4310 may be
better suited to MIBK than PMA and also shows that even the fraction of NC7000
that is dispersed when 100 wt. % dispersant is used is not necessarily stable.
The sediment volume of settled MWNTs in MIBK (Figure 12 a – l) is different
for each MWNT product which may be an indication of tube length, with a larger
sediment volume for the same weight of MWNTs resulting from higher aspect ratio
tubes. This again suggests that NC7000 are the longest nanotubes, followed by
C100 and C150P in agreement with the SEM analysis in Chapter 4. Dispersions of
C150P when fully dispersed are lighter in colour than those of C100 and NC7000
which could be an indication of better dispersion, but it has also been suggested that
a darker dispersion can be an indication of higher contamination. This is consistent
with TGA, which revealed a residual catalyst and catalyst support content of 2.9
wt. % 9.2 wt. % and 11.9 wt. % for C150P, C100 and NC7000 respectively.
The dispersion of the nanotubes from different suppliers relates back to the
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structure of the agglomerates of each, and therefore to the synthesis method.
During sonication, the primary agglomerates of NC7000 untangle, with the long
ropes of nanotubes becoming straighter and free to interact with ropes from other
agglomerates. This causes an increase in dispersion viscosity, resulting from the
ropes of nanotubes interacting with more and more ropes over longer and longer
distances. The ropes of tubes are twice the length of the individual nanotubes
because tubes grow from both sides of the aluminium oxide support platelets as
discussed in Chapter 3. Eventually these ropes either become shorter, resulting
from breaking of the tubes, or the individual nanotubes that form the ropes
disperse. This reduces the viscosity of the dispersion. Even after three hours of
dispersion the platelets of aluminium oxide still have dimensions of around one
micron across showing that they do not reduce in size with sonication. However,
the platelets do not have ropes attached to them after dispersion, meaning the
tubes must break away from the platelets. This shows that the tubes are broken
during sonication and likely reduce in length during the dispersion process.
C150P disperses by small agglomerates either separating from the outside of the
large agglomerates or being released as the larger agglomerates rupture. As the
bird’s nest structure of the agglomerate has no alignment, there is no increase in
dispersion viscosity during sonication. Unlike with NC7000 dispersions, dispersions
of C150P do not have large support particles present within them, but do have some
small very tightly bound agglomerates in the micron range that are likely around
small pieces of catalyst support.
C100 disperses in a similar way to C150P in that the large agglomerates are formed
from smaller, more spherical agglomerates. This similarity is expected as the tubes
appear to have been synthesised using similar methods. The difference in the way
C100 disperses when compared to C150P, comes in that during the early stages of
dispersion, the smaller agglomerates seem to be more interlinked and can even form
ropes in a similar way to NC7000. These long narrow structures are different to
the ropes found in NC7000 dispersions in that they are not groups of ropes that
have become aligned, but more groups or agglomerates that have been stretched
from their secondary, larger agglomerate shape into a longer, narrower agglomerate.
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It is likely that the reason that there is no noticeable increase in viscosity in the
C100 dispersions is because the long narrow agglomerates of C100 act over much
shorter distances than the ropes of NC7000. The interlinked nature of the C100
agglomerates is likely a result of longer tubes than C150P.
The SEM micrographs there does not appear to be much improvement in the
nanotubes dispersions between two hours and three hours for C100 and C150P.
Although an improvement was observed for NC7000 when evaluating the number
and size of agglomerates on a palette knife, it is very difficult to judge whether
there was an improvement when evaluating using SEM, as the dispersion contains
the aluminium oxide platelets, which could be confused as agglomerates at low
magnifications. It is also possible that C100 and C150P reached their final
dispersion state after less time than NC7000, as there was very little difference in
the dispersions between two and three hours of sonication.
XC72 appears to disperse to close to its primary particles size within a few minutes
of sonication. Increased sonication time does improve the dispersion very slightly,
but the particles cannot be dispersed to the primary particle size even after three
hours, instead remaining in small clusters of primary particles.
The characterisation of the dry MWNT powders in Chapter 4 indicated that NC7000
tubes are longer than both C100 and C150 tubes. This is further supported in this
Chapter by the increase in viscosity of NC7000 dispersions while dispersing, and
the larger volume of sediment in unstable NC7000 dilutions. Other researchers have
also concluded that NC7000 tubes are longer than C150P [16, 25].
Micrographs of C100 tubes and C150P tubes during dispersion and the increased
interaction of the C100 tubes indicate that C100 tubes are longer than C150P tubes.
This also follows the sediment volume test which show larger sediment volume in
unstable C100 dispersions than C150P dispersions.
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6.10 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this Chapter:
1. High molecular weight dispersants designed to disperse CB can also disperse
MWNTs.
2. Smaller, less complex dispersants are more effective at stabilising MWNTs in
organic solvents than larger molecules with more complex branched structures.
3. The level of dispersant required to disperse MWNTs is dependent on the
surface area of the nanotubes and not the weight.
4. MWNTs require a higher dispersant loading level than a CB with a similar
surface area in order to disperse.
5. The dispersion process for NC7000 first involves un-tangling of the primary
ropes which leads to an increase in dispersion viscosity, followed by dispersion
of the individual tubes, resulting in a decrease in viscosity.
6. The dispersion process for C150P and C100 is a rupturing of the large
agglomerates into smaller agglomerates and eventually individual tubes with
no apparent change in viscosity during dispersion.
7. The aluminium oxide support platelets are still intact after three hours of
sonication.
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Chapter 7
Compatibility and Rheology of
Commercial Multi-Walled Carbon
Nanotube Dispersions when
Blended with Polyester Polyol
7.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the incorporation of MWNTs into Desmophen 651 MPA/X
(Des 651); the polyester polyol constituent of the resin system used in the IP6 range
of 2K, polyurethane, aerospace topcoats manufactured at Indestructible Paint Ltd.
The chapter begins by establishing the stability of the NC7000 dispersions, described
in Chapter 6, with the polyol. MWNTs are then dispersed directly into Des 651 by
replacing some of the dispersion solvent with Des 651 prior to sonication. The
chapter then moves to solution blending of the dispersions discussed in Chapter 6
with Des 651 and the rheology of the pigment containing blends is investigated using
a Brookfield Rheometer.
Rheological differences in blends of Baytubes C150P, Graphistrengh C100, NC7000
and XC72 dispersions with Des 651 are discussed with the differences in each solution
being related back to the nanotube and carbon black characteristics outlined in
Chapter 4. The rheology of pigment containing Des 651 is also compared to the
analogous blends containing only the solvent and dispersant as a baseline. The
effect of the dispersant on the resin is also established.
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Rheology changes in resins containing dispersed MWNTs have been seen by many
researchers [130, 212-214] with the viscosity of a resin containing MWNTs increasing
after a rheological percolation threshold has been exceeded [130]. This viscosity
increase is sensitive to MWNT concentration, level of dispersion and structure of
remaining agglomerates, and MWNT aspect ratio and may give an indication as to
which nanotubes will have the lowest percolation threshold in a cured coating.
7.2 Compatibility of MWNT Dispersions with
Polyester Polyol
To test the compatibility of the nanotube dispersions with Des 651, each NC7000
dispersion (0.1 ml) was added to diluted Des 651 (30 g) and was mixed for one minute
with a palette knife. The dilutions of Des 651 are summarised in Table 7.1; the three
different dilutions all give a final resin solids content of 40 per cent and contain added
methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK), 1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate (PMA), or a mixture
of the two. This was to reduce the chance of flocculation of the nanotubes due to
a dispersion in one solvent being added to a resin which had none of the dispersion
solvent present. It is worth noting that Des 651 contains PMA and xylene without
the addition of any solvent.
Table 7.1: The components of each Des 651 and solvent blend for compatibility tests
Component
Weight (%)
Dilution 1 Dilution 2 Dilution 3
Desmophen 651 MPA/X 59.70 59.70 59.70
MIBK 40.30 0.00 20.15
PMA 0.00 40.30 20.15
100 100 100
The results of the compatibility test are shown in Table 7.2 with a pass
constituting no visible flocculation on the pallet knife after stirring and a fail being
clear flocculation present. The results indicate that dispersions of NC7000 in
MIBK are much less compatible with Des 651 than dispersions of NC7000 in
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PMA; only when NC7000 is dispersed in MIBK using EFKA 4310 does it appear
compatible with all three Desmophen dilutions. Dispersions of NC7000 in MIBK
using Solsperse 76400 appear to be compatible with Des 651 dilutions 2 and 3, and
those using Tego 685, only with dilution 2. Dispersions of NC7000 in PMA, using
all EFKA dispersants and Solsperse 76400, appear compatible with all three Des
651 dilutions. Dispersions of NC7000 in PMA using Tego 685 appear only
compatible with resin dilution 2.
Table 7.2: The results of the stability test of MWNT dispersions with Des 651
Des 651
Dilution 1
Des 651
Dilution 2
Des 651
Dilution 2
Component
MIBK PMA MIBK PMA MIBK PMA
Tego 670 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail
Tego 685 Fail Fail Pass Pass Fail Fail
BYK 9076 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail
BYK 9077 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail
DISPERBYK 2155 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail
EFKA 4310 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
EFKA 4320 Fail Pass Fail Pass Fail Pass
EFKA 7700 Fail Pass Fail Pass Fail Pass
Solsperse 39000 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail
Solsperse 76400 Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass
When comparing dispersion compatibility with Des 651 presented in this chapter,
with the dispersion compatibility with solvents, presented in Chapter 5, it is shown
that the EFKA dispersants and Solsperse 76400 were compatible with all solvent
dilutions and, in the case of the PMA dispersions, are also the most compatible
with Des 651. Dispersions of NC7000 in PMA using Tego 685 also show stability
when diluted with PMA in Chapter 5, and show increased compatibility with Des
651diluted with extra PMA.
Although these results give an indication of the compatibility of the MWNT
dispersions with Des 651 within a very small timeframe, it became apparent that
within 24 hours, all mixes of Des 651 and with NC7000 dispersions had
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flocculated. No dispersion, regardless of solvent or dispersant used, was stable for
more than 24 hours with Des 651 diluted with MIBK, PMA or a blend of the two.
To give a better indication of the stability of NC7000 dispersions, Des 651 (50 g) was
mixed with each NC7000 dispersion (20 g) using a HSD at 500 rpm for 10 minutes.
A microscope slide was then dipped coated with each mixture and hung to dry at
room temperature. The slides for each mixture are shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Stability test microscope slides covered in blends of Des 651 with each
NC7000 dispersion in MIBK (a - j) and with each NC7000 dispersion in PMA (k - t)
It can be seen that all samples exhibit flocculation of the nanotubes when mixed
with the Des 651.
7.3 Choice of Dispersants for Further Work
In order to down select to one solvent and two dispersants for the MWNT
dispersions, aspects of the dispersion stability discussed in Chapter 5 and the Des
651 compatibility discussed in this chapter were both considered. Stable
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dispersions of NC7000 were produced using EFKA 4310, 4320, 7700 and Solsperse
76400, regardless of dilution solvent. In the dispersion stability tests, Tego 685
produced stable dispersions when diluted with PMA but not with MIBK. In the
initial resin compatibility tests, more PMA dispersions appeared stable after one
minute of stirring with Des 651 than MIBK dispersions, indicating slower
flocculation. For these reasons, and as Des 651 is supplied in a solvent blend
including PMA, PMA was chosen as the solvent for all further dispersion work.
Although EFKA 4310, 4320, 7700 and Solsperse 76400 all produce stable dispersions,
EFKA 4310 MWNT dispersions showed slower flocculation than those containing
other dispersants and passed the compatibility test after one minute of stirring
with Des 651. In the later compatibility test (Figure 7.1), although evidence of
flocculation does exist in the EFKA 4310 slide, it appears much less severe than
on the Solsperse 76400 slide and both EFKA 4320 and EFKA 7700 show signs of
not only flocculation, but also complete phase separation. For these reasons EFKA
4310 was chosen as one of the dispersants for further work. Although EFKA 4320,
EFKA 7700 or Solsperse 76400 were also good candidates for further work, they
all exhibited very similar characteristics to EFKA 4310. Tego 685 dispersions of
NC7000 in PMA showed evidence of ‘controlled flocculation’ when left to stand
over time with the flocculation easily broken by shaking the container. It has been
shown by other researchers that a level of flocculation or re-agglomeration of MWNTs
can in fact increase electrical conductivity in composites due to the increased tube
contact [130]. So that both stable and controlled flocculating dispersions could be
investigated, Tego 685 was chosen as the second dispersant for further work.
7.4 Direct Sonication into Polyester Polyol
Following the apparent flocculation of MWNTs when dispersions were mixed with
Des 651, incorporation of Des 651 before the nanotube dispersion stage was also
investigated.
The dispersion process was the same as that described in Section 6.5 with a portion
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of the solvent replaced with Des 651. Both EFKA 4310 and Tego 685 dispersants
were tested with PMA (100 g) being replaced by Des 651. Additionally, in an effort
to reduce the VOC content of the MWNT dispersions in Des 651, replacement of
200 g of solvent with Des 651 was also attempted using Tego 685 as the dispersant.
The sonication time was three hours and the MWNTs used were NC7000 for all
three samples. The formulation of each dispersion is summarised in Table 7.3 and
Table 7.4.
Table 7.3: Formulation of MWNT dispersions containing Tego 685 and Des 651
Component Weight (g)
Desmophen 651 100
PMA 375
Tego 685 20
NC7000 5
500
Table 7.4: Formulation of MWNT dispersions containing EFKA 4310 and Des 651
Component Weight (g) Weight (g)
Desmophen 651 100 200
PMA 385 285
Tego 685 10 10
NC7000 5 5
500 500
The addition of Des 651 (100 g and 200 g) did not have much effect on the viscosity
of the mixture before sonication and although the viscosity was not measured it was
estimated at < 100 cps for both samples. The increases in viscosity during dispersion
of NC7000, described in Chapter 5, still occurred and the stirrer speed needed to
be adjusted throughout the dispersion process. For dispersions containing Des 651
(100 g), the viscosity changes were comparable to that of the dispersions containing
no Des 651, but for dispersions containing Des 651 (200 g), the stirrer needed to be
left on full speed for a longer time indicating a slower dispersion process.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 7.2: SEM micrograph of freeze fractured coating containing 3.74 wt. %
NC7000 manufactured by incorporating Des 651 prior to sonication using EFKA
4310 (a & b) and Tego 685 (c & d) and with an NC7000 loading of 2.49 wt. % using
Tego 685 (e & f)
After processing, the polyol samples (100 g) seemed homogenous with no signs
of residual agglomerates. Over time, the nanotubes appeared to flocculate and
after an hour agglomerates of MWNTs could be seen on the side of the container.
Despite the flocculation of the MWNTs in the resins, they were mixed with the
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appropriate quantity of Desmodur N75 MPA/X, sprayed onto a silicon wafer, left
for 15 minutes at room temperature to allow partial solvent evaporation, and then
cured at 80°C for one hour to produce coatings. This produced coatings with MWNT
loading of 3.74 wt. % and 2.49 wt. % for the samples containing polyol (100 g and
200 g respectively). The coatings were then freeze fractured in liquid nitrogen.
Micrographs of the freeze fractured surfaces are shown in Figure 7.2.
All micrographs show dispersed MWNTs with individual tubes clearly visible and
protruding from the surfaces. The surfaces of both the coatings using EFKA 4310
c - a & b) and Tego 685 (Figure 7.2 c & d) with 3.74 wt. % MWNT loading are
indistinguishable from one another and the 2.49 wt. % MWNT loaded coating using
Tego 685 (Figure 7.2 - e & f) again showing well dispersed MWNTs but at a lower
density, which is expected given the lower nanotube loading.
7.5 Rheology of MWNT Dispersions in
Desmophen 651 MPA/X
To investigate the rheological behaviour of the blended MWNT dispersions with
Des 651, apparent viscosity measurements were taken using a Brookfield rheometer
using various rotational speeds. The spindles were selected to give the maximum
range of rotational speeds while still operating within the acceptable torque range
of the rheometer. Limitations of this technique are that results taken using different
spindles cannot be directly compared as the spindle geometry and rotational speed
affect the apparent viscosity. For this reason, where possible, the same spindle was
used when comparing across samples of the same dilution and all samples using the
same spindle include viscosity readings from at least 12 rpm - 100 rpm for direct
comparison.
The aim of this rheology investigation was to evaluate if the MWNT dispersions
in resin were Newtonian or non-Newtonian, if the mixtures were thixotropic and
if mixtures containing different MWNTs were more or less thixotropic than others.
A Newtonian fluid can be defined as one where the viscosity is independent of
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shear rate and can be evaluated by measuring the viscosity of the fluid at different
shear rates. A non-Newtonian fluid can be pseudoplastic, where viscosity decreases
with increased shear rate, or dilatant where the viscosity increases with increased
shear rate. Pseudoplastic and dilatant fluid behaviour is often referred to as “shear
thinning” or “shear thickening flow behaviour respectively. Viscosity can also be time
dependant, with a fluid that thins over time at constant shear rate being referred
to as thixotropic and one that thickens being referred to as rheopectic.
These flow properties can be evaluated using a Brookfield spindle rheometer; as a
variation in spindle speed (rpm) is a variation in shear rate, allowing the
evaluation of whether a fluid is Newtonian or non-Newtonian. By leaving a fluid at
a constant shear rate by setting a constant speed (rpm) of the spindle over time
the thixotropy or rheopecticity of the fluid can be evaluated. Another way to
evaluate the thixotropy or rheopecticity of a fluid using a Brookfield rheometer is
to record the viscosity as the spindle speed is increased to a certain rate and then
immediately decrease the spindle speed. If the viscosity profile on the “up” cycle
does not coincide with the “down” cycle, the fluid is thixotropic or rehoplectic.
This hysteresis loop is caused by the change in viscosity with increased time under
shear. The hysteresis method was used in this work.
A background to rheometry is given in Chapter 2 and example viscosity plots for
different fluid types are discussed. The details of the rheometer used and which
spindle was used for viscosity measurements on each sample is given in Chapter 3.
Owing to the high number and relatively large size (500 ml) of the samples needed for
the rheology investigation, only dispersions containing Tego 685 were investigated.
Tego 685 was chosen over EFKA 4310 as Tego 685 showed changes in rheology on
standing as previously discussed.
To investigate the effect of the addition of PMA and Tego 685 on the viscosity of
Des 651, mixtures of Des 651 and PMA and Des 651, PMA and Tego 685 were
produced at 8:1, 6:1, 4:1 and 2:1 ratios. For mixtures containing Tego 685, the
addition level of Tego 685 was 2 wt. %, which is the same as in the MWNT and
CB dispersions. Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 summarise the components in the Des
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651/PMA (Res) and Des 651/PMA/Tego 685 mixtures (ResDis) respectively. For
viscosity measurements of each mixture with the same mix ratio, the same spindle
was used but different spindles were used across each mix ratio. This means that
viscosity readings from mixtures with the same mix ratio can be directly compared,
but direct viscosity reading comparisons across different mix ratios is not possible.
Table 7.5: Components of the Des 651/PMA mixtures
Component
8 to 1 6 to 1
Total
weight
(%)
Weight
solids
of total weight
(%)
Total
weight
(%)
Weight
solids
of total weight
(%)
Desmophen 651 88.89 59.56 85.71 57.43
PMA 11.11 0.00 14.29 0.00
100.00 59.56 100.00 57.43
4 to 1 2 to 1
Desmophen 651 80.00 53.60 66.67 44.67
PMA 20.00 0.00 33.33 0.00
100.00 53.60 100.00 44.67
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Figure 7.3 shows the rheology of the un-pigmented resin mixtures. It can be seen
that all Des 651 mixtures and Des 651/Tego 685 mixtures exhibit Newtonian flow
behaviour, having constant viscosity independent of shear rate. It is also worth
noting that both ‘up’ and ‘down’ cycles are displayed but coincide with one another,
as expected from a Newtonian fluid. The incorporation of Tego 685 significantly
reduces the viscosity of Des 651 at low dilutions when compared with mixtures with
just MPA, but this affect becomes less pronounced as the mix ratio increases.
Figure 7.3: Viscosity of Des 651 mixed with PMA and PMA/Tego 685 at different
mix ratios
Dispersions of MWNTs and XC72 were produced at one per cent pigment loading,
as described in Chapter 5, using PMA as a solvent and Tego 685 as a dispersant
with a loading of 200 wt % active dispersant to pigment, which is 2 wt. % to the
solvent. These dispersions were allowed to stand for at least 24 hours before being
mixed with Des 651. Des 651 was mixed with the dispersions at ratios of 8:1, 6:1,
4:1 and 2:1. These mixtures were then left to stand for at least seven days before
viscosity measurements were taken. The components of each mixture are shown in
Table 7.7.
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Dispersions when Blended with Polyester Polyol
The rheology of Des 651 with an inclusion of 0.11 wt. % pigment, having been
diluted 8:1 with each dispersion, are shown in Figure 7.4. XC72 has no significant
effect on the viscosity of Des 651, with the pigmented mixture having a viscosity of
5610 cP at 100 rpm compared to 5560 cP for the un-pigmented baseline and still
exhibits Newtonian flow characteristics. This would imply little attraction between
the pigment particles or them and the resin.
The inclusion of C150P to Des 651 leads to a small increases in viscosity from the
baseline 5560 cP to 5947 cP at 100 rpm, but the flow characteristics still appear
Newtonian in nature. This would indicate a possible attraction between the
pigment particles to each other or to the resin but no physical interaction. The
inclusion of C100 leads to a slightly larger increase in the viscosity of the mixture
to 7227 cP at 100 rpm and the increased slope in the plot indicates a
non-Newtonian fluid with a slightly shear thinning (pseudoplastic) response to
shear rate as demonstrated by the difference in viscosity as measured at 10 and
100 rmp of 8600 cP and 7210 cP respectively. The C100 mixture also exhibits a
small hysteresis loop between ‘up’ and ‘down’ shear cycles, indicating it is slightly
thixotropic. The increase in viscosity would indicate a better dispersion of C100
than C150P and the early signs of thixotropy would indicate the C100 mixture is
approaching its rheological percolation threshold, which would in turn imply C100
has a higher aspect ratio than C150P, forming a network at a lower loading level.
The NC7000 mixture is even more non-Newtonian and also has a larger hysteresis
loop, showing it to be more thixotropic. This would indicate that the NC7000
mixture has already exceeded its rheological percolation threshold at 0.11 wt. %.
Again this would imply NC7000 has a larger aspect ratio than C150P and C100, as
it forms a network at a lower loading level.
The rheology of Des 651 with an inclusion of 0.14 wt. % pigment, having been mixed
6:1 with each dispersion, are shown in Figure 7.5. The rheological responses of all
samples are the same as that for the 6:1 ratio mixtures, which is likely due to the
very small increase in pigment concentration. There appears to be a slight increase
in the hysteresis in the C100 mixture, but it would seem to still be approaching its
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rheological threshold without the clear hysteresis seen in the NC7000 mixture.
Figure 7.4: Viscosity of 8:1 dilutions of Desmophen 651. The ’up cycle’ is above the
’down cycle’ for all samples
Figure 7.5: Viscosity of 6:1 dilutions of Desmophen 651. The ’up cycle’ is above the
’down cycle’ for all nanotube containing samples
The rheology of Des 651 with an inclusion of 0.20 wt. % pigment, having been mixed
4:1 with each dispersion, is shown in Figure 7.6. At this mix ratio, the viscosity
measurements were made across two different spindles. The viscosity measurements
of the ResDis and XC72 mixtures were made with the same spindle as were the
C150P, C100 and NC7000 mixtures.
The rheological response for the XC72 mixture is still Newtonian, but the C150P
mixture shows signs of thixotropy similar to that of the C100 mixture at the lower
loading of 0.14 wt. %. This would imply that the C150P mixture is now approaching
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its rheological threshold and that a network is beginning to form. The C100 mixture
now shows a much larger hysteresis loop between the ‘up’ and ‘down’ cycles, similar
to that of the NC7000 mixture. This shows that the C100 mixture has now passed
its rheological threshold and that the nanotubes have now formed a network. The
higher viscosity of the NC7000 mixture and the C100 mixture of 4433 cP and 2160
cP respectively, still show a stronger interaction between the nanotubes and resin
resulting from either better dispersion and/or a larger aspect ratio of NC7000 than
C100.
Figure 7.6: Viscosity of 4:1 dilutions of Desmophen 651. The ’up cycle’ is above the
’down cycle’ for all nanotube containing samples
The rheology of Des 651 with an inclusion of 0.33 wt. % pigment, having been
mixed 2:1 with each dispersion, is shown in Figure 7.7. At this mix ratio the
viscosity measurements were made across three different spindles. The viscosity
measurements of the ResDis and XC72 mixtures were made with the same spindle
as were the C150P and C100 mixtures.
The rheological response of the XC72 mixture still shows no change and the small
difference in viscosity between the baseline and the XC72 containing mixture at this
mix ratio is likely to be caused by the Des 651 being diluted close to the minimum
40 wt. % solids recommended by the manufacturer [154] and the contribution the
of interactions between the resin, pigment and dispersant becoming less negligible
when compared with the interaction of the resin.
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At this loading, a network has formed in the C150P mixture which now also clearly
shows hysteresis between the ‘up’ and down cycles, similar to that of both the
NC7000 and C150P mixtures. The slightly lower viscosity of 867 cP at 100 rpm of
the C150P mixture than the C100 mixture with a viscosity of 1126 cP at 100 rmp
a consequence of the C100 nanotubes either being better dispersed and/or having a
larger aspect ratio than the C150P nanotubes.
Figure 7.7: Viscosity of 2:1 dilutions of Desmophen 651. The ’up cycle’ is above the
’down cycle’ for all nanotube containing samples
7.6 Discussion
Compatibility tests show that all dispersions of NC7000, regardless of solvent and
dispersant used, are not stable over time when mixed with Des 651. Similar to the
solvent dilution stability tests in Chapter 6, dispersions using EFKA dispersants
were the most stable overall, with PMA being the preferred solvent. As discussed
in Chapter 6, the increased stability of the MWNT dispersions using the EFKA
dispersants is proposed to be a result of their smaller structure and less complex
nature, discussed in Chapter 4, which allows them to anchor to or wrap around
the nanotubes, which have limited reactive sites on their surface, while having less
attraction to each other from non-bonded functional groups.
The ability of Des 651 to form hydrogen bonds and dipole-dipole interactions with
the dispersants, which are the same interactions the dispersants form with the
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nanotubes and solvents, is the proposed reason for the instability and flocculation
of the MWNTs in Des 651. The Des 651 could interfere with the bonds anchoring
the dispersants to the MWNT or bond to un-bonded groups on the dispersant
chains, pulling them from the nanotubes.
Another possible process is that by interacting with dispersant chains from multiple
MWNTs, the Des 651 could attract multiple MWNTs, pulling them together and
overcoming the steric hindrance provided by the dispersants. However it is also
possible that the Des 651, attracted to the active groups on the dispersants, could
wrap around the dispersed MWNTs, again collapsing the repulsive shell around the
MWNTs provided by the dispersants.
The ability of Des 651 to be included in the solvent prior to dispersion of the
MWNTs would indicate that the presence of Des 651 does not prevent the
dispersant from anchoring to and dispersing the MWNTs, but does still cause them
to flocculate which would make the theory indicating Des 651 interferes with the
steric hindrance provided by the dispersants more likely. Even though flocculation
occurred in the dispersions containing Des 651, well dispersed nanotubes are seen
in the cured coatings, implying that this flocculation is reversible upon application.
The results of the rheology study show that rheological networks exist in resins
containing MWNTs above a certain percolation threshold. This rheological threshold
is lower than that of the electrical percolation threshold due to electrical percolation
requiring direct contact of the MWNTs, where rheological percolation occurs with
interaction between both nanotubes and polymer chains but still gives an indication
of dispersion and nanotube aspect ratio [130].
The order of onset of thixotropy in the samples indicates that NC7000 has the
highest aspect ratio followed by C100 and then C150P. This is in agreement with
the SEM characterisation in Chapter 4. Multiple other researchers have also shown
that NC7000 has a higher aspect ratio than C150P [9, 25]. Che et al. [16] also
showed a higher viscosity of NC7000 mixtures than mixtures containing C150P at
the same loading level using a Brookfield rotational rheometer and also attributed
this to the higher aspect ratio of NC7000.
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The lack of thixotropy in the XC72 shows that there is no percolation at the
loading levels investigated, which is due to the special nature of the XC72 particles
and indicates that much higher loading levels of XC72 are required for rheological
percolation. This is in agreement with Yearsley et al. [215] who showed that the
rheology percolation of carbon black was 10 times higher than that of MWNTs.
7.7 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from this chapter:/par
1. All dispersions of NC7000 are un-stable over time when mixed with Des 651.
2. Flocculation of MWNTs does not prevent coatings with well dispersed
nanotubes from being produced.
3. Rheology characterisation can differentiate MWNTs of different aspect ratios
through the detection of the onset of thixotropic flow behaviour.
4. NC7000 has the lowest rheological percolation threshold, below 0.11 wt. %,
followed by C100, below 0.20 wt. % and lastly C150P, below 0.33 wt. %, in
agreement with aspect ratio differences.
5. NC7000, C100 and C150P MWNTs have lower rheological percolation
thresholds than XC72 carbon black.
As it has been shown that coatings with well dispersed MWNTs can be produced
from the flocculated MWNTs, the next chapter focuses on the manufacture of cured
coatings.
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Chapter 8
Static Dissipative Coatings
Containing Multi-Walled Carbon
Nanotubes
8.1 Introduction
This Chapter focuses on the utilisation of the dispersions of NC7000 developed in
Chapter 4 to produce a commercially viable, static-dissipative, matt black
polyurethane topcoat designed to meet a typical customer requirement.
The first section covers the curing of the mixtures of dispersions containing XC72,
C150P, C100 and NC7000 and Desmophen 651 produced in Chapter 7 into cured
coatings to evaluate the dispersion of the multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs).
This, in conjunction with the characterisation of the MWNT powders in Chapter
4, are then used to select a single MWNT powder to be integrated into the existing
IP6 range of coatings manufactured by Indestructible Paint Ltd.
The second section covers the optimisation of the loading level of NC7000 to meet
the customer’s sheet resistance requirement and then confirms that a conformal matt
black coating can be applied and cured using the same methods recommended for
the unmodified IP6-9003 matt black polyurethane topcoat.
The last section covers the testing of the dry film to a number of the standard test
requirements used in the qualification of the IP6 range of coatings for aerospace and
defence use to confirm that the properties have not been adversely affected by the
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inclusion of the MWNTs and dispersant.
8.2 Cured Mixtures of Desmophen 651 and Multi-
Walled Carbon Nanotube Dispersions
The mixtures of Desmophen 651 and dispersions of MWNTs with a 2:1 mix ratios
were cured with the corresponding quantity of Desmodur N75 and were sprayed on
silicon wafers. These coatings were then freeze fractured in liquid nitrogen and to
give a cross section of the coating which was then viewed using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Micrographs of each coating are shown in Figure 8.1.
It can be seen from the cross sections that all coatings contain dispersed MWNTs,
but that the coatings produced using the NC7000 dispersions contain many more
individual tubes than the coatings produced using the C150P and C100 dispersions.
The coatings containing C150P appear to show more individual nanotubes than the
coatings containing C100, but the difference is not as large as the difference between
the NC7000 and the other nanotube samples. The coatings containing C150P also
contained very large agglomerates that appeared very tightly entangled that had
not dispersed as the primary tubes. An example of one such agglomerate is shown
in Figure 8.2 and the presence of undispersed tubes would explain the lower level
of individual tubes apparent in the coating and would also contribute to the lower
onset of thixotropy observed in Chapter 7. Although no large agglomerates here
observed in the coating containing C100, the lower number of observed individual
tubes would suggest that C100 agglomerates do not disperse as well as NC7000
agglomerates.
The main aim of this thesis is to produce a coating for use in aerospace
applications with a low electrical percolation threshold, which requires a well
dispersed conductive filler with a high aspect ratio. This is best achieved using
MWNTs with the largest aspect ratio and the best level of dispersion. As
summarised in Chapter 7, characterisation of the MWNT powders in Chapter 4,
rheology characterisation of MWNT resin mixtures, and characterisation of the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 8.1: SEM micrographs of freeze fractured coatings produced from the 2:1
mixtures of Desmophen 651 and dispersions of C150P (a and b) C100 (c and d) and
NC7000 (e and f) using Tego 685 as the dispersant)
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Figure 8.2: SEM micrograph of freeze fractured coating showing a large agglomerate
present in the coating containing C150P MNWTs
same MWNTs by other researchers all indicate that NC7000 have the largest
aspect ratios of those tested. Furthermore, the coatings shown in Figure 8.1 in this
Chapter show that the dispersions containing NC7000 produced in Chapter 6
contain the best level of dispersed MWNTs. For these reasons, dispersions of
NC7000 were used in the development of the final matt black polyurethane top
coat discussed in the remainder of this Chapter.
8.3 Formulation of Commercially Viable Coating
As stated in Chapter 1, the aim of this thesis is to produce static dissipative, matt
black polyurethane topcoat containing MWNTs that could be manufactured within
usual industry context to provide a commercially viable product.
To produce a commercially viable coating, dispersions containing 1 wt. % NC7000
and the optimum dispersant level of Tego 685 and EFKA 3410 (150 wt. % and 200
wt. % to the NC7000 respectively) were mixed with IP6-9003, a matt black
polyurethane topcoat already produced by indestructible Paint Ltd., which is
approved to BS 2X 34 [42], as well as other customer standards, for aerospace use.
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The standard application and cure for an oven cure is summarised in Figure 8.3.
For air dried coatings the coatings are dry after 24 hrs at room temperature.
Figure 8.3: Schematic of the mixing of the coatings and timing of application and
oven cure
Being a matt coating, IP6-9003 is highly pigmented, containing not only carbon
black for colour but also clay and talc as fillers and to give the surface profile
which results in a matt appearance. This made it more difficult to identify the
MWNTs when viewing the coating under SEM. For coatings used in the evaluation
of MWNT loading, equivalently loaded coatings using IP6-CLEAR, an
unpigmented, gloss finish coating from the IP6 range were also produced so that
nanotubes were more visible. Owing to differences in the sheet resistance of the
IP6-9003 and IP6-CLEAR coatings with the same MWNT loading, unpigmented
IP6-CLEAR coatings were also produced for comparison with IP6-9003 coatings
for investigation in application and curing variables.
For evaluation of sheet resistance, coatings were applied to ABS panels and for other
dry film tests coatings were applied over an epoxy primer to mild steel panels as
detailed in Chapter 3. All coatings were applied using a DeVilbiss Advance trans-
tech compliant spray gun with a 1.6 mm nozzle using an inlet air pressure of 2.2 bar
to a target coating thicknesses of 25 µm – 35 µm.
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8.3.1 Optimisation of Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube
Loading
The customer specification requires a matt black coating, meeting BS 2X 34 [42]
and a sheet resistance in the range of 25 MΩ/sq and 1 kΩ/sq when tested as detailed
in Chapter 3. As discussed in the Chapter 2, coatings and composites containing
conductive fillers have a percolation threshold below which they are not conductive,
and above which a plateau is reached where additional filler has little effect on sheet
resistance. In order to investigate the loading of filler required to produce a coating
meeting the required specifications, a range of IP6-9003 and IP6-CLEAR coatings
were produced with MWNT loadings ranging from 0.15 wt. % – 1.00 wt. %.
For all resistance graphs, a reading of > 1000 MΩ/sq on the Megger meter,
representing a resistance above the measurement range, is represented by a sheet
resistance of Ω/sq for an insulator. In this Chapter coatings with a reading on the
Megger meter below 1000 MΩ/sq are referred to as conductive and those at 1000
MΩ/sq or above referred to as non-conductive.
Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5, show coatings of IP6-CLEAR and IP6-9003 containing
a range of MWNT loadings are shown. In the IP6-CLEAR coatings, what appears
to be the remnants of pockets of trapped solvent along with the MWNTs. This
is expected to be an issue with the solvent blend resulting from the large addition
of a single solvent to an optimised blend. This phenomenon had not been seen in
other coatings produced with EFKA 4310 such as those in Chapter 7 and so it is
not thought to be caused by the dispersant directly.
Both Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5 show that NC7000 has remained dispersed within
IP6-CLEAR and IP6-9003.
The sheet resistance for IP6-9003 and IP6-CLEAR coatings containing dispersions
of NC7000 are shown in Figure 8.6.
Coatings containing Tego 685 dispersions of NC7000 percolate at a lower loading
level having a sheet resistance of 874 MΩ/sq and 362 MΩ/sq for IP6-CLEAR and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.4: SEM micrographs of freeze fractured IP6-CLEAR coatings containing
NC7000 loading levels of 0.15 wt. % (a), 0.25 wt. % (b), 0.5 wt. % (c), 1.00 wt. %
(d), with EFKA 4310 as the dispersant
(a) (b)
Figure 8.5: SEM micrographs of freeze fractured IP6-9003 coatings containing
NC7000 loading levels of 0.5 wt. % with Tego 685 as the dispersant
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Figure 8.6: Percolation curves for NC7000 dispersed using EFKA 4310 and Tego 685
in IP6-9003 matt black and IP6-CLEAR un-pigmented gloss polyurethane top coats
IP69003 respectively at a loading of 0.2 wt. %. Coatings containing EFKA 4310
dispersions of NC7000 do not percolate until a loading level of 0.25 wt. % with
sheet resistances of 322 MΩ/sq and 90.0 MΩ/sq for IP6-CLEAR and IP6-9003
respectively which are similar to Tego 685 containing coatings at this level with
sheet resistances of 419 MΩ/sq and 80.9 MΩ/sq for IP6-CLEAR and IP6 9003
respectively. Sheet resistances then fall by another three orders of magnitude for
EFKA 4310 containing dispersions to 0.90 MΩ/sq and 0.01 MΩ/sq for IP6-
CLEAR and IP6-9003 with an NC7000 loading of 1.0 wt. % respectively and
coatings containing Tego 685 dispersions fall by one order of magnitude for
IP6-CLEAR and two orders of magnitude for IP6-9003, having sheet resistances of
30.8 MΩ/sq and 0.26 MΩ/sq respectively. IP6-9003 coatings with a conductivity
below 25.0 MΩ/sq are produced at loading levels of 0.3 wt. % for EFKA 4310
containing coatings and 0.5 wt. % for Tego 685 containing coatings have sheet
resistances of 2.0 MΩ/sq and 8.4 MΩ/sq respectively.
Theoretical percolation curves were then fitted to the experimental percolation
curves using Section 8.3.1:
Rs ∝ (wtf − wtf c)−t , wtf > wtf c (8.1)
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where Rs is the sheet resistance, wtf is the weight wt. % loading of MWNTs, wtf t
is the critical percolation wt. % loading of MWNTs and t is the critical component.
The line fit was achieved by plotting log(Rs) against log(wtf − wtf t) and then
adjusting the value of wtf t until the best fit was achieved.
The resulting percolation curves are shown in Figure 8.7.
Figure 8.7: Log-log plot of (Rs) vs (wtf − wtf t) and best fit power scaling law line
The values of wtf c and the critical component t are summarised in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: The percolation threshold loading and critical exponent for each coating
Coating wtf c (wt. %) t
IP6-CLEAR (4310) 0.07 3.71
IP6-9003 (4310) 0.24 1.99
IP6-CLEAR (685) 0.02 1.79
IP6-9003 (685) 0.04 3.71
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8.3.2 Effect of Changed Time Between Mixing and Spray
Application
The standard application of IP6 coatings requires that Part A, the polyol containing
constituent, and Part B, the isocyanate containing constituent be mixed and left to
stand for 15 minutes before application. Owing to the observation of flocculation of
the MWNTs, once dispersions were mixed with the IP6 coatings, in the same way as
in the compatibility checks in Chapter 5, coatings containing 0.75 wt. % MWNTs
were sprayed at various times after mixing, ranging from one minute to three hours.
For the MWNT containing version of IP6-9003, to be commercially viable, there
needs to be a reasonable time in which it can be applied after the components have
been mixed together.
Figure 8.8: Sheet resistance of IP6 coatings containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000 with
different times between mixing and coating application using dispersions containing
Tego 685 and EFKA 4310
Despite the flocculation of the MWNTs, both matt and clear coatings remain in the
static dissipative resistivity range across the three-hour time between mixing and
application, shown in Figure 8.8, and show no significant change in sheet resistance.
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8.3.3 Effect of Curing Conditions
Both IP6-9003 and IP6-CLEAR can be air dried at room temperature or force cured
at elevated temperature. The option of both curing mechanisms is important as for
some customer applications, such as those which are time critical, force curing is
desirable to keep pace with fast manufacturing rates, and for some applications,
such as coating large components, curing in an oven is not feasible or economically
viable.
The standard application procedure for IP6 coatings includes either a 60 min oven
cure at 80 °C or an air dry for 24 hours. Before coatings are force cured at
temperature they are left at air temperature to allow some of the solvent to escape.
Curing conditions were investigated by varying the time between applications and
force cure. The time was varied from one minute to 24 hours. After the chosen
time, coatings were force cured for 60 minutes at 80 °C. This applied to all coatings
including the coatings left to air dry for 24 hours. A loading level of 0.75 wt. %
NC7000 was chosen as it was judged to be significantly past the electrical percolation
threshold for both IP6-9003 and IP6-CLEAR using dispersions containing either
Tego 685 or EFKA 4310.
Figure 8.9: Sheet resistance of IP6-CLEAR coatings containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000
left for different amounts of time after application before being oven cured
It can be seen in from Figure 8.9 that IP6-CLEAR coatings containing NC7000 are
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sensitive to curing conditions regardless of the dispersant used. Coatings
containing Tego 685 dispersions are more sensitive than those containing EFKA
4310 dispersions which have become non-conductive if three hours are left between
application and oven cure whilst coatings containing EFKA 4310 dispersions have
a slight increase in sheet resistance from 1.56 MΩ/sq after 15 minutes, to 2.91
MΩ/sq after three hours. After a three hour delay, coatings using EFKA 4310
dispersions begin to suffer a sharp increase in sheet resistance and after 24 hours
also become non-conductive.
Figure 8.10: Sheet resistance of IP6-9003 coatings containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000
left for different amounts of time after application before being oven cured
IP6-9003 coatings appear much less sensitive to curing conditions with Figure 8.10
showing only a single order of magnitude increase in resistively even after 24 hours
of air dry before being placed in an oven. The higher sheet resistance of the
coatings containing NC7000 dispersed with Tego 685 is the same as that seen in
the percolation curves and is attributed to the dispersant as dispersions of NC7000
using Tego 685 flocculate faster than those dispersed using EFKA 4310 as
discussed in Chapter 7.
As Tego 685 showed the largest and fastest changes in sheet resistance, coatings
containing 0.75 wt. % of NC7000 were then cured at 50 °C, and 100 °C for 60
minutes, again varying the delay between application and oven cure, and the results
compared to the standard 80 °C cure.
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Figure 8.11: Sheet resistance of IP6-CLEAR coatings containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000
using Tego 685 dispersant, left for different amounts of time after application before
being oven cured at three different temperatures
The same behaviour is seen for coatings of IP6-CLEAR cured at all three
temperatures. Figure 8.11 shows that for coatings cured at 50 °C, the transition
from conductive to non-conductive happens sooner, with any delay between
application and cure of more than 15 minutes leading to a non-conductive coating.
An increase in the cure temperature has the opposite effect, and increases the
allowable delay to three hours if cured at 100 °C, producing a coating with a sheet
resistance of 901 MΩ/sq.
Figure 8.12: Sheet resistance of IP6-9003 coatings containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000
using Tego 685 dispersant, left for different amounts of time after application before
being oven cured at three different temperatures
For the IP6-9003 coatings containing Tego 685 dispersions, again there is very little
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change in sheet resistance for all delays and the cure temperature also has very little
effect. However, for delays of less than four hours, coatings cured at 50 °C do appear
to have slightly higher sheet resistances than those cured at both 80 °C and 100 °C.
All coatings have a sheet resistivity lower than 12 MΩ/sq, even after 24 hours of air
drying.
Lastly, the sensitivity to the delay between application in relation to the NC7000
loading was explored by repeating the delay experiment, but with loading of 0.5 wt.
% and 1.00 wt. %.
Figure 8.13: Sheet resistance of IP6-CLEAR coatings containing three different
weight loadings of NC7000 using Tego 685 dispersant, left for different amounts of
time after application before being oven cured at 80 °C
For IP6-CLEAR coatings a decrease in NC7000 loading to 0.5 wt. % leads to increase
in sensitivity to the delay reducing the allowable time from three hours to two hours
to produce a conductive coating. Conversely an increase in NC7000 loading to 1.00
wt. % increases the allowable delay to four hours while still producing a coating
with a sheet resistance of 901 MΩ/sq. For IP6-9003 coatings, a change in nanotube
loading down to 0.5 wt. % or up to 1.00 wt. % does not change the sensitivity of
the sheet resistance to the delay between application and cure.
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Figure 8.14: Sheet resistance of IP6-9003 coatings containing three different weight
loadings of NC7000 using Tego 685 dispersant, left for different amounts of time
after application before being oven cured at 80 °C
8.4 Dry Film Performance of MWNT Containing
Matt Black Polyurethane
For dry film performance tests, mild steel panels were degreased, grit blasted and
then coated with IP3-6700 chrome free primer. The primer was then cured and the
IP6-9003 topcoat with a nanotube loading of 0.75 wt. % was applied within 24
hours. Panels coated with un-modified IP6-9003 were also coated for comparison.
Cross sections of the coatings systems on silicon wafer are shown in Figure 8.15
for coatings containing EFKA 4310 and Tego 685 dispersions. The target coating
thicknesses were 25 µm – 35 µm for the IP3-6700 and 25 µm – 40 µm for the IP6-9003.
A detailed description of each of the dry film tests, including scribing procedure has
been presented in Chapter 3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.15: SEM micrographs of a cross section of IP6-9003 (matt black
polyurethane) sprayed over IP3-6700 (epoxy primer) containing 0.75 wt. % NC7000
using dispersions containing EFKA 4310 (a) and Tego 685 (b)
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8.4.1 Cross Hatch Adhesion
Cross hatch adhesion tests were performed in line with BS EN ISO 2409 [44] whereby
six scribes were cut in each direction, with 1 mm spacing using a Stanley blade. The
results from each coating are shown below in Figure 8.16.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.16: Cross hatch adhesion test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c)
The results show a class 0 pass for all coatings, with the edges of the cuts being
smooth and none of the squares from the lattice having detached. These test
results indicate that the adhesion properties of the polyurethane topcoat to the
epoxy primer have not been adversely affected by the addition of the MWNTs and
dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X 34 [42] with
respect to adhesion.
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8.4.2 Scratch Resistance
The scratch test was performed in line with BS EN ISO 1518-1 [47], using 1200
g, 1500 g and 2000 g weights. The results for each coating are shown below in
Figure 8.17, with each scratch created using an increased weight, from top to bottom.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8.17: Cross hatch adhesion test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c) where the top line is a weight of 1200 g, the middle line uses
1500 g and the bottom line uses 2000 g
All coatings pass the scratch test for all three weights with no breakthrough of
the metal tip to the substrate. These test results indicate that the hardness of the
polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by the adhesion of the MWNT
and dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X 34 [42]
with respect to scratch resistance.
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8.4.3 Bend Test
Bend tests were performed around a 6 mm diameter mandrel, in line with BS EN
ISO 1519 [45]. Figure 8.18 shows the front and side view of a panel after the bend
test has been performed.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.18: A front view (a) and size view (b) of a panel after a bend test
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8.19: Bend test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and IP6-9003 loaded with
0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310 (b) and Tego 685 (c)
The results of the bend tests are shown in Figure 8.19 and it was confirmed under
10x magnification that there is no evidence of cracking of the coating around the
bend radius for any of the coatings. These test results indicate that the flexibility
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of the polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by the addition of the
MWNTs and dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X
34 [42] with respect to bending.
8.4.4 Impact Resistance
Impact tests were performed in line with BS EN ISO 6272-1 [46] producing impact
craters on both sides of the panel with a depth of ca. 2.7 µm. The results for each
coating are shown in Figure 8.20.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.20: Impact test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and IP6-9003 loaded with
0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310 (b) and Tego 685 (c)
where the top impact is into the coating and the bottom impact is to the reverse
side of the panel)
It was confirmed under 10 x magnification that there is no evidence of cracking of
the coatings within either crater for each coating, which would indicate that the
impact resistance of the polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by
the addition of the MWNTs and dispersants and that the coating system would still
qualify to BS 2X 34 [42] with respect to impact resistance.
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8.4.5 Water Resistance
The water resistance test was performed in line with BS 3900: Part G5 [174]; each
coating was scribed through to the metal substrate and then soaked in in deionised
water at 40 °C for 336 hrs.The results for each coating are shown in Figure 8.21.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.21: Water resistance test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and IP6-9003
loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310 (b) and
Tego 685 (c)
All coatings passed the water resistance test showing no peeling, blistering or other
defects at the scribe which would indicate that the corrosion resistance of the
polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by the addition of the
MWNTs and dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X
34 [42] with respect to water resistance. A gloss test was also preformed and the
results are presented in the gloss test section of this Chapter.
8.4.6 Salt Spray resistance
The salt spray resistance test was performed in line with ASTM B117 [48]; each
coating was scribed through to the meal substrate and exposed to the salt fog for
500 hours. The results for each coating are shown in Figure 8.22.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.22: Salt spray resistance test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c)
All coatings passed the salt spray resistance test showing no peeling, blistering or
other defects at the scribe which would indicate that the corrosion resistance of the
polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by the addition of the MWNTs
and dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X 34 [42]
with respect to salt spray resistance. A gloss test was also preformed and the results
are presented in the gloss test section of this Chapter.
8.4.7 Dry Heat Resistance
Dry heat tests were performed by scribing each coating and placing them in a
convection oven at 180 °C for 100 hours. The results for each coating are shown
below in Figure 8.23.
All coatings passed the dry heat test showing no peeling or other defects at the scribe
which would indicate that the dry heat resistance of the polyurethane topcoat has
not been adversely affected by the addition of the MWNTs and dispersants and
that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X 34 [42] with respect to dry heat
resistance. A gloss test was also preformed and the results are presented in the gloss
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.23: Cross hatch adhesion test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c)
test section of this Chapter.
8.4.8 Tri-n-Butylphosphate resistance
Tri-n-butylphosphate resistance test was performed in line with BS 3900: Part G5
[174] using procedure A; the panel was soaked in Tri-n-butylphosphate at 70 °C for
336 hrs. The scribe for each coating after soaking is shown in Figure 8.24.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8.24: QUV accelerated weathering results for unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c)
All coatings passed the tri-n-butyl phosphate resistance soak showing no peeling or
other defects at the scribe.
A scratch test was then performed in line with EN ISO 1518-1 [47] using 1 kg of
weight. The results of the scratch test are shown below in Figure 8.25. All coatings
passed the scratch test after tri-n-butylphosphate soak, which, in combination with
the pass of the scribe inspection would indicate that the dry heat resistance of the
polyurethane topcoat has not been adversely affected by the addition of the MWNTs
and dispersants and that the coating system would still qualify to BS 2X 34 [42]
with respect to tri-n-butylphosphate resistance. A gloss test was also performed and
the results are presented in the gloss test section of this Chapter.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8.25: Cross hatch adhesion test results on unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c) where the top line is a weight of 1200 g, the middle line uses
1500 g and the bottom line uses 2000 g
8.4.9 QUV Accelerated Weathering
The QUV accelerated weathering test was performed in line with BS3900 Part F16
[175]. The panels after the test are shown in Figure 8.26. The gloss levels of the
coatings were then measured and compared to a non-tested base-line panel. The
results of the gloss test are presented in the next section.
8.4.10 Specular Gloss
Gloss measurements were taken at an angle of 60° in line with BS3900: Part D5
[49]. The results for unconditioned coatings and coatings having undergone testing
described throughout this Chapter are summarised in Table 8.2.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.26: QUV accelerated weathering results for unloaded IP6-9003 (a) and
IP6-9003 loaded with 0.75 wt. % NC7000 using dispersions containing EFKA 4310
(b) and Tego 685 (c))
Table 8.2: Gloss measurements for unconditioned (baseline) coatings and coatings
after testing
Coating
Exposure/test condition
Baseline Water
Salt
spray
Dry
heat
Tri-n-
butylphosphate
QUV
IP6-9003
(no MWNTs)
2.5 2.4 2.3 2.6 2.4 2.3
2.4 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.3 2.2
2.4 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.5
IP6-9003
(EFKA 4310
dispersions)
2.3 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.3
2.4 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.6
2.5 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.5
IP6-9003
(Tego 685
dispersions)
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1
1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0
1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1
As with all other dry film testing there is no deterioration of gloss level after any of
the dry film tests. Coatings containing NC7000 dispersions using Tego 685 all have
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a lower gloss level than all other coatings.
8.5 Discussion
Coatings of IP6-CLEAR and IP6-9003 with sheet resistances within the required
specification can be produced using the dispersions of NC7000 produced in Chapter
6. These coatings show percolation behaviour with a sudden rise in conductivity
followed by much more modest reductions in sheet resistance after this loading.
Coatings produced using Tego 685 had experimental percolation thresholds lower
than those produced using dispersions containing EFKA 4310 and this is likely to
be due to those dispersions flocculating more quickly within the uncured coating.
It has been suggested by other researchers [17] that a degree of flocculation reduces
the percolation threshold as a result of a conductive network being produced as the
MWNTs pull together rather than just random orientation. Dispersions containing
EFKA 4310 percolate at a higher loading but ultimately produce coatings with
lower sheet resistances than those produced by Tego 685 dispersions. This would
go against theory that suggests that an increase in flocculation would produce more
tube-tube contact thus reducing sheet resistance [17]. Even after percolation the
sheet resistances are much higher than the theoretical conductivities for MWNTs
which is due the MWNTs being covered in polymer and that the mechanism for
electron transport is through tunnelling and not direct contact [17]. It is suggested
that the reason that coatings produced with EFKA 4310 dispersions have a lower
sheet resistivity than those produced with Tego 685 dispersions is that coatings
produced using Tego 685 dispersions flocculate into islands of MWNTs which was
shown in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 and that the increased severity of this flocculation
in Tego 685 dispersions than EFKA 4310 dispersions leads to less tubes between
islands being in close enough proximity for conduction reducing the conductivity of
the overall network.
The fitted percolation thresholds obtained from the experimental data give
percolation thresholds far below those obtained from the Megger meter readings.
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This could be due to the high sheet resistance of the coatings and the lack of data
points close to the percolation thresholds and also that networks could have been
forming below the loading at which the Megger meter was registering resistances
below 1000 MΩ/sq but that that they were just outside of the detectible range of
the equipment. The critical exponent of the fitted percolation curves fall above the
theoretical 1.75 for a 3D network but many researchers obtain critical exponents
between 1.3 and 4.0 with the majority falling around 2.0 [17] but with values as
high as 7 being reported which is in agreement with the critical exponents for the
coatings in this Chapter. This has been attributed to the fact that contrary to
conventional percolating networks, there lack of particle contact leads to the
conduction method being through tunnelling as mentioned earlier [129]. The
applicability of the critical exponent to these types of networks has been
questioned [17, 129]. The flocculation of the nanotubes will also affect the critical
exponent and flocculation during curing is evident for all coatings in this Chapter,
albeit to different extents.
The sensitivity of the coatings to the time between application and cure temperature
is evidence of flocculation of the MWNTs during curing. The severity is higher in the
un-pigmented IP6-CLEAR, due to the mobility of the MWNTs to move before the
coating is cured. In IP6-9003 coatings the other pigments reduce the mobility of the
MWNT thus limiting the flocculation. This is further supported by the sensitivity
of the IP6-CLEAR coatings to cure temperature, where a lower cure temperature
would increase the time in which the MWNTs are mobile and thus able to flocculate.
The sensitivity the time between application and curing of the IP6-CLEAR coatings
to loading conditions is again caused by the flocculation of the MWNTs and that
the closer to the percolation threshold the coatings is the less flocculation, and thus
less time is required before the conductive networks are broken. This means that
for un-pigmented coatings, a loading level significantly higher than the percolation
threshold should be used to allow for a degree of flocculation and that higher cure
temperatures, and lower delays between application and curing, may be needed to
produce conductive coating containing MWNTs. For highly pigmented systems such
as IP6-9003 loadings closer to the percolation threshold will be acceptable and air
drying of the coating is possible.
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The time between mixing of the coatings and the MWNT dispersions between
applications does not have an effect on the coatings sheet resistance even though
flocculation is clearly visible. This is likely to be due to the high shear forces
during spray application breaking up the weak flocculants prior to deposition onto
the substrate.
The dry film properties of the IP6-9003 are not adversely affected by the inclusion
of the MWNTs and dispersants. This supports relatively high dispersant loadings
obtained in Chapter 6. The increase in the matt level of the coatings containing Tego
685 dispersions is attributed to the increased surface roughness, which is attributed
to the gelling behaviour of the MWNT dispersion, which did increase the apparent
thixotropy of the coatings and limit the flow out of the coatings onto the substrate.
8.6 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this Chapter:
1. IP6-9003 matt black polyurethane coatings with a sheet resistance between 1
kΩ/sq and 25 MΩ/sq can be produced with a loading of NC7000 as low as 0.3
wt. % using NC7000 MWNTs and EFKA 4310 dispersant.
2. A degree of flocculation of MWNTs causes percolation of a conductive network
at lower loading levels; with coatings produced using NC7000, dispersed using
Tego 685, percolating at a loading of 0.2 wt. % and those produced using
EFKA 4310 percolating at 0.25 wt. %.
3. Any flocculation of the MWNTs during mixing of the dispersions with the
coating components and the time between mixing and application is broken
up during the spray application.
4. MWNTs can flocculate during coating curing and this flocculation is more
severe in unpigmented coatings than in highly pigmented coatings.
5. The sensitivity of the sheet resistance of an unpigmented coating system to
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curing conditions is affected by the loading of MWNTs, the temperature of
cure and the time before the coating is heated.
6. The sheet resistance of a highly pigmented coating system is less sensitive to
cure conditions than an unpigmented system.
7. The addition of MWNTs and dispersant does not adversely affect the dry film
properties of the IP6-9003 matt black polyurethane top coat.
In the next chapter, the main conclusions are given along with suggested future
work.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Introduction
The aims of the research were to characterise commercially available MWNTs and to
use these MWNTs to produce a commercially viable, matt black, aerospace standard,
static dissipative, polyurethane coating with a MWNT loading level significantly
lower than those required when using traditional graphite and carbon black fillers.
This chapter presents the main conclusions of the overall project and also brings
together some of the key conclusions from within each experimental chapter.
The recommended dispersion formulation to be used in conjunction with IP6-9003
is shown in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Recommended MWNT dispersion with 2 wt. % active dispersant and 1
wt. % MWNT loading in PMA
Component Weight (g) Weight (%)
PMA 475 95
EFKA 4310 20* 4*
NC7000 5 1
Total 500 100
*Note: EFKA 4310 is 50 wt. % active
The recommend commercial MWNT is NC7000 due to its apparent longer length,
discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, and its low rheological and electrical percolation
thresholds, discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, at a loading level of 1.0 wt. % to the
solvent. The recommended solvent is PMA due to MWNT dispersions in PMA
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being more stable when diluted with both PMA and MIBK and that dispersions in
either PMA or MIBK were more stable when diluted with PMA, as discussed in
Chapter 6. The recommended dispersant is EFKA 4310 at a loading of 200 wt. %
active dispersant to the MWNT loading as discussed in Chapter 6. EFKA 4310 is
recommended as is formed stable dispersions of MWNTs in PMA with no
thixotropic behavior and showed the best compatibility when mixed with
Desmophen 651, discussed in Chapter 6, and produced IP6-9003 coating with the
lowest sheet resistance that were less sensitive to curing conditions than those
produced with Tego 685, as discussed in Chapter 8.
The recommended MWNT loading level in the dry film of IP6-9003 would be 0.75
wt. % and using the above MWNT dispersion, coatings could be both force cured
at 80 °C for one hour, or air dried as the non modified coating is and still result in
sheet resistances in the static dissipative range.
9.2 Conclusions
Below are the major conclusions relating to the two aims of this thesis:
1. MWNTs synthesised on a commercial scale, although having similar
properties displayed on their technical data sheets, contain agglomerates with
different structures and impurities of different compositions due to different
synthesis methods and post-processing, such as purification functionalisation,
which directly affect other powder properties and processing characteristics.
2. Using a scalable sonication dispersion process and high molecular weight
dispersants, stable dispersions of commercially available MWNTs, with a
loading level of 1 wt. %, can be produced in organic solvents that are
currently used in the paint industry and not under threat of restriction from
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH) legislation.
3. A commercially viable, polyurethane topcoat with a sheet resistance between
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1 kΩ/sq and 25 MΩ/sq can be produced with a loading level of 0.3 wt. %
MWNTs by blending the aforementioned MWNT dispersions with an existing
coating formulation to form a three pack matt black coating, without adversely
affecting other dry film properties.
Conclusions are drawn at the end of each experimental chapter and reader’s attention
is directed to these conclusions in addition to the overall conclusions detailed in this
chapter.
Below are a number of the more substantive overall conclusions drawn from each
chapter, that are not captured directly by the above three statements.
Chapter 4:
1. SEM and EDX analysis reveal that agglomerates of MWNTs synthesised by
different suppliers have different structures and these structures relate to the
specific growth mechanism of the nanotubes and the catalyst support used.
2. TGA analysis concluded that the total residual catalyst and catalyst support
within the MWNT agglomerates does not directly relate to the thermal
stability of a MWNT and the thermal stability is largely affected by the
amount and the type of transition metal remaining.
3. SEM and gas adsorption (the latter using BET and DFT) revealed that
further wet processing, such as purification, functionalisation or shortening of
MWNTs, changes the structure of the MWNT agglomerates and leads to a
tightening of the entangled tubes.
Chapter 5:
1. Both components of the coating resin system and all of the dispersants
investigated contain chemical groups that are capable of forming hydrogen
bonds and dipole-dipole interactions.
2. The dispersants investigated, although containing similar chemical groups,
have a range of different structures - from relatively linear chains with polar
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and non-polar sections, to highly complex, branched polymer chains.
Chapter 6:
1. Stable dispersions of MWNTs can be produced in organic solvents using
dispersants traditionally used for carbon black, with the required loading
relating to the specific surface area of the MWNT sample and not the total
weight.
2. Smaller, less complex dispersants are more effective at stabilising MWNTs in
organic solvents than larger molecules with more complex branched structures.
3. MWNTs require a higher dispersant loading level than a CB with a similar
surface area in order to disperse.
4. Changes in viscosity, apparent in some MWNT dispersions during dispersion,
are caused by changes in agglomerate structure during dispersion and a staged
approach of the agglomerate breakdown.
Chapter 7:
1. Stable dispersions of MWNTs do not always remain stable when mixed with a
polymer resin, but coatings containing dispersed MWNTs can still be produced
even if flocculation of the MWNTs has occurred.
2. Rheology characterisation is a useful tool in MWNT dispersion
characterisation in resins and can differentiate MWNTs of different aspect
ratios and the dispersion level through the detection of the onset of
thixotropic flow behaviour.
Chapter 8:
1. Coatings with a surface resistance between 1 kΩ/sq and 25 MΩ/sq can be
produced with a loading of NC7000 as low as 0.3 wt. %.
2. Any flocculation of MWNTs during mixing of dispersions with coating
components, during the time between mixing and application, are broken up
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during the spray application process, having no effect on the final coating
sheet resistance. A degree of flocculation during coating curing causes
percolation of a conductive network at lower loading levels.
3. MWNTs can flocculate during coating curing, affecting the cured coating sheet
resistance; this flocculation is more severe in un-pigmented systems and can
be reduced with higher cure temperatures and less time between application
and curing.
9.3 Future Work
Throughout the work presented in this thesis there are many areas for continuation
and areas of improvement that could not be explored due to the time and resource
limitation of the project. Three areas of future work are discussed below.
In Chapter 4, commercially available MWNTs were characterised using a variety of
methods and it was shown that the nanotube agglomerates of each powder had
different structures. The structural differences from the industrial grades from each
supplier were shown to be the result of different growth methods, but structural
differences were also shown between purified and functionalised grades, which are
based on the industrial grades, with a clear tightening of the agglomerates after
acid treatment confirmed by both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
nitrogen adsorption. One area of future work is to purify, functionalise and shorten
an industrial grade of MWNTs, ensuring all MWNTs came from a single batch.
Even though a degree of process control can be assumed, which would lead to
reproducible samples, it is likely that the purified, functionalised and shortened
grades characterised in Chapter 4 did not originate from the same batch of
industrial grade MWNTs that were characterised. To add to the robustness of the
conclusions in Chapter 4, there would be benefit in purifying and functionalising
samples from the same industrial grade samples directly, to ensure that none of the
findings are the result of batch to batch variation.
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During this work, a recirculating pilot dispersion set-up was designed and
constructed, but the thickening nature of the NC7000 dispersions meant that only
the batch configuration was used to form the final dispersions and only dispersions
with a maximum loading of 1 wt. % MWNTs were manufactured. A second area
of future work is to optimise the dispersion formulation for use with the
recirculating system and to increase both the MWNT loading and the batch size;
thereby producing a conductive coating, in a batch size more representative of
industry while adding less solvent as a consequence.
Chapter 5 details that dispersions of NC7000 thicken as the MWNT ropes untangle
and then thin as the individual tubes disperse. If the NC7000 is added gradually
over time, the thickening effect could be spread and higher dispersion levels achieved.
Once this thickening behaviour is understood in the batch system, the circulating
system could be used and the batch sizes significantly increased. The batch sizes
could be increased by increasing the capacity of the recirculating tank and the time
taken to disperse the MWNTs reduced by putting multiple sonotrodes in parallel in
the recirculating system.
Expanding on the rheological behavior of the MWNT dispersions when mixed with
resin, repeating the rheological study in Chapter 6 with a rheometer that gave
viscosity measurements in S.I. base units and were not dependant on the exact
apparatus used, would allow rheological results to be compared to those in the
literature. Similar studies could also be repeated by increasing the MWNT content
by using higher concentration MWNT dispersion masterbatches. This would allow
the exact effect of the MWNTs to be isolated rather then be convoluted with the
additional solvent addition required in this work to increase the MWNT loading.
Lastly, if MWNTs of different aspect ratios could be acquired, a direct relationship
between MWNT aspect ratio and the rheological and electrical percolation
thresholds could be investigated.
The final matt black, static dissipative, polyurethane topcoat, presented in Chapter
8, was produced by blending solvent containing MWNTs with the as-produced IP6-
9003 coating manufactured by Indestructible Paint Ltd. Due to the loading of the
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MWNT dispersions and the completed nature of the IP6-9003, the addition of the
dispersions increased the solvent levels in the applied coatings to above the 420 g/l
of the original coating.
One way to reduce the solvent in the nanotube dispersions would be to incorporate
resin into the solvent, MWNT and dispersant mixture prior to sonication. It was
shown in Chapter 7 that Desmophen 651 resin could be included with the solvent,
dispersant and MWNTs prior to sonication, and that even though the MWNTs
flocculated once the sonication was stopped, the MWNTs were still dispersed once
coatings were produced. The ability of spray application to break any MWNT
flocculation was confirmed in Chapter 8 and the combination of these two findings
open up the prospect for further research into ways to combine the manufacture
of the dispersions with the manufacture of the rest of the coating and, even if
flocculation occurs, this may be acceptable and not affect the sheet resistance of the
coating once applied.
The dispersions could be used in place of the solvent and resin that is added to the
mill base during the let-down in manufacture of the IP6-9003. The resin that is
included with the solvent could either be added to the dispersion and mixed prior
to the let-down of the mill base, or the resin could be directly incorporated into the
dispersion prior to sonication, as was the case in Chapter 6.
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Desmophen 651
Figure A.1: FT-IR spectra for Desmophen 651
Figure A.2: 1H NMR spectra for Desmophen 651
Figure A.3: 13C NMR spectra for Desmophen 651
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Desmodur N75
Figure A.4: FT-IR spectra for Desmodur N75
Figure A.5: 1H NMR spectra for Desmodur N75
Figure A.6: 13C NMR spectra for Desmodur N75
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Tego 670
Figure A.7: FT-IR spectra for Tego 670
Figure A.8: 1H NMR spectra for Tego 670
Figure A.9: 13C NMR spectra for Tego 670
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Figure A.10: TGA and DTG curves for Tego 670
Figure A.11: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for Tego 670
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Tego 685
Figure A.12: FT-IR spectra for Tego 685
Figure A.13: 1H NMR spectra for Tego 685
Figure A.14: 13C NMR spectra for Tego 685
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Figure A.15: TGA and DTG curves for Tego 685
Figure A.16: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for Tego 685
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EFKA 4310
Figure A.17: FT-IR spectra for EFKA 4310
Figure A.18: 1H NMR spectra for EFKA 4310
Figure A.19: 13C NMR spectra for EFKA 4310
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Figure A.20: TGA and DTG curves for EFKA 4310
Figure A.21: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for EFKA 4310
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EFKA 4320
Figure A.22: FT-IR spectra for EFKA 4320
Figure A.23: 1H NMR spectra for EFKA 4320
Figure A.24: 13C NMR spectra for EFKA 4320
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Figure A.25: TGA and DTG curves for EFKA 4320
Figure A.26: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for EFKA 4320
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EFKA 7700
Figure A.27: FT-IR spectra for EFKA 7700
Figure A.28: 1H NMR spectra for EFKA 7700
Figure A.29: 13C NMR spectra for EFKA 7700
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Figure A.30: TGA and DTG curves for EFKA 7700
Figure A.31: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for EFKA 7700
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BYK 9076
Figure A.32: FT-IR spectra for BYK 9076
Figure A.33: 1H NMR spectra for BYK 9076
Figure A.34: 13C NMR spectra for BYK 9076
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Figure A.35: TGA and DTG curves for BYK 9076
Figure A.36: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for BYK 9076
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BYK 9077
Figure A.37: FT-IR spectra for BYK 9077
Figure A.38: 1H NMR spectra for BYK 9077
Figure A.39: 13C NMR spectra for BYK 9077
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Figure A.40: TGA and DTG curves for BYK 9077
Figure A.41: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for BYK 9077
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DISPERBYK 2155
Figure A.42: FT-IR spectra for DISPERBYK 2155
Figure A.43: 1H NMR spectra for DISPERBYK 2155
Figure A.44: 13C NMR spectra for DISPERBYK 2155
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Figure A.45: TGA and DTG curves for DISPERBYK 2155
Figure A.46: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for DISPERBYK 2155
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Solspers 39000
Figure A.47: FT-IR spectra for Solspers 76400
Figure A.48: 1H NMR spectra for Solspers 39000
Figure A.49: 13C NMR spectra for Solspers 39000
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Figure A.50: TGA and DTG curves for Solspers 39000
Figure A.51: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for Solspers 39000
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Solspers 76400
Figure A.52: FT-IR spectra for Solspers 76400
Figure A.53: 1H NMR spectra for Solspers 76400
Figure A.54: 13C NMR spectra for Solspers 76400
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Figure A.55: TGA and DTG curves for Solspers 76400
Figure A.56: Heat/cool/heat cycle DSC curves for Solspers 76400
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Commercially  grown,  multi-walled  carbon  nanotubes  (MWNTs),  available  in  kilogram  quantities  from
three commercial  suppliers  have  been  characterised  using  a number  of  analytical  techniques.  The  cat-
alysts  used  in the  growth  of the  MWNTs  are  identiﬁed  by energy  dispersive  X-ray  spectroscopy  (EDX)
and  different  growth  mechanisms  are  postulated  to  explain  the  various  structures  present  in  the  MWNT
stock  in  its as-supplied  form.  A tightening  of the  agglomerate  structures  during  puriﬁcation  and  func-
tionalisation  is  shown  using  scanning  electron  microscopy  (SEM)  and conﬁrmed  more  qualitatively  usingeywords:
arbon nanotubes
urface analysis
lectron microscopy
aman spectroscopy
pore-size  distributions  obtained  using  the  Brunauer–Emmett–Teller  (BET)  method  and  non-local  density
functional  theory  (NLDFT)  calculations.  Differences  in  thermal  stability  are  shown  using  thermogravimet-
ric  analysis  (TGA)  and  are  related  back to the  residual  catalysts  present.  X-ray  photoelectron  spectroscopy
(XPS)  is  used  to conﬁrm  functionalisation  of  certain  grades  and  Raman  spectroscopy  is  used  to investigate
the  level  of  defects  present.
©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  B.V. This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC BY  license. Introduction
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have received much
nterest since they were brought to the attention of the wider
esearch community in 1991 by Iijima [1] and although commer-
ially available, have yet to become widely utilised by industry in
arge volume applications. MWNTs have extraordinary mechanical
2], electrical [3] and thermal [4] properties and are now being used
n many research areas and commercial products; ranging from
oatings [5–7] and composites [2,8,9] to batteries [10–12] and ﬁl-
ers [13]. This work is part of a wider programme to assess the
otential of MWNTs as pigmentation for matt black static dissipa-
ive coatings for the aerospace industry. For this reason it has been
mportant to assess the characteristics of a selection of MWNTs
hat are available in kilogram quantities, at prices that would not
ake the cost of the end product prohibitively expensive. Although
here are papers addressing the characterisation of various grades
f MWNTs [14,15], there is a need for the characterisation of a wider
∗ Corresponding author. Current address: GKN Aerospace Services Ltd, Golf Course
ane, Bristol BS34 9AU, UK.
E-mail address: Chris.White@GKNAerospace.com (C.M. White).
1 Current address: The Advanced Composites Centre for Innovation and Science,
niversity of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, UK.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.porgcoat.2015.09.020
300-9440/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article u(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
range of commercially grown MWNTs using the same characteri-
sation methodology.
In this study MWNTs, commercially grown via chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) methods by NanocylTM, Arkema and Bayer
MaterialScience, are comprehensively characterised by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spec-
troscopy, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), surface area analysis
by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method and pore size distri-
butions (PSDs) using non-local density functional theory (NLDFT).
This characterisation will aid in the formulation of coatings and
composites using MWNTs where attributes such as agglomerate
structure and surface area affect the optimum dispersion method,
processing time and dispersant loading.
MWNTs are not only available in their raw state and are often
used in a puriﬁed or functionalised state. The most common puriﬁ-
cation and functionalisation methods for MWNTs involve further
wet processing in acids [16,17] and length reduction of MWNTs
has been achieved in various ways including oxidation with acids
[18] and ball milling [16,19]. All of these techniques involve wet
processing followed by washing and then drying of the nanotubes;
in this study the restructuring of the MWNT  agglomerates after
processing is evaluated.
The most basic industrial coatings are a ﬂuid blend of binder,
solvents, additives and pigments. The inclusion of MWNTs into a
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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oating can introduce electrical conductivity, physical reinforce-
ent and other properties to the coating. These properties have a
igh dependency on the MWNTs remaining reasonably untangled
nd uniformly dispersed during storage and coating curing. All of
hese properties are directly inﬂuenced by the physical properties
f the MWNTs that are investigated within this study.
. Materials
MWNTs were sourced from NanocylTM S.A. (Belgium), Arkema
France) and Bayer MaterialScience AG (Germany). Details of the
arious grades are summarised in Table 1 along with properties as
etailed in the suppliers’ technical data sheets [20–25].
. Techniques
SEM was performed on a JEOL JSM-7100F ﬁeld emission SEM
quipped with a Thermo Scientiﬁc triple analysis system featuring
n UltraDry EDX detector, used in this work, a MagnaRay wave-
ength dispersive X-ray (WDX) system and a QuasOr camera for
lectron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). An accelerating voltage of
 kV was employed for SEM images and 15 kV for EDX analysis.
or SEM, samples of each MWNT  powder were sprinkled onto car-
on adhesive tabs and a 2 nm gold coating was  applied to reduce
harging effects. For X-ray analysis, samples of each MWNT  pow-
er were sprinkled onto a fragment of silicon wafer. Three locations
rom three separate agglomerates were analysed by EDX for each
WNT  sample at a magniﬁcation of 5000×. The mean result was
hen used to conﬁrm the elements present. The substrate signal
SiK) was excluded from the quantiﬁcation.
XPS was performed using a Theta Probe spectrometer (Thermo
cientiﬁc) operating in constant analyzer energy (CAE) mode using
 monochromated Al-K anode. Survey spectra were obtained from
 to 1350 eV using a pass energy of 300 eV and a step size of 0.4 eV.
igh resolution spectra of the C1s, O1s and, where appropriate, N1s,
a2p and Cl2p regions were obtained using a pass energy of 20 eV
nd a step size of 0.2 eV. Quantitative surface analysis was calcu-
ated from the high resolution core level spectra by peak ﬁtting,
ollowing the removal of a non-linear Shirley background, using
he manufacturer’s standard Avantage software.
Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Reinshaw inVia micro-
aman spectrometer with a laser wavelength of 633 nm and a
ower of 1.67 mW measured at the sample. A 50× objective was
sed and the scan time of 10 s. Ten spectra were collected from
ifferent agglomerates for each MWNT  sample. Peak ﬁtting was
erformed using Origin Pro software.
TGA was performed on a TA Q500 (TA Instruments) from room
emperature to 800 ◦C with a heating rate of 5 ◦C/min. The sample
ize was ca. 5 mg  and the analysis was performed in air, and a bal-
nce gas of nitrogen, with ﬂow rates of 60 ml/min and 40 ml/min
espectively.
Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were measured using a Gem-
ni V surface area analyser (Micromeritics) at 77 K. Speciﬁc surface
able 1
 Summary of the MWNTs investigated and properties supplied by the manufacturers.
Product name Description 
NanocylTM NC7000 Industrial grade 
NanocylTM NC3100 Puriﬁed grade 
NanocylTM NC3150 Puriﬁed and shortened 
NanocylTM NC3101 Puriﬁed and COOH functionalised grade 
NanocylTM NC3151 Puriﬁed, shortened and COOH functionalised grade 
NanocylTM NC3152 Puriﬁed, shortened and NH2 functionalised grade 
Arkema C100 Industrial grade 
Bayer C150P Industrial grade 
Bayer C150HP Puriﬁed grade ic Coatings 90 (2016) 44–53 45
areas (SSA) were calculated using the BET method [26] and the
PSDs were calculated using the inﬁnite slit NLDFT model [27,28] on
the adsorption isotherm. The analysis software used was DataMas-
ter from Micromeritics. Before analysis, samples were out-gassed
under N2 for 24 h at 150 ◦C using FlowPrep 060 (Micromeritics).
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Appearance by SEM
Low magniﬁcation SEM micrographs reveal differences in the
MWNT  agglomerates that make up the supplied powder. NC7000
consist of ropes or yarns, ca. 2–3 m in diameter, of highly entan-
gled tubes showing some degree of alignment. These ropes then
tangle to form larger, more loosely entangled agglomerates ran-
ging in size from ca. 10 m to 1 mm,  individual ropes up to 40 m
in length from support to tip were observed. Both C150P and C100
resemble more ‘birds-nest’ type agglomerates showing no sign of
ropes or alignment. These tubes are also highly entangled, with
agglomerate dimensions in the same range as NC7000, but with the
majority towards the higher end of the scale, with C100 being most
consistent in size. SEM micrographs showing typical agglomerates
from each sample are shown in Fig. 1.
For samples that have undergone further processing, such
as puriﬁcation, shortening or functionalisation, the agglomerate
structure changes, as shown in Fig. 2. NanocylTM NC3100, a puriﬁed
grade based of NC7000 appears to have similar sized agglomerates
and still has signs of a rope structure, although these are much
less clear than in NC7000 agglomerates, and the individual tubes
seem more tightly entangled. NC3101, a carboxylic acid function-
alised grade based on NC3100, appears to have a similar structure
to NC3100, although the tightening of the agglomerates seems even
more severe. NC3151, a shortened and then acid functionalised
grade based on NC3100, consists of much smaller primary agglom-
erates and again, the individual tubes are even more tightly tangled
together. Bayer C150HP, a puriﬁed grade of C150P, follows a simi-
lar change as that from NC7000 to NC3100 in that the agglomerates
seem similar in size, but the entanglement has tightened.
Based on these observations there is an indication that wet
processing steps lead to a tightening of nanotube agglomerates and
that the process NanocylTM use to shorten their MWNTs leads to a
reduction in agglomerate size.
4.2. Bulk composition by EDX
It is well known that most MWNTs carry a small concentration
of catalyst residue within their structure. EDX was  used to deter-
mine the composition of the metal catalysts used in the synthesis
of the MWNTs and to identify any contaminants present. The spec-
tra obtained for NC7000 is shown in Fig. 3, catalysts residues are
readily observed with an intense AlK signal and weak signals of
FeK and CoK.
Quantity (g) C purity (%) Diameter (nm) Length (m)
2000 90 9.5 1.5
2 >95 9.5 1.5
2 >95 9.5 <1
2 >95 9.5 1.5
2 >95 9.5 <1
2 >95 9.5 <1
100 >90 10–15 0.1–10
500 >95 5–20 1–10
1000 >95 5–20 1–10
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Fig. 1. SEM micrographs showing the agglomerate size and structure of the
Table 2
EDX analysis of the MWNT  powders.
Main impurities (wt%) Trace impurities
NC7000 Al (5.9) Fe (0.5) Co (0.2) Na
NC3100 Fe (0.2 Co (0.1)
NC3150 Al (0.1) Fe (0.2) Co (0.1) Ca Cl S Mg
NC3101 Fe (0.5) Co (0.1) Cl (0.9) Mg  (0.3) Ca (2.6) Mn (0.1) Al Na S
NC3151 Al (0.1) Fe (0.2) Cl (2.4) Mg (0.3) Na (0.1) Mn (0.4)
Ca (1.5)
Co S K
NC3152 Al (0.1) Fe (0.6) Co (0.3) Cl (0.2) Ca (0.2) Na Mg S
C100 Al (1.2) Fe (4.5)
C150P Al (0.5) Mg (0.5) Mn  (0.5) Co (0.5)
d
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lapping of the oxygen and aluminium atoms conﬁrms the supportC150HP Co (1.2) Cl (0.3) Al Mn
Table 2 summarises the elements detected for each CNT pow-
er. All quantities are based on the mean analysis of three separate
rea scans on three different agglomerates. Only elements detected
n all three analysis areas are shown as main impurities, with mean
alues higher than 0.1% by weight. It should be noted that some
lements are present very close to the sensitivity limit of EDX and
hat the samples were not ﬂat or dense, making them less than
deal samples for EDX analysis. NC7000 shows a large amount of
luminium and smaller quantities of both iron and cobalt. C150P
ontains mainly cobalt, manganese, magnesium and aluminium industrial grade MWNTs; NC7000 (a, b), C100 (c, d) and C150P (e, f).
and C100 mainly iron and aluminium. MWNTs are routinely grown
from iron, cobalt and manganese catalysts and aluminium oxide
and magnesium oxide are used as catalyst supports [29–32], which
explains the presence of these elements. These elements are also
mentioned in various patents from NanocylTM [33,34], Bayer Mate-
rialScience [35,36], and Arkema [37].
When puriﬁed to NC3100 the large quantity of aluminium oxide
present in NC7000 reduces to just trace amounts, as does the cobalt
concentration. Traces of sulphur are also present, indicating that the
puriﬁcation step used by NanocylTM probably involves the use of
sulphuric acid. Puriﬁcation of both NanocylTM and Bayer industrial
grades results in a large reduction in catalyst and catalyst sup-
port, but appears more effective at removing the support than the
metal catalyst particles; thereby indicating some catalyst may be
located inside the nanotubes, as reported by Pumera [38]. Nano-
tubes that have undergone further processing contain additional
contaminants including chlorine, sulphur, calcium and magnesium.
EDX elemental mapping shows the distributions of the metal
catalysts and catalyst support within the agglomerates and the
results for the three industrial grades are shown in Fig. 4. The over-material for all three industrial grades and iron (NC7000 and C100)
and cobalt (C150P) maps conﬁrm the ﬁnely dispersed catalyst
particles.
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fFig. 2. SEM micrographs for NC3100 (a, b), NC3101 (c, d), NC315
A good review of nanotube growth is given by Zhang et al. [39]
ho divided nanotube growth into two types; either aligned or
gglomerated. Typical powder catalysts used in nanotube synthesis
onsist of metal nanoparticles on a support. When a source of car-
on is introduced (for example methane), carbon nanotubes grow
nd as they grow they crush and eventually rupture the catalyst
articles, dispersing them throughout the nanotube agglomerate
hat is formed. This is the method of growth used to produce
aytubes® [40] and explains the ‘birds nest structure’ observed
y SEM and the ﬁnely dispersed catalyst seen in the EDX maps
or Bayer C150P (Fig. 4). As the SEM micrographs and EDX maps) and C150HP (g, h) showing changes in agglomerate structure.
for C100 are very similar to C150P, it is likely they also grow in
this way. NanocylTM NC7000 contains distinctive support particles
of aluminium oxide which have not been crushed and ﬁnely dis-
persed throughout the agglomerates and the EDX maps show ropes
growing from both sides of these well deﬁned support particles,
making them very different from both C100 and C150P. The SEM
micrograph and EDX maps shown in Fig. 5 clearly show the pri-
mary structure of NC7000 as highly entangled ropes grown from
an aluminium oxide support. The highly entangled nature of the
ropes may  be explained by the surface of the aluminium oxide sup-
port; Atthipalli et al. [41] showed that the surface roughness of the
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Fig. 3. EDX spectra for NC7000.
Fig. 4. EDX elemental maps for the three industrial grades of MWNTs.
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Fig. 5. EDX elemental maps showing the ropes of NC700
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upport used to grow carbon nanotubes reduces alignment and a
atent from NanocylTM [33] describing catalyst production refers
o milling and sieving of support powder that would not lead to a
mooth surface.
.3. Surface analysis by XPS
XPS reveals the surface chemistry of the MWNTs. The survey
pectra for NC7000, NC3150 and NC3151 are shown in Fig. 6. The
egree of graphitisation and oxidation can be measured using the
1s peak and O1s peak, respectively.
The spectra are dominated by the C1s peak at 284.8 eV with a
mall O1s peak at 532 eV that increases and broadens in the acid
unctionalised grades. The O1s peak at 532 eV corresponds to the
arbonyl bond in an acid or ester [42,43]. The results of the quanti-
ative surface analysis are summarised in Table 3.
All MWNT  grades have oxygen on the surface, likely as a result
f the catalytic growth process; the quantity of oxygen is rela-
ively low in the raw industrial grades, although for NC7000 is
lightly higher than C100 and C150P. While this could be a result of
he high level of aluminium oxide in NC7000, aluminium was  not
etected by XPS. There is no increase in oxygen when comparing
C7000 to NC3100, which would indicate that the puriﬁcation pro-
ess used by NanocylTM does not impact the degree of oxidation of
able 3
urface chemical analysis of the MWNT  powders.
Surface composition (atomic%)
C O N Cl Ca
NC7000 98.5 1.5 – – –
NC3100 98.8 1.6 – – –
NC3150 97.7 2.3 – – –
NC3101 87.9 11.6 – – 0.6
NC3151 86.8 12.9 – 0.3 –
NC3152 98.0 1.4 0.6 – –
C100 99.5 0.5 – – –
C150P 99.2 0.8 – – –
C150HP 97.7 2.3 – – –0 clearly growing from aluminium oxide particles.
the nanotubes. Shortening of the MWNTs may  increase the degree
of oxidation of the MWNT, which is expected as the tubes are bro-
ken, but this cannot be shown deﬁnitively as any small increase
or decrease could be from batch-to-batch variation. For the acid
functionalised grades from NanocylTM, there is a clear increase in
oxygen surface concentration to 11.6% and 12.9% for puriﬁed and
puriﬁed-shortened grades respectively, conﬁrming the addition of
oxygen containing groups on the nanotube surface.
4.4. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is widely used to provide information
relating to the quality of nanotubes, although most work relates
to single walled nanotubes with MWNTs being less well under-
stood. The main features of a Raman spectra for a graphitic material
are described in detail by Dresselhaus et al. [44] and Farrari et al.
[45] but for MWNTs the spectra consist mainly of the D band
(≈1350 cm−1), G Band (≈1580 cm−1), and 2D (≈2700 cm−1) band,
sometimes called G′ band. The disorder induced D band relates to
vibrations from defects present in a carbon structure. The G band
relates to the in-plane vibration of an ideal sp2 bonded carbon struc-
ture and the 2D band is the ﬁrst overtone of the D band and is always
present in a graphitic sample and is used to infer long range order
in a carbon based structure.
The ratio of ID/IG has long been used as an indication of the
quality of nanotubes with an increase in the ratio, meaning more
defective nanotubes or the presence of more amorphous carbon
in the sample. Behler et al. [46] observed a change in the position
and intensity of the D band with changing excitation wavelength,
making it difﬁcult to standardise and compare ID/IG ratios obtained
using different wavelengths. DiLeo et al. [47] proposed that defects
would reduce the double resonance process that results in the
decreasing of the 2D band, making the I2D/IG ratio a better indicator
of crystalinity in MWNTs. Another advantage to using the 2D band,
as opposed the D band, is that the 2D band is always present and
satisﬁes the Raman selection rule [48] where the D band is forbid-
den and requires defects to be present [49]. Other researchers have
used the ratio of the areas of the peaks rather than the intensities
to infer quality [50].
Fig. 7 shows a typical Raman spectra for NC7000 with a relatively
intense D band and a G band of lower intensity, typical of a highly
defective structure [51].
Table 4 summarises the ratios of the intensities as peak heights
(I) and areas (A) of the D band to G band and the 2D band to the G
band.
All ratios are similar to each other, with only C100 showing
a slightly lower D/G band ratio and slightly higher 2D/G band
ratio, inferring lower numbers of defects and higher crystallinity.
As discussed, it can be difﬁcult to directly compare Raman spec-
tra and thus band ratios obtained using different equipment, but
these similarities are in agreement with Tessonnier et al. [14] who
showed NC3100 and C150P had similar ID/IG ratios of 2.1 and 1.8,
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Fig. 7. Typical Raman spectra for NC7000.
Table 4
Intensity and area ratios for Raman peaks.
Sample ID/IG I2D/IG AD/AG A2D/AG
NC7000 1.12 0.45 1.24 0.79
NC3100 1.11 0.42 1.27 0.77
NC3150 1.08 0.43 1.21 0.79
NC3101 1.14 0.41 1.23 0.70
NC3151 1.17 0.36 1.27 0.67
NC3152 1.09 0.42 1.25 0.76
C100 0.93 0.61 1.02 1.02
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Table 5
SSA and total pore volume for the nanotube agglomerates showing nanotubes from
NanocylTM have a higher surface area and pore volume than those produced by
Arkema and Bayer.
SSA (m2 g−1) Pore volume (cm3 g−1)
NC7000 476 3.56
NC3100 323 2.86
NC3150 416 1.89
NC3101 317 1.17
NC3151 377 1.29
NC3152 318 1.45
C100 249 2.51C150P 1.09 0.51 1.17 0.87
C150HP 1.12 0.46 1.21 0.79
espectively. Due to the similarity of the D/G band and 2D/G band
atios, it can be concluded that the puriﬁcation processes used by
oth NanocylTM and Bayer MaterialScience and the functionalisa-
ion process used by NanocylTM do not increase the number of
efects within the nanotubes.
.5. Surface area and pore size distribution
SSA is an important parameter for a pigment as it provides an
ndication to the amount of binder, or dispersant, that is required to
ully wet the particle surface. The pore size distribution was  inves-
igated to detect the differences in agglomerate structure observed
ia SEM.
All nanotubes exhibit Type IV BET isotherms with Type II charac-
eristics, according to the IUPAC classiﬁcation [52,53]. This indicates
 mesoporous material with possible small macropores. Isotherms
or various NanocylTM grades are shown in Fig. 8.
The SSA and total pore volume for each nanotube powder are
ummarised in Table 5.
Industrial grade nanotubes from NanocylTM have the highest
SA at 475 m2 g−1 followed by Arkema with 249 m2 g−1 and lastly
ayer with 210 m2 g−1. Peigney et al. [54] showed that nanotube
urface area was related to nanotube diameter and number of walls
nd this is likely the source of the difference between these samples.
his is in agreement with the manufacturers data, showing C100
Fig. 8. BET adsorption isotherms for the NanocylTM range of MWNTs.C150P 210 2.07
C150HP 221 1.67
and C150P having similar diameters and numbers of walls. The
similarity in diameter was conﬁrmed by Rosca et al. [8]. NanocylTM
report a narrower diameter for NC7000, but do not specify this as
the external diameter [20]. Tessonnier et al. [14] measured the SSA
of NC3100, which are based on NC7000, and found it to be signiﬁ-
cantly higher than C150P and also observed that C150P had more
wall terminations and more regular closing of the internal chan-
nels, drastically reducing the accessible internal surface area and
thus explaining the higher SSA measured for NC7000 in this study.
The SSA for NC3100 measured in this study was very similar to
the 334 m2 g−1 measured by Tessonnier et al. but the SSA of C150P
measured in this study is lower than the 228 m2 g−1 measured by
Tessonnier et al. This is likely due to batch-to-batch variation, as an
increased amount of residual catalyst would lead to an overestima-
tion of the SSA of a MWNT  sample. The residual catalyst measured
by Tessonnier et al. using TGA for C150P was 4% compared to 2.9%
in this study, which would account for the higher SSA.
When comparing NanocylTM puriﬁed MWNTs to their industrial
grade equivalent, there is a reduction in SSA from 476 m2 g−1 to
323 m2 g−1 for NC7000 and NC3100, respectively. This decrease is
likely due to either the removal of the catalyst support, which will
have had a high surface area, or batch variation. Puriﬁed and short-
ened MWNTs from NanocylTM (NC3150) have a higher surface area
than puriﬁed MWNTs, which is due to the shortening of the tubes
making the internal channels within the tubes more accessible. The
small increase in SSA when comparing C150P to C150HP, which has
undergone a puriﬁcation process, could be for the same reason. The
functionalised grades from NanocylTM have lower SSAs than their
un-functionalised equivalents, but they still show the same rise in
SSA when the tubes are shortened.
The PSD for the industrial grade MWNTs are shown in Fig. 9 and
show a bi-modal distribution. The ﬁrst distribution (3–20 nm) falls
within the diameter dimensions for the MWNTs when considering
inner tube diameter, inner channel diameter and outer tube diam-
eter and likely corresponds to pores attributed to individual tubes.
The second distribution corresponds to spaces between tubes and
is a result of the bundled nature of the nanotube agglomerates.
Fig. 9. PSDs for industrial grade MWNTs showing similar bi-modal distributions.
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Table 6
Residual catalyst (as a% of initial mass), T50 and TMAX of the MWNT  powders.
Residual (%) T50 (◦C) TMAX (◦C)
NC7000 11.9 569 579
NC3100 2.5 585 598
NC3150 2.5 575 588
NC3101 4.7 472 498
NC3151 4.3 485 508
NC3152 2.8 558 571
C100 9.2 565 573ig. 10. PSDs for the various grades of MWNTs from NanocylTM showing a reduction
n pore size with increased processing.
If the pore volume contributions are separated in relation to
hese distributions, an insight into the pore volume from within
he tubes and from the agglomerates can be achieved.
Taking the NanocylTM range as an example, Fig. 10 shows a clear
hift in the second distribution towards smaller pores after the
anotubes have been puriﬁed, shortened and functionalised, indi-
ating a restructuring in the agglomerates in agreement with the
bservation from the SEM micrographs. The most common puriﬁ-
ation methods involve acid solutions [16,17], indicating the tubes
re wet-processed and subsequently dried, which would explain
his change in the agglomerate structure. For shortened tubes this
hange is even more pronounced and the shift leads to a combin-
ng of the two distributions, which is due to shorter tubes being
ble to pack more densely. Functionalisation, which involves fur-
her processing, follows this trend and the distributions not only
ombine but also shift even further towards smaller pores in the
hortened grades.
Fig. 11 shows the cumulative pore volume for the two  pore size
anges, for the MWNTs considered in this work. The volume in the
ores with diameters <20 nm remains relatively consistent across
anotube samples, although there is an increase from NC7000 to
C3150, which again can be attributed to either tube opening
r enlargement of defects. The same rise is present for NC3151
nd NC3101, but not in NC3100, implying that the functionalisa-
ion process opens the tube ends or enlarges defects regardless of
hether the tubes have been shortened or not. This same increase
s observed when comparing C150P and C150HP, indicating either
ube opening or defect enlargement or a combination of the two
uring Bayer’s puriﬁcation process. When considering the cumu-
ative volume from larger pores in the agglomerate structure, it
s clear that with increased processing steps, pore volume drops
onsiderably. This is true for both NanocylTM and Bayer grades
nd shows the tightening of the agglomerates reducing the volume
etween the tubes, in agreement with SEM micrographs. Using this
Fig. 11. Pore volumes for each distribution showingC150P 2.9 532 543
C150HP 1.8 566 581
method to evaluate how tightly entangled agglomerates are, the
PSD data indicate that NC7000 is more loosely agglomerated than
C100, which is more loosely agglomerated than C150P, in agree-
ment with Krause et al. [15] who found C150P required ﬁve times
more energy to disperse than NC7000. In contrast, Tessonnier et al.
[14] predicted that C150P was  more loosely agglomerated than
NC3100, which is based on NC7000, as less volume from larger
pores was present. It is worth noting that NC7000 has two agglom-
erate structures; primary tightly agglomerated ropes and more
loosely agglomerated bundles of ropes. The pore size distribution
is an amalgamation of these two  structures.
4.6. Thermogravimetric analysis
TGA is often used to characterise the oxidation behaviour of
MWNTs, as well as in the determination of the residual catalyst
content [16,17,19,55]. Table 6 summarises the minimum residual
catalyst for each sample after 800 ◦C; the temperature to 50% mass
(T50) and the temperature of maximum combustion rate (TMAX)
taken from the derivative of the TGA curve. These values give an
indication of the rate of oxidation and the purity and uniformity of
the samples.
It is well documented that oxidation temperature relates to
residual catalyst and defects present in the structure of carbon
nanotubes [56]. From the Raman analysis it was shown that all
powders are similar in terms of defects with all having relatively
high levels. MWNTs from Bayer combust at a lower temperature
than those from NanocylTM, with NC7000 and C150P having TMAX
of 579 ◦C and 543 ◦C respectively. This can be seen more clearly
in Fig. 12. For both manufacturers, puriﬁcation increases oxidation
temperature but the increase in TMAX is larger for Bayer than for
NanocylTM nanotubes; NC7000 to NC3100 has an increase in TMAX
of 19 ◦C where C150P to C150HP has an increase of 38 ◦C. Although
the residual catalyst for NC7000 is higher than all other samples,
EDX has shown that the majority of that is aluminium oxide cata-
lyst support rather than metal catalyst particles. For C150P, more of
 a decrease in volume with further processing.
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he residual is metal catalyst (manganese and cobalt), which would
xplain the lower oxidation temperature. C100 oxidises at a tem-
erature much closer to that of NC7000 than that of C150P even
hough C100 does have a large amount of residual iron catalyst.
The EDX analysis for C100 indicated no cobalt catalyst and both
C7000 and C150P use cobalt as a co-catalyst with C150P show-
ng higher amounts than NC7000, which implies that the oxidation
emperature is more affected by the amount of residual cobalt in
he samples than residual support material or iron. For the further
rocessed NanocylTM grades, there is a reduction in TMAX of 10 ◦C
rom NC3100 to NC3150, which is likely caused by the increase in
ube ends and increase in accessible surface area shown by nitro-
en sorption data. Functionalised grades show a drop in mass below
00 ◦C, which is the oxidation of the functional groups [57], leaving
xposed defects and hotspots reducing the TMAX by 80 ◦C and 100 ◦C
or NC3101 and NC3151 from their un-functionalised equivalents.
. Concluding discussion
It is shown by SEM that the agglomerate structure of industrial
WNTs from NanocylTM (NC7000) take the form of highly entan-
led ropes or yarns of individual tubes, which then tangle to form
arge agglomerates. Industrial grade MWNTs from Arkema (C100)
nd Bayer (C150P) are similar to each other, taking the form of
ightly entangled bundles, but there is no sign of the alignment
resent in the NC7000. The more aligned and likely longer tubes of
C7000 should lead to lower percolation thresholds than the other
ommercial grades studied when properly dispersed in coatings or
omposites.
EDX suggests that differences in structure of the agglomerates
ome from differences in growth conditions, with NC7000 being
rown from platelets of aluminium oxide, while those of C100 and
150P are grown from a support that disintegrates as the tubes
row. EDX conﬁrms the catalysts and support used during growth
nd shows that although NC7000 has the highest level of impuri-
ies, the majority is aluminium oxide support rather than transition
etal catalyst. The high level of catalyst, as well as being shown
o affect the thermal properties of the MWNTs, will also have to
e considered when incorporating MWNTs in resin systems. The
elatively large support platelets of aluminium oxide observed in
C7000 will be present in any cured resin system and must be sta-
ilised. The small sizes of the disintegrated catalyst support of C100
nd C150P will likely have little effect on the coating or composite
hey are dispersed into. If the aluminium oxide particles of NC7000
o give undesired properties to cured resin systems, the puriﬁed
rade (NC3100) would be a good alternative.
Raman spectroscopy gives similar D/G and 2D/G ratios implying
ll grades are similar to each other in terms of quality. There is
o indication that the puriﬁcation processes used by NanocylTM
r Bayer MaterialScience, or the functionalisation process used by
anocylTM, increase the number of defects within the nanotubes.ic Coatings 90 (2016) 44–53
TGA shows a higher thermal stability for NanocylTM grades
when compared to Arkema or Bayer and this is thought to be due
to the higher level of residual transition metal catalyst in the lat-
ter samples. TGA and EDX also conﬁrmed the puriﬁed grades from
NanocylTM (NC3100) and Bayer (C150HP) contain lower levels of
residual catalyst and that the puriﬁcation process appears more
effective on the catalyst support than the transition metal catalyst
itself. These differences in thermal stability could cause different
changes in the thermal stability of any coating they are dispersed
into. These results also highlight thermal stability is not always
directly related to purity and that an understanding of the nature
of any impurities is important.
A tightening of the agglomerate structures during processing,
seen by SEM, is conﬁrmed using BET and NLDFT and shows mas-
sive decreases in the volume of the larger pores, attributed to
the agglomerate structure, following wet chemical treatment. As
a result, an indication of agglomerate structure can be obtained on
a larger sample size using BET and NLDFT than with SEM.
XPS shows that all grades have a low concentration of oxygen on
the surface from the CVD growth process and that COOH function-
alised grades from NanocylTM (NC3101 and NC3151) have increases
of circa 10% oxygen on their surfaces. This functional surface should
lead to better compatibility and stability in speciﬁc resin systems.
6. Conclusions
Commercially CVD grown MWNTs are supplied with various
agglomerate structures and these structures are dependent on
the growth mechanisms used. Wet  processing of MWNTs changes
agglomerate structure and leads to a tightening of the MWNT  bun-
dles. Residual catalyst left from nanotube growth has an effect on
the thermal stability of the MWNT  powder, with residual transi-
tion metal having a larger impact on oxidation temperature than
the support material. All samples investigated in this body of work
were shown to be of similar quality with regards to crystallinity.
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